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1. Introduction
This deliverable collects the outcomes from T4.1, T4.5 and T4.6 from S-CODE WP4. It is
presented in three main parts directly linked to the tasks performed to extract the
information:




Novel materials and additive manufacturing solutions for switches and crossings
(S&Cs) (T4.1)
Installation and logistics considerations (T4.5)
Overall system integration strategy (T4.6)

2. Objectives
This deliverable D4.1 is aligned with four out of the six main objectives that have been
established within S-CODE WP4, next-generation design: material and components.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Investigate novel materials and additive manufacturing approaches
Identify designs that reduce complexity and result in fewer components
Review innovative solutions for support
Evaluate solutions in relation to logistics and installation

The rest of the objectives from WP4 are studied and further discussed and analysed within
D4.2.

3. Novel materials and additive manufacturing solutions for
S&Cs
Reducing complexity and components in switching mechanisms requires novel solutions
and designs.

3.1

Existing knowledge and background analysis

The purpose of this section is to briefly describe the state-of-the-art analysis related to
current S&C elements and materials.
Railway S&Cs are special track systems used to allow a train to move from one track to
another. The structure of an S&C is very complicated and currently requires a large number
of components, including rails, check-rails, crossings, switches, turnout bearers with
varying lengths and fastening locations, and mechanical devices to operate switches. The
figure below shows a simple layout of a standard 1 in 16 right-hand railway turnout
system. Unlike the track components in mainline tracks, there are more than two sets of
rails and fastening systems to be secured to a turnout bearer, which necessitates between
two and four rail-seat supports at variable locations, and unique design requirements that
are significantly different from the design of conventional track components. To simplify
the systems in order to reduce complexity, systems with fewer components and new
designs, control, kinematic actuation and material solutions should be developed. While
making such design changes, it is appropriate to analyse and optimize the impact of the
wheel–rail interaction when a train switches from one track to another, address known
failure modes and remove safety issues.
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Fig. 0: Standard turnout system

For the purposes of the S-CODE project (and in line with the topic call), S&Cs are considered
as three distinct subsystems:
Subsystem 1: Control
Subsystem 1 can be considered to consist of all elements related to the supply of power
to, control of, sensing of, state feedback from and condition monitoring of switch
installations.
The principles of power point control and operation were established in the early 20th
century as power point machines and electric signalling became widespread, and they
have not changed substantially since that time. Following a command signal from the
interlocking, the switch follows a set series of steps which is akin to a bang–bang
controller. The switch is commanded to be in either of two extreme positions, yet the blade
position can vary infinitely between these positions. There are relatively few monitoring
systems in operation which sense the position of the blades outside of the two extremes,
and none which use this information as a feedback input to optimize the motion profile of
the blades for other purposes, e.g. to reduce power consumption, to reduce wear or as an
input to condition monitoring algorithms. Speed and reliability of operation have a direct
impact upon the nodal capacity.
With existing practice, should the feedback signal (detection) be incorrect or interrupted,
the turnout is considered unsafe, even though both switch rails may be locked in the
correct position. Without detection, the interlocking cannot clear the route, and trains are
prevented from passing the switch. This has the effect that, even for functional switches,
signals on the approach must show restrictive aspects when the switch is moving, and this
represents a capacity constraint.
Subsystem 2: Design
Subsystem 2 generally consists of steel rails, switches (sometimes referred to as ‘points’
or ‘tongues’), crossings (sometimes called ‘frogs’), steel plates, rubber pads, insulators,
fasteners, screw spikes, beam bearers (either timber, polymer, steel or concrete), ballast
and the underlying formation.
The load-carrying components are, on all but a few railway lines, mandatory structures
where the crossing part results in a significant discontinuity in the running surface of the
rail. The wheel/rail interaction through such an imperfect wheel–rail contact transfer can
cause detrimental impact loads on railway turnout and its components. Transient vibration
can also affect the surrounding environment, while the large impact emits significant noise
to railway neighbours.
Degradation of load-carrying components can lead to unreliability (resulting in costs and
losses in capacity) and safety-critical incidents (including accidents). It is therefore
essential to ensure that the next-generation design of material and components of the
S&C structure is in parallel with control, monitoring and sensor systems, and kinematic
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systems. This WP4 paves the robust pathway to implementing the next generation of S&C
design and a radical way of changing trains between tracks.
Elkins et al. (1989) [1] indicated that turnout bearers are becoming an increasingly
significant cost in track structure maintenance. This was supported by Kassa and Nielsen
(2008)[2]; they determined that the defects per km of turnout tracks are 16.52 times
higher than those of mainline railway lines, which makes the maintenance of turnout
sleepers more costly than that of standard sleepers. Furthermore, the sleepers in a railway
turnout are subjected to a complex pattern of flexural and shear forces due to the wheel–
rail impact load caused by the crossing trains. Remennikov and Kaewunruen (2008) [3]
found that the extreme impact conditions due to a train crossing on the turnout track
cause the sleeper’s failure. In reality, impact forces subject the sleepers to dynamic loads
which can be up to four to six times greater than the wheel load (Leong and Murray, 2008)
[4]. Bruni et al. (2009) [5] indicated that the impact and fatigue effects are the main
causes of short turnout service life and increases in maintenance cost. As such, in order
to assure public safety, research and development of radically new turnouts should also
investigate material and component performance, damage sensing and performancebased engineering design.
Subsystem 3: Kinematic system
Subsystem 3 consists of the elements necessary for moving the switch rails to the correct
position and locking them in that position until commanded to move otherwise by the
interlocking.
Existing practice is to utilize a single actuator in order to disengage the lock, move the
blades and then re-engage the lock in the new position. Existing designs use actuators of
electro-mechanical, electro-hydraulic and pneumatic operation. The single-channel
actuator and single lock both represent single points of failure which are responsible for a
large portion of switch unreliability.
With revised control schemes and switch designs, the kinematic elements could be adapted
to provide more reliable operation. This operation could be optimized to utilize less power,
switch at a higher speed or minimize noise/wear, as appropriate for each individual
switching installation. This could be achieved through better engineering design by gaining
a better understanding of the behaviour of other switch components, or by providing
functionally redundant subsystems combined with condition monitoring.

3.2

Novel materials and technologies

The goal of this section is to present the existing knowledge for innovative solutions
regarding switches and crossings. The following scheme was developed for S-CODE to this
end, and to present the different solutions for each element of the track in a graphic
manner:
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Fig. 1: S&C elements and materials
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As mentioned above, in the scheme we can see different possible solutions for the following
elements:


Slab
o
o
o
o
o
o

Self-healing concrete: silica microcapsules filled with epoxy
Self-healing concrete: self-healing of concrete by bacterial mineral
precipitation
FRC (fibre reinforcement concrete)
Concrete geopolymer slab
Composite slab
Asphalt slab



Ballast
o Artificial ballast
o Xitrackr
o ElastotrackR
o Neoballast
o Under-ballast mat



Cast steel (fastening systems)
o Fastening system with springs
o Low-friction surface



Elastomeric pads:
o Rubber-like materials for 3D printing
o Cork
o Rubber (natural, synthetic, composite)
o Under-sleeper pad



Sleepers
o Bi-block sleepers
o Monoblock sleepers
o Wood sleepers
o Y-shaped sleepers
o Composite plastic sleepers/bearers
o Concrete geopolymer sleepers



Laminated steel (rail)
o Carbon-manganese steel rail
o Pearlitic microalloyed steel rail
o Twinning-induced plasticity steel
o ‘Self-healing’ steel: capsule-based self-healing materials
o Self-healing corrosion protection
o Composite rail profile
o Bainitic/heterogeneous contact layer

Furthermore, the consortium has carried out an analysis of the possible application of
additive manufacturing for S&Cs; an additional section 3.2.1 has been added in this
document to reflect the transversal value and applicability of the technology. The main
types of additive technology that will be described further in the following section are:







Powder-bed systems: direct metal laser sintering
Powder-fed systems: laser cladding
Laser-engineered net shaping (LENS)
3DCP
Mesh mould
Rubber-like materials for 3D printing
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All these solutions have been analysed; more detail about them can be found in Appendix
A, including a description and a SWOT analysis.

3.2.1

Additive manufacturing

Due to the fast development of 3D printing in the recent years, great numbers of similar
technologies have been developed in an effort to get around various patents; nevertheless,
there are in fact four basic principles and their combinations. [6]
a. Technologies using jetting of melted material from a print head jet





Fused deposit modelling (FDM)
Material jetting (MJ)
Thermoplastic inkjet with milling
Photopolymer jetting (PJ)

This is the most widely used 3D printing technology and applies the principle that a thin
layer of a melted thermoplastic is applied by a jet. The material is heated up to the
softening temperature and applied layer by layer by the jet onto a build platform. For
printing more complex models, the printing of supports, which are then broken off
mechanically, or printing using another soluble material such as polyvinyl alcohol (PVA),
is used. This material can be melted metal, plastic, concrete or chocolate, among others.
[6]

Fig. 2: Fuse deposit modelling [6]

b. Technologies based on the principle of photopolymerization



Stereolithography (LS)
Digital light processing (DLP)

For this technology, an object is created using liquid resin (liquid photopolymer) that
solidifies in reaction to the action of a laser UV ray. Printers create an object in a vessel
full of a semi-finished product. It uses universal technologies and has good physical
properties of models, but uses a relatively expensive printer and material for printing. [6]
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c. Technologies based on the principle of bonding powder particles






Selective laser sintering (SLS)
Laser melting (SLM)
Binder jetting (BJ)
Electron beam melting (BM)
Laser metal deposition (LMD)

For this technology, an object is built by connecting layers in sequence created using a
very fine powder. The material can be connected by jetting a bonding agent onto each
layer of material or by sintering powder grains together using a laser or another source of
heat. Almost any material in the form of a powder can be classified as materials for these
technologies, such as nylon, ceramics, wax, bronze, stainless steel, cobalt, chromium and
titanium. A disadvantage is the high acquisition cost of the equipment. [6]
d. Laminated object manufacturing method
Laminated object manufacturing (LOM)
This technology consists of placing materials in layers that are bound together (using an
adhesive, abrasive welding, etc.) and then cut to shape with a laser or knife.
Table 1: Overview and comparison of basic 3D printing technologies [7]

If we focus on the 3D printing of functional components in the field of mechanical
engineering, then SLS (selective laser sintering) and FDM (fused deposition modelling)
technologies are currently those most usable. Considering the price of equipment for the
3D printing of metallic parts and fast development in this area, a 3D printer using FDM
technology (Ultimaker 5S) was selected to be purchased. This 3D printer seems to be the
best variant in terms of the price–performance ratio for the manufacture of non-metallic
prototypes made of materials such as ABS, PLA, nylon and similar ones.
Table 2 shows examples of material properties for ABS, PLA and PC.
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Table 2: Material properties for ABS, PLA and PC [6]
Material name
PLA
ABS
Density (solid phase)
1,250 kg/m3
Tensile strength
50 MPa
36 MPa
Ultimate bending strength
80 MPa
61 MPa
Modulus of elasticity in tension
4,000 MPa
2,300 MPa
Ductility
6%
4%

PC
68 MPa
104 MPa
2,200 MPa
5%

Fig. 3: Ultimaker 5S 3D printer [8]
In the field of switches and switch structures, this technology seems currently to be the
most usable one for smaller elements and especially for prototype manufacture. Structural
elements that can currently be commonly manufactured using 3D printing are, especially,
the smaller components of switch boxes or fastening systems. However, existing
manufacturing technologies such as rolling and casting, of both plastic and metallic parts,
seem to be currently more economically favourable for serial production. Nowadays, a
problem is that many components in a switch are also very large and often have relatively
low requirements for the accuracy of manufacture compared with other branches of
mechanical engineering manufacture (typically, superstructure components such as sole
plates);most of the 3D printers currently enable printing of small products only.
Considering further development of this technology, we cannot exclude that it will also be
widely used in superstructure elements in the future. A future advantage could also be
that it enables sufficient accuracy of manufacture to be reached for printing technologies
and thus such products will be characterized by a small amount of waste material
compared with cast products that are subsequently machined, which will save money and
the environment.

3.3

Prioritization analysis

This section presents the results of analysis of the main strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats (SWOT) for each of the proposed novel solutions for S&Cs.
The SWOT assessment for all the technologies set forth in section 3.1.1 of this document
is shown in Appendix A: SWOT analysis. However, to choose the solutions that we believe
are most promising, we identified the following criteria:




Innovation potential
Experience with the technology
Compatibility with the new designs developed

These criteria were assessed individually by the members of this consortium. The summary
of the results of this assessment is summed up in the following graphics:
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Fig. 4: Prioritization analysis summary
The best-scoring technologies are the ones that will be developed in the following sections.

3.4
3.4.1

Most promising solutions identified for S&Cs

Composite plastic sleeper or bearers

Composite sleepers can be designed to be adapted for
energy harvesting and embedded sensing technologies.
A railway sleeper is an important component of a railway
network. Railway organizations used wooden sleepers for
nearly two centuries, and millions of old sleepers in the
world need to be replaced for many reasons. They can be
exchanged again for wooden sleepers or replaced with
concrete, steel or even composite sleepers.
Wooden sleepers have a number of advantages and disadvantages such as (i) able to
absorb shocks and bear a good capacity to dampen vibrations, therefore retaining packing
well, (ii) easy to handle without damage, (iii) susceptible to mechanical and biological
degradation, (iv) shorter life due to wear, decay and attack by vermin, and (v) cannot be
recycled [9,10]. On other hand, steel sleepers are expensive and may present corrosion
issues. Another problem with steel sleepers is fatigue cracking in the fastening holes
caused by moving trains.
After the development of prestress sleepers in the 1930s and 1940s, since the 1950s,
wooden sleepers have been replaced by them on a massive scale. The main advantages
of concrete sleepers are (i) relatively simple production process, (ii) variety of design
adopted to requirements, (iii) high strength allowing the use of a simplified rail fastening,
(iv) durability and lifespan, and (v) acceptable price. The stability of concrete sleepers in
the ballast bed determined by a higher sleeper weight and a rough bottom surface has
allowed installation of continuous welded rails.
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There are, however, some disadvantages of concrete sleepers. The essential ones are a
high bending stiffness and a hard contact surface with ballast particles, which cause
overloading of the ballast bed, stone crushing and consequent undesirable deterioration
of track quality. Another limitation originates in the requirements for sleeper shape which
has to resist not only operational load but also prestressing force itself. High prestress
force does not allow holes or cavities in a sleeper, which are necessary for installation of
additional devices or equipment, connecting cables, etc.
Application of under-sleeper pads allows a reduction in contact stress between sleepers
and the ballast bed, partially overcoming trouble with the high bending stiffness of
concrete sleepers and increasing the vertical elasticity of the track. Consequently, the
track quality is improved, and the development of rail corrugation is slowed down. A special
assembly of under-sleeper pads in S&C structures helps to reduce abrupt changes in the
vertical stiffness; consequently, dynamic effects are decreased. Under-sleeper pads can
have a similar positive impact if installed on plastic composite sleepers or bearers.
With modernization, the idea of railway sleepers with fibre-composite materials has been
introduced and is accepted worldwide due to their unique features over any other type of
sleeper. In the last two decades, many researchers have conducted many attempts to
manufacture sleepers using different materials such as plastics.
Generally, a composite material is made by combining two or more materials – often ones
that have very different properties. The two materials work together to give the composite
unique properties. The most common materials used for manufacture of composite
sleepers are plastics (i.e. high-density poly ethylene, etc.), different chemical additives,
various fillers/fibres and reinforcement agents (i.e. glass, CaCO3, carbon, etc.) [11,12].
Nowadays, composite sleepers have proved to be viable replacements for traditional
wooden sleepers.
In the first step, it is necessary to determine which physical and mechanical properties are
required to achieve the desired in-service performance. Polymer composite sleepers
assimilate a polymer material (recycled HDPE) as the chief component, with fibre as
reinforcement or fillers. Note that the use of commercially available glass fibres as
reinforcement is a problematic approach because the high viscosity of molten HDPE results
in poor wetting of the glass by the matrix polymer [9]. Most often, composite sleepers are
composed of a proprietary mixture of plastics (mainly shredded HDPE), rubber from whole
post-consumer tyres, rubber buffing from retreaders, other waste materials, chemical
additives and various fillers and reinforcement agents like fibreglass.
The main advantages of the innovated sleepers can be summarized as (i) economic use of
plastic waste, (ii) contributing to recycling plastic waste with a healthy and safe method,
(iii) production of the proposed sleepers to replace wooden sleepers, hence saving nature,
(iv) composite sleepers are free from insect and moisture damage, resistant to chemical
damage, have excellent damping and shock absorption properties and provide better
performance on curves, and (v) sleepers do not require the use of toxic preservatives and
do not have water absorption problems which cause loss of strength [13,14].
The ratio of prices of plastic sleepers to wooden or concrete sleepers depends on the
particular type of plastic sleeper and wooden or concrete sleepers used for the comparison.
Other factors are important, e.g. the market situation, possibilities of local manufacturers
or shipping distance and others. Currently, plastic sleepers are usually 5 to 10 times more
expensive than wooden sleepers, or often 3 to 6 times more expensive than concrete
sleepers. The production of plastic sleepers is rapidly expanding, so as a consequence the
prices of plastic sleepers are decreasing. It can be assumed the plastic sleepers are more
effective from a LCC point of view even today. (see Table 3) [15].
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Instead of short fibres, long fibres that are both strong and stiff in tension can be used in
production. Furthermore, fillers (i.e. CaCO3) have excellent mechanical and thermal
properties such as flexibility and elasticity. If these materials are combined on the basis
of properties, a superior quality material is achieved which can be used as a railway
sleeper.
Table 3 describes a comparison between fibre-reinforced plastic sleepers, wooden and
steel ones for bridge track applications.
Table 3: Comparison of wooden, steel and composite bridge sleepers [15]
Parameter
Wooden
Concrete*
Steel
Composite
Durability (years)
8–40
40–60
15–20
40–50
Weight (kg)
100–171
250–350
110
54
Replacement of sleepers
Easy
Difficult
Difficult
Easy
Handling
Not so easy
Difficult
Difficult
Easy
Suitability for track vicinity
Suitable
Problematic
Problematic
Suitable
Cost per sleeper with fittings
50
80
125
250
(EUR)
Lifecycle cost (EUR/year)
5.3
2.0**
7.4
4.6
* according to internal documents of SZDC
** approximate value
The sleeper prices differ according to their parameters, which relates to the track demands
and sleeper design. These prices also vary in different countries and depend on the market
situation (e.g. the number of produced sleepers of a particular type), and they are also
time dependent. For example, the prices of steel sleepers were approximately £30 and
£55 respectively in the UK in 2011.
The same is valid for concrete sleepers. For instance, the price of concrete sleepers with
length of 2.6 m with fittings (baseplate fastening) is approximately 80 EUR in the Czech
Republic in the last decade. The lifespan of prestress concrete sleepers is generally
expected to be 40 - 60 years while they do not require any significant maintenance.
The major challenges in using composite railway sleepers are their limited strength, limited
stiffness and high cost, which are not compatible with concrete or wooden sleepers in most
cases. Nevertheless, the cost of composite sleeper technologies can be reduced by
optimizing the use of materials. Significant research needs to be performed either on real
composite sleepers or a new composite sleeper made from another material to increase
the strength and stiffness of recycled plastic sleepers. The potential of using a composite
sandwich panel for manufacturing composite sleepers is anticipated to provide an efficient
structural element [16].
Polymeric composites may offer a good alternative for current railway sleepers as they
have properties such as corrosion and chemical resistance, environmental durability and
high specific strength.
Proposed design and manufacture
A generally accepted standard aimed at the design of plastic composite sleepers or bearers
does not yet exist. The technical input data in the design process comprises the rolling
stock and the track. The rolling stock is characterized by axle load, train speed and
maintenance status, i.e. accepted size of wheel flat, accepted out-of-roundness of wheels,
general estimation of maintenance level, etc. Typical input parameters related to the track
are rail profile, rail-pad properties, geometry of the designed sleeper or bearer, sleeper
spacing, ballast stiffness and maintenance, substructure condition and state, etc.
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Technical input data can be immediately taken into the design process for static and
dynamic analysis. The characteristic bending moments at the rail-seat section and the
centre section of the sleeper are considered when designing concrete sleepers; positive
and negative characteristic bending moments are considered when designing concrete
bearers. The characteristic bending moments comprise the above-mentioned technical
input data. This approach simplifies the theoretical design process and simultaneously is
used for calculation of the test load applied during design approval tests as well as routine
tests during the production process. The test bending moments for prestress concrete
sleepers and bearers are higher than the characteristic bending moments and include the
effects of prestress loss and the difference between concrete strength during the tests and
fatigue strength. These aspects are not considered for plastic composite sleepers or
bearers.
This approach could be adapted to design a composite plastic bearer. The specification of
the characteristic bending moments is up to the customer who is usually a railway
manager. The theoretical method can be substituted by empirical or combined ones, to
overcome difficult specification of reliable input parameters used in the theoretical method.
Typical design parameters for concrete bearers are shown in Table 4. Factors kb, kbn and
kbB express the dynamic impact factor used in calculation of the test load.
Table 4: Examples of design parameters of concrete bearers
AUSTRIA
Track design
parameter

SPAIN

Bearer
type 1

Bearer
type 2

Línea
Alta
convencional
velocidad
(1)
250/225/180
250

CZECH
REPUBLIC

HUNGARY

Bearer
type 1

Bearer
type 1

225

170

Design axle load

[kN]

250

250

Track gauge
Maximum speed on
direct track
Bearer spacing
Bearer cross section
– width
Bearer cross section
– depth
Positive characteristic
bending moment
Negative
characteristic
bending moment
Positive test bending
moment
Negative test
bending moment
Static coefficient kb

[mm]

1437

1437

1435

1435

1668–1435

1435

[km/h]

--

--

160/220/300

120

200

300

[mm]
[mm]

600

600

600

600

600

600

[mm]

300

304

300

300

220

220

220

220

[kNm]

25.00

25.00

22.00

22.5

22.5

[kNm]

−25.00

−25.00

16.00

−22.5

−22.5

[kNm]

22.50

28

28

[kNm]

−22.50

−30

−30

Static coefficient kbn
Fatigue coefficient
kbB

1.80

1.80

1.80

2.50

1.8

1.8

2.50

2.50

1.80

2.50

1.8

1.8

2.50

2.50

2.20

2.20

2.5

2.5

Table 4a (continuation of the table): Examples of design parameters of concrete bearers
SWITZERLAND
Track design
parameter
Design axle load
Track gauge
Maximum speed on
direct track
Bearer spacing

Bearer type 1
[kN]

225

[mm]

1435

GERMANY
Bearer type
KS

Bearer type
W

NETHERLANDS
Bearer type 1

[km/h]
[mm]

600
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Bearer cross section –
width
Bearer cross section –
depth
Positive characteristic
bending moment
Negative characteristic
bending moment
Positive test bending
moment
Negative test bending
moment
Static coefficient kb

[mm]

300

300

300

[mm]

220

220

200

[kNm]

22.50

22.50

22.50

[kNm]

−22.50

−22.50

−22.50

[kNm]

25.00

28

32

[kNm]

−25.00

−30

−32

Static coefficient kbn

28
−28

1.25

1.96

2.50

1.96

Fatigue coefficient kbB

Table 4b (continuation of the table): Examples of design parameters of concrete bearers
FRANCE
Track design
parameter
Design axle load
Track gauge
Maximum speed on
direct track
Bearer spacing
Bearer cross section –
width
Bearer cross section –
depth
Positive characteristic
bending moment
Negative
characteristic bending
moment

[kN]

Bearer
type 1
225/170

Bearer
type 2
225/170

[mm]

1435

[km/h]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]

250/225/170

Bearer
type D
25.5

Bearer
type S
25.5

1435

1435

1435

1435

1435

200/350

200/350

80/200/350

200

200

200

600

600

600

650/710

650/710

710

300

300

300

310

265

310

200

200

215

186

205

160

34.50

27.80

−34.5

−27.8

25

[kNm]

−25

19.25

Negative test bending
moment

[kNm]

−19.25

−25.20

1.30–
1.40
1.30–
1.40

1.30–1.40

Fatigue coefficient kbB

Project

[kNm]

[kNm]

Static coefficient kbn

UNITED KINGDOM
Bearer
type R
25.5

Positive test bending
moment

Static coefficient kb

BELGIUM

31.0 up
to 4500
long 34.5
over 4500
long
as
positive

25.20

1.30–1.40

1.80

1.70

1.70

1.70

1.80

1.70

1.70

1.70

2.50

2.10

2.10

2.10

Appendix B of this document contains detailed research on manufacturers of composite
sleepers as well as a review of their available products. Their main features have been
summarized in the following table:
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Table 5: Available product description and advantages
Main advantages
50-year expected design life

Made of a high-quality, ductile,
reinforced polymer with two steel bars
encased

Lankhorst

Low lifecycle costs
Recycled and recyclable materials
Excellent
properties

damping

and

strength

Sound and vibration reduction

Offers a pre-drilling and mounting
service for a faster installation

High lateral and vertical stability
Longer lifespan
to

lateral

rail

Greenrail

Significant electrical isolation
Greater
resistance
to
freezing/thawing phenomenon

the

Concrete inner core is protected from
sand in desert regions
Reduction of vibration and noise
Product traceability, RFID technology
Reuse of tons of plastic and ELTs (35
tons/km)
Good eco-balance due to the use of
secondary
raw
materials.
100%
recyclable
Does not pollute ground water
More than 50-year lifespan. Low lifecycle
costs

STRAIL

Excellent lateral resistance due to the
profiled bottom of the sleeper
Completely embedded within the
ballast,
which
provides
excellent
vertical stability against uplift

High chemical resistance

Greater resistance
displacement

Description/features

Processible similar to that for wooden
sleepers (e.g. sawing, milling, planing,
drilling, plating)

Outer cover made of end-of-life tyres
(ELTs) and recycled plastic. Inner core
of pre-stressed, reinforced concrete
Designed to use a ‘W’ rail-fastening
system, preassembled in the factory
It can produce various kinds of sleeper,
following international specifications
and clients’ requests
Photovoltaic panels for solar energy
harvesting
(Greenrail
Solar)
and
devices for safety and diagnostic data
transmission (Greenrail LinkBox) can
be implemented

Made of recycled extruded
reinforced with fibres
Application:


normal track sleepers, turnout
sleepers and bridge sleepers



normal
track
and
turnout
sleepers as a substitute for
concrete sleepers ≤ 160 km/h
and wheel set loads (axle loads)
of ≤ 225 kN



sleepers for special applications
such as in extremely corrosive
environments, e.g. in chemical
companies or mining

Treatment does not present any health
risk
Screw pull-out force better than with
wooden sleepers
Excellent chemical and environmental
resistance

plastic
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Main advantages

Description/features

More durable than timber, steel or
concrete – impervious to rot, fungus,
insects and moisture

Sicut

The material contains no toxic chemicals
or preservatives and will not corrode or
develop splinters
Reduced
noise,
conductivity

vibration

and

Reduced mid-life maintenance

TieTek

Minimized lateral movement, increased
stability, reduced excessive contact
forces and track wear
Better long-term spike hold and superior
performance
More durable. Resistant to plate cutting,
improved lateral strength and minimal
variation in rail gauge after heavy axle
traffic
Less surface vibration
Does not require specialized installation
or maintenance equipment

Integrico Composites

Possibility to mix with wooden sleepers
in operating environments

Axion Structural
Innovations

Recyclable after use and eliminates
water/moisture ingress, undetected
cracking and potential steel rusting
Does not require indoor storage
Handled and installed with the same
equipment used for timber sleepers

Installs and handles like timber

Because Integrico’s technology uses
extremely tough plastic material that
cannot be processed by competitors, the
raw material cost is lower than for others
in the industry

More durable – impervious
fungus, insects and moisture

Patented embossed side and bottom
pattern which locks the sleeper into a
set position within the ballast

to

rot,

Easy to install – can be installed using
traditional wooden sleeper equipment
Recycled structural composite (RSC)
material is inert, contains no toxic
materials and is non-corrosive. Made
from 100% recycled materials and is
100% recyclable

Resists plate wear and hold spikes and
maintains gauge after 14 years and
over 1.8 billion tonnes of heavy-haul
traffic
High-performance
sleepers
which
provide a superior track foundation
Completely
interchangeable
wooden sleepers

with

85% of the inputs come from recycled
materials — plastic, rubber from used
tyres and waste fibreglass — combined
with various mineral fillers
Extremely
strong,
durable,
selfextinguishing and highly resistant to
harsh environmental conditions
Mixes recycled landfill-bound plastic to
create composite sleepers that far
exceed industry standards for high
consistency and structural integrity
A formulation component of IntegriTies
includes cross-linked polyethene, an
extremely tough plastic. The low-heat
process preserves the properties that
make it a good raw material for
sleepers
Can be used in road crossings,
switches, light rail, bridges, mining and
heavy axle-load freight
Axion’s
sleepers
standards

meet

AREMA

Patented pattern – debossed upon the
sides and bottom of each sleeper.
Optimal hold and increased mechanical
interlock between sleeper and ballast
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3.4.2

Fibre-reinforced foamed urethane (FFU) bearers

Recent developments in composite materials such as FFU, geopolymer concrete, recycled
polymer and CarbonLoc composite have resulted in their pilot adoption in the railway
industry. Railway track support systems are critical for safe and reliable operation of
railway tracks. There are two types of support structure, which can be designed to be
either a slab or a cluster of discrete bearers or sleepers. The choice of turnout support
system depends on the asset management strategy of the rail operators or maintainers.
The aim of this section is to present the criteria and fundamental and multi-disciplinary
issues for the design and practical selection of composite materials in railway turnout
systems. As a case study, a full-scale trial to investigate in situ behaviours of a turnout
grillage system using bearers made from an alternative material, FFU, is also presented.
Comparative studies of composite materials for railway track applications are reviewed
and presented in order to improve the material design process. This section will also
highlight the practicality and environmental risks of composite components in railway built
environments. It embraces the requirement considerations of new materials for use as
safety-critical track elements.
It is well known that a traditional turnout system generally imparts high impact forces on
structural members because of its blunt geometry and mechanical connections between
closure rails and switch rails (i.e. heel-block joints). Although a new method of geometrical
design has been adopted for tangential turnouts, the transfer zone at a crossing nose in a
complex turnout system still imposes high-frequency forces on track components. Under
static and high-intensity impact loading conditions, timber bearers have a long-proven
record of providing firmed support to such turnouts. The structural timber bearers in
turnout systems are usually in Strength Group 1 [17]. It is important to note that bearers
for supporting points and crossing structures may be designed using the beam on elastic
foundation analysis (similar to traditional railway sleepers) but one must take into account
additional factors [18]:
• Extra length of timber bearers in comparison with standard sleepers
• Centrifugal forces through curved pairs of rails
• Forces and bending moments induced from points motors and other signalling
equipment
• Impact forces induced by wheel–rail interaction
• Mechanical rail joints (maximum spacing of bearers is 600 mm)
Currently, the procurement of high-quality long timber bearers used in complex turnout
systems is very difficult for either construction or renewal processes. Problems with long
timber turnout bearers (> 4 m) include localized weakness, a high degree of deformation,
warping or unstable dimensions that can easily cause obstructions during the turnout
assembly, resulting in poor geometry of new turnouts [19]. Then, the wheel/rail
interaction (see Figure 5) over such poor short-pitch irregularity induces impact force and
vibration that exacerbates the condition and undermines the service life of turnout
components and the integrity of the turnout system as a whole [20].
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Fig. 5: Transfer zone at a crossing where a conical wheel is traversing a v-crossing
(removal of white paint showing the wheel contact band) and running over a dip angle
inducing impact force. Note that axle box acceleration responds only to the wheel
trajectory path, which is the gross resultant of combined degradations of crossings,
pads, bearers, ballast and support formation
Presently, the difficulty in seeking high-quality timbers has led to two possible alternatives
in practice: first, to use long concrete bearers with splice plates; second, to use an
alternative material (i.e. FFU, composite materials, plastic rubber materials, etc.) with
similar characteristics to timber. A critical review has enabled a trial of FFU material in
S&Cs because of its high-impact attenuation, high damping property, high UV resistance
and long service life. A special arrangement for lightweight composite bearers has been
designed to maintain lateral stability to the turnouts [21]. The review has led to this study,
in order to evaluate and validate composite FFU bearers in European S&Cs. Figure 6
demonstrates the use of FFU bearers in S&Cs.

Fig. 6: Composite FFU bearers in switches and crossings
The fundamental engineering properties of the FFU material are tabulated in Table 6 [17].
The material design for turnout sleeper/bearer application usually considers flexural
bending moments resulting from vertical train–track interaction. In railway operational
practice, the dynamic vertical load (P2) by a wheel of a train wagon is usually controlled
or limited to 230 kN by appropriate maintenance schemes. Note that this value does not
take into account any high-frequency impact forces imposed on top of the quasi-static
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design load (P2). The high-frequency impact force or so-called P1 often causes rapid
deterioration of crossings, fastening systems and low-damping concrete bearers.
Naturally, the dynamic content of P1 is filtered by material damping characteristics (i.e. in
the fastening system, timber or FFU).
Table 6: Engineering properties of FFU material in comparison with timber bearers
Properties

Service life (years)
Density (kg/m3)
Bending strength (MPa) > 70
Vertical compression strength
(MPa) > 40
Shear strength (MPa) > 7
Elastic modulus (MPa) > 6000
Fatigue flexural strength

Australian
hardwood
bearers1
5–10
1050–1120
65
60
6.1
16,000
50,000
cycles at
40 MPa
10
137

Birch
(softwood)
bearers2
5–10
750
80
40
12
7100
50,000
cycles at 40
MPa
17
137

New
50
740
142
58
10
8100

Hardness (MPa)
28
Water absorption (mg/cm2) <
3.3
10
Impact
bending
strength
(MPa)
20
41
@ 20 °C
8
41
@ −20 °C
Destructive voltage (kV)
- dry (> 20,000)
8
8
> 25
- wet (> 20,000)
<1
<1
22
Insulation resistance ()
6.6 × 107
6.6 × 107
1.6 × 1013
- dry (> 1.0 × 104)
5.9 × 104
5.9 × 104
1.4 × 108
4
- wet (> 1.0 × 10 )
Dog spike pull-out strength
25
25
28
(kN) > 15
Screw spike pull-out strength
40
43
65
(kN) > 30
1
Timber bearer properties are derived from AS1720 Strength Group 2
2
Birch timber bearer properties are equivalent to soft wood

FFU bearers
After 10
After 15
years
years
40
35
740
740
125
131
66
63

After 30
years
20
740
116
55

9.5
9.6
8044
8788
1 million cycles at 94 MPa

7
8414

25
3.3

17
3.3

3.3

-

-

-

> 25
24

> 25
23

> 25
25

2.1 × 1012
5.9 × 1010

3.6 × 1012
1.9 × 109

8.2 × 1011
-

28

23

22

39

44

33

Proposed design and manufacture
Both the sleepers on main lines and the bearers in S&Cs are safety-critical components
for railway applications [22]. As an essential part of rail track systems, the main
requirements of sleepers and bearers include providing an anchorage for the fastening
system, keeping the stability of railway track and transmission of vertical, lateral and
longitudinal loads from the rails to the ballast or other support [17]. In real-life practices
around the world, they are also exposed to the sun (UV radiation), rainfall, frost damage
(freeze and thaw), elevated temperature (ambient, hot trackwork such as grinding and
welding) and so on. These various types of exposure require railway sleepers and bearers
to provide sufficient durability and ductility. Based on these inevitable criteria, all sleepers
and bearers made of different materials should meet the system requirements suitable for
different types, local parameters and locations of railway tracks. They must meet the
safety and maintenance targets set by the local rail authorities or infrastructure managers.
The International Union of Railways (UIC) has classified railway track into five different
categories in European countries (as shown in Table 7) [17]. Track engineers and sleeper
designers must consider the design parameters set for each category.
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Table 7: Track categories in Europe
Track
category
TC1
TC2
TC3
TC4
TC5

Common usage
Urban light rail and some
industrial track
Urban light rail and some
industrial track
Conventional main line railways
High-speed railways
Mixed-traffic line

Typical axle
load
100–130 kN

Typical
maximum speed
100 km/h

Typical rail
section
49E1

160 kN

140 km/h

54E1

225 kN
200 kN
300 kN

200 km/h
320 km/h
200 km/h

60E1
60E1
60E1

In addition to meeting the general test requirements for a particular railway track
classification, each type of composite sleeper must still have special tests associated with
the material characteristics and structural component behaviours suitable for the specific
requirements of each rail authority. These also mean that it is essential to optimize the
material characteristics of specific composite sleepers or bearers. It is also critical that the
sleepers or bearers provide assured capability to resist repetitive loading and provide
sufficient durability [17]. The development framework for plastic and composite sleepers
could follow the process shown in Figure 7. Finally, the design principle of composite
sleepers and bearers must be established to assure public safety over the whole life of the
asset. Recent work has indicated that railway tracks could be designed to be used for up
to 50 years with regular routine maintenance. However, bearers could have premature
failure due to irregularities. The replacement or modification of turnout bearers requires
appropriate structural design principles to assure that safety margins and structural
reliability can be retained without undermining long-term sustainability.

Optimize
Optimize
Sleeper
design

Defining track
demand

Sleeper
manufacture

1.Safety

1.Stiffness calculation

2.Stability

2.Strength calculation

1.Material quality
control

3.Durability
4.Economy

3.Sharp and dimension
design

2.Manufacturing
process control

5.Etc.

4.Economic analysis
5.Etc.

Laboratory
test

Field test

1.Material test
(depended on the
material )

1.Lateral Track
Resistance

*Chemical resistance

2.Track safety

*Environmental
resistance

3.Track regularity

*Mechanical
properties

5.Stability and
durability

*Etc.

6.Etc.

Qualified
sleeper

4.Vibration and noise

2.Product test
*Bending resistance
*Thermal expansion
and contraction
* Interface with
fastener and rail
*Failure testing
*Fatigue testing
*Etc.

Fig. 7: Composite bearer development process
Because plastic is not an isotropic material, a specific drawback of composite FFU sleepers
is that they have different strengths in different directions. It is easier to design in concrete
or steel because these materials have constant strength in all directions. Although timber
is also an anisotropic material, it has been used in civil engineering for a long time, and
designers are familiar with its behaviour. As yet, we do not have enough experience of
using plastic in railway applications, and difficulties with designing plastic sleepers are
intensified by their anisotropy, fragility, low tensile strength, light weight and the
dependence of the properties on their topology. These issues increase the design
complexity of composite and plastic sleepers; the design process must consider the sleeper
material as well as its form and size. Most designs of composite and plastic sleepers are
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based on associated specific research outcomes and guidelines. Experimental tests
performed to benchmark structural capacity and manufacturing quality (i.e. type testing)
using a certain number of sleepers and re-analysis are often chosen, depending on the
designer’s experience and the risk management plan taken by the railway organization
(through increased inspection and maintenance). For composite sleepers and bearers, any
design method should consider the fibre layers, all dimensional aspects and structural
functions of the sleepers and bearers [17]. Consequently, designers should use
optimization methods after the experimental tests to seek an ideal solution in both aspects.
Currently, most composite sleepers adopt the allowable stress design principle. Allowable
stress design (also known as permissible stress design) is a design concept commonly
used to design traditional sleepers. Allowable stress design is more conservative than limit
states design because the former considers only quasi-static wheel loads [23], which need
higher safety factors, making the design method unsatisfactory. A quasi-static wheel load
is usually multiplied by a dynamic factor of between 2.0 and 3.0 [24]. However, wheel–
rail interactions can produce dynamic loads higher than those specified in the design codes.
A recent studied showed that dynamic wheel loads can reach four to six times the static
ones.
The allowable stress design concept is present in the concrete sleeper design standards
used in Australia, Asia and North America. However, because this approach has to consider
reductions in material strength, the resulting sleepers are over-designed [24], which is a
concern for railway companies. Also, it omits important factors in sleeper design, such as
real dynamic load, ultimate material strength and risks associated with operation,
maintenance and even failure. These are the main disadvantages of using this design
principle. As shown in Figure 8, this design concept determines the maximum strength of
some material, which then cannot be exceeded in the structure. Aspects such as buckling,
brittle fracture, fatigue failure and allowable deflections are taken into account in this
design method. In this concept, the limit strength of the material is reduced by factors
associated with errors in material homogeneity, size and finishing. Examples of some
reduced factor values are given in Table 8 for each type of sleeper. The highest factor is
for timber sleepers because timber is the least homogeneous of the materials.

Fig. 8: Allowable stress design method
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Table 8: Comparison of allowable stress design and limit state design methods [24]
Item
Basic principle

Allowable stress design

Limit state design

Working stress ≤ permissible stress ≈

Σ (γ × imposed loads) ≤ (ɸ ×

ultimate stress/SF

resistance)

Filled status

Excess permissible stress

Load

Use dynamic factor

Material strength

Ultimate stress/SF

Reliability index

Not taken into account

Structure importance factor

Not taken into account

Common sleeper material

3.4.3

Concrete, timber, steel, plastics
composite

Divide into ultimate limit state,
serviceability limit state, etc.
Combine the loads that are
multiplied by a load factor
Based on the degree of reliability
Use reliability index or safety
index
Depends on the category
Concrete, steel

Neoballast

Beyond sleepers, other innovative technologies are being developed for the track support
layer, particularly for the ballast layer. This is the case for Neoballast.
Neoballast consists of a ballast aggregate covered by an advanced coating that comprises
a bespoke binder component and recycled rubber coming from end-of-life vehicle (ELV)
tyres. Neoballast allows the use of poor-quality aggregates (e.g. limestone ballast), even
recycled ballast, which can compensate for the lack of high-quality aggregates in certain
regions.

Fig. 9: Neoballast
Although many solutions have been developed for ballast, in order to increase track
performance and reduce maintenance needs, the current ballast present in the majority
of European and worldwide railway lines is practically the same as a century ago. The
ground-breaking nature of Neoballast does not only lie in adding significant value for the
first time to ballast aggregates, but in achieving a multipurpose solution able to increase
the lifespan of the track and reduce track stiffness, which is especially relevant in S&Cs,
while solving another major issue of concern for infrastructure managers: annoyance
caused by noise and vibrations.
With its rubber coating, Neoballast increases energy dissipation and load distribution,
leading to increased flexibility. This allows for a reduction in ballast layer thickness of up
to 20%, which is significantly important for tunnels and bridges with reduced gauge. It is
also very convenient for high stiffness zones of the track, such as S&Cs. In addition,
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Neoballast provides a higher contact area with sleepers, which leads to less track
deterioration and fewer maintenance needs for the track in general and S&Cs in particular.
Neoballast can also be combined with plastic bearers or any other technologies to be
developed for track support. [25]
Regarding environmental benefits, Neoballast can reduce by up to 70% the extraction of
new ballast by enhancing its durability, but also by allowing old ballast to be recycled. Best
practices in track maintenance and renewal are able to recover a small percentage (usually
between 10% and 15%) of ballast in good conditions and thus it is susceptible to being
reused in the track by means of ballast-cleaning machines. In contrast, Neoballast
technology enables the recovery of degraded ballast aggregates, increasing significantly
the amount of ballast recycled (up to 80%). Consequently, Neoballast is also a recyclable
product. Moreover, Neoballast incorporates recycled rubber as an input material,
contributing to the circular flow of materials and to a more sustainable society.[26]
Indeed, Neoballast is aligned with the S2R MAAP objectives related to an increase in the
capacity and reliability of the railway network, as well as reducing lifecycle costs.
Increasing the affordability of rail infrastructures is vital for the increase in rail
competitiveness and attractiveness required to face fierce competition from the road
sector. Increased capacity through a more reliable and safe rail infrastructure is sought by
infrastructure managers. By minimizing track maintenance operations and avoiding
premature renewal of the track, Neoballast enables a reduction in the operational
hindrance caused by maintenance and renewal, which leads to average savings of external
costs of €45,000 per km (considering a timeframe of 40 years).
Another main objective of the EU transport strategy is integrating today’s patchwork of
national systems into a Single European Transport Area. Neoballast is a valid solution for
the whole European railway network, requiring only slight modifications in its formulation
to be adapted to any EU ballast standard.
In conclusion, Neoballast is an innovative solution for track substructure compatible with
the new concepts for S&Cs, with the main benefits summarized as:













Higher attrition resistance than standard ballast, doubling service life (from 20 to 40
years).
Higher contact area between sleepers and ballast, leading to less track deterioration
(up to 100%).
Reduction in track stiffness, which is very suitable for reducing the increased stiffness
in S&C zones.
Possibility of reducing ballast layer thickness, which may be very positive for some new
S&C designs.
Fewer tamping operations needed, which is especially appropriate for S&C support
zones, which are difficult to tamp.
It reduces LCC by about 40% due to the increase in durability. Further savings can be
obtained from the use of recycled or poor-quality aggregates.
Increase of noise and vibration (N&V) performance, avoiding in some cases the need
for isolation devices (reduction up of to 10 dBa of airborne noise and 6–10 dBv of
vibration peak). Neoballast is two to four times cheaper than conventional N&V
mitigation solutions (ballast mats, isolating windows, etc.).
Reduction of the need for natural aggregates in railway construction (estimated by
70%).
Reduction of ELV tyres sent to landfill and incineration plants (4 kg ELV tyres/t of
Neoballast).
Reduction of CO2 emissions (estimated at 3.50 kg of CO2/t of Neoballast).
Reduction of energy consumption (estimated at 5.92 kwh/t of Neoballast).
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Proposed design and manufacture
Until now, the production of Neoballast for lab tests has been done manually, but in order
to construct a real-scale field-test section with Neoballast to test its behaviour in real
conditions, large-scale production must be achieved. For this reason, a Neoballast
production machine is being developed.

Fig. 10: Manual preparation of Neoballast

The proposed process to produce Neoballast at an industrial scale is shown in Figure 11:

Fig. 11: Overview of process to produce Neoballast

Some tests have been carried out to simulate the different steps of the process and verify
their behaviour. The key point regarding cost and manipulation of the overhaul process is
binder consumption; for this reason, a lot of efforts and tests have been focused on
reducing the amount of binder consumed during the process. The effect of temperature
and humidity on binder viscosity and workability have been analysed, as shown next.
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Fig. 12: Viscosity characterization of the binder

Fig. 13: Viscosity vs temperature of the binder used for Neoballast

Currently, the machine prototype is being designed and manufactured under the ECfunded Neoballast project under Grant Agreement 720491, lead by COMSA. It is expected
to have the machine ready and Neoballast produced in order to be tested in a field-test
section by the beginning of next year, from which further valuable information will be
obtained.

3.4.4

High-damping concrete
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Railway track components often suffer from high aggressive loading and vibration
conditions of the railway environment. In this study, the idea of an improved structural
material which can effectively absorb vibration energy is introduced, to be used for making
railway sleepers. Environment-friendly concrete using crumb waste of rubber tyres (425
and 75 micron) as a micro-filler is presented. Six different types of concrete were designed
and produced in accordance with British standards. Two experiments were conducted,
which comprised of compressive strength and vibration testing when the concrete was
aged 7 and 28 days. The results illustrated that micro-crumb rubber concrete (CRC) can
achieve a strength of over 55 MPa (complying with the requirements for designing concrete
sleepers and bearers) while maintaining an excellent level of damping. It was found that
the damping ratio of CRC is higher than that of plain concrete by about 42%. These
fundamental insights will encourage innovative material application guidelines for rail track
engineers and managers in the maintenance and construction of railway tracks and their
components.
Nowadays, several innovative methods are being developed in order to suppress impact
load and vibration before and after passing through sleepers to other track components
(ballast, subgrade and ground). For example, rail and sleeper pads are installed
underneath the rail and sleepers, respectively, to increase damping of the track system.
However, these two composite products can wear and come off of the main structure due
to various factors such as looseness of the fastening system, climate change and so on.
Therefore, finding a sustainable way to reduce the impact load and vibration problem is
still a big challenge in the railway industry. In this study, the idea of an improved structural
material (concrete) which can effectively absorb vibration energy will be introduced, to be
used for making railway bearers. Environment-friendly concrete using waste rubber tyres
as a micro-filler (CRC) is presented. It is expected that this type of concrete will achieve
a high degree of damping while maintaining strength at an acceptable level. Therefore,
the gap in vibration mitigation in the railway industry will be filled, and due to the large
volume of concrete material in rail track, the overall result for the railway system will be
substantial [27]. The large amount of abandoned waste tyres (Fig. 14) handled and
removed quickly will certainly impact the environment. Common solid waste-disposal
methods like incineration and landfill are not suitable for this kind of waste as they lead to
the release of toxic substances which results in serious contamination of underground
water systems. The thousands of hectares of landfills not only occupy sites that could have
better usages, but also contribute to breeding of bacteria and mosquitoes, causing
infectious diseases and blazes. Nowadays, more granulation methods have appeared, such
as the extraction of steel fibres from waste tyres as reinforcement in concrete now being
possible. Some researchers have reported that addition of crumb rubber to ballasted tracks
results in better absorption of vibration impact energy and improves their lifecycle. Most
research is devoted to the possibility of partially replacing aggregates with rubber particles
as an eco-friendly alternative while dealing with rubber waste, and also to improving the
damping characteristics of concrete.

Fig. 14: Waste tyres
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There is no doubt that railway sleepers and bearers are one of the essential parts of the
railway track structure. Basically, they are transverse beams placed on a ballast support.
The main functions of the bearers are to support the rails/switches/crossings, control the
track gauge and transmit loads from the rail to ballast or other support components.
Generally, transverse sleepers can be classified into three main types, wooden/timber,
steel and concrete. Wood/timber seems to be the type which can fulfil the requirements
of ideal sleepers, but due to several factors such as restricted resources and short life, it
has been replaced by concrete bearers. Recently, monoblock concrete bearers have
become the most popular type and are widely used around the world due to their
advantages in terms of cost, lifecycle and maintenance. Since the concrete bearer is the
main interest in this study, it is essential to understand its failure modes before finding
out ways to improve it. According to the critical literature review, the failure modes of
concrete sleepers and bearers that are always observed during the operation period can
be divided into three main categories: rail-seat abrasion, flexural cracking and rail fastener
failure.
The first failure mode, rail-seat abrasion, is the loss of concrete material under the railseat. This can reduce the service life of concrete bearers, and in the worst case, causes
rail cant changing and gauge widening which can lead to derailment. Nowadays, although
various types of rail pad have been developed and installed between rails and
sleepers/bearers in order to prevent this problem, it can still occur due to other factors
such as looseness of the fastening system, wear of rail pads, etc. Therefore, finding a way
to reduce this problem is still a challenge for engineers. Over the last decade, the demand
for rail transportation of both passengers and goods has rapidly increased. Thus, the
development of rail track that can withstand a higher static and dynamic load is needed.
This is because heavier and faster trains make the ballast deteriorate progressively, and
they can cause formation of voids and pockets between bearers and ballast. Under the
vibration environment of the railway, this could lead concrete sleepers to crack and be
damaged. Even though the possibility of causing extreme damage by a high magnitude of
impact loading is very low (only once or twice in the design lifecycle), cracking in the
concrete sleeper is always found (both at the rail seat and the midspan) due to impact
loading. To prevent this problem, the proper maintenance activity should be performed to
avoid ballast deterioration, and the development of innovative concrete material such as
CRC is required for concrete sleepers, concrete bearers or even concrete slabs to absorb
the dynamic load from the trains.
Finally, the failure mode of concrete sleepers and bearers is related to the rail fastener
and baseplates, especially for those embedded in concrete. This mode is commonly caused
by cyclic loading and fatigue of rail fastener components. Once this type of failure occurs,
replacement with a new concrete sleeper or bearer is required in most cases. However, it
should be noted that rail-fastening failure can be considered as a secondary issue since its
failure mechanism takes a long period of time, and it is quite easy to inspect compared to
the previous types of failure mode. For prevention, the fastening components need to be
regularly inspected and maintained, and the effect of related issues such as rail-seat
abrasion needs to be reduced in order to keep the fastening components embedded tightly
within the concrete.
To summarize, there are three main failure modes of concrete sleepers: rail-seat
deterioration, flexural cracking and rail-fastening failure. Based on critical reviews, these
problems mainly come from the weaknesses of concrete such as brittleness, low ductility
and other factors. Therefore, the improvement of concrete material to have better dynamic
characteristics such as the ability to absorb energy is essential for future concrete bearer
development in S&Cs.
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Proposed design and manufacture
According to EN 13230-1, the requirements of concrete sleepers and bearers can be
categorized into five main topics: loading, materials, design, product testing and quality
control. These requirements can often be used to define the main criteria and control
procedures when manufacturing concrete sleepers. In this study, only the fundamental
requirements for materials (for concrete mixture) are considered, in order to focus on the
vibrational performance aspect. Those requirements can be clearly summarized below:
1 Cement
As stated in the standard, the cement used for making concrete sleeper shall be Portland
cement type 1 (CEM I) with a minimum characteristic strength of 42.5 MPa, and it needs
to comply with EN 197-1 (2011).
2 Aggregates
Aggregates are granular materials which can be natural (e.g. sand, gravel, etc.), artificial
(e.g. steel slag, paper sludge, etc.) or recycled from material previously used in
construction. The category of aggregate is expressed in terms of size. For example, if the
largest particle is equal to or smaller than 4 mm, this could be considered as fine
aggregate. For concrete sleepers, all aggregates shall comply with BS EN 12620 (2013).
3 Mixing water
Potable water, free from contamination is suitable for use in mixing concrete.
4 Admixtures
Admixtures used for making concrete sleepers shall comply with BS EN 934-2 (2009).
Admixtures are materials other than cement, water and aggregates added during the
mixing stage of concrete in order to modify the properties of fresh or/and hardened
concrete. Normally, they should be added in a quantity of not more than 5% by weight of
cement content (BS EN 934-2). Examples of admixtures that can be used in concrete
sleepers are water reducing or plasticizing (to increase workability), and retarding (to
decrease setting rate of concrete). However, the exception is that calcium chloride setting
acceleration admixtures shall not be used due to their ability to promote corrosion activity
in reinforcement [27].
5 Concrete
The general properties of concrete for making concrete sleepers and bearers should
conform to BS EN 206-1 (2000) and the following requirements:
 Compressive strength of concrete should be class C45/55 MPa. This means the
minimum characteristic cylinder strength should be 45 MPa, and the minimum
characteristic cube strength should be 55 MPa;
 Water : cement ratio should be less than 0.45;
 Cement content should be more than 300 kg/m 3;
 Concrete compaction should be adequate to minimize water penetration;
 Concrete sleepers should be cured properly by covering with plastic sheeting,
sprinkling with water or placing under a wet cover, etc.;
 In addition, the purchaser can require other properties of concrete, such as
abrasion resistance, freeze–thaw resistance or water absorption.
The study follows these requirements to produce the CRC. The minimum characteristics of
cube strength for concrete sleepers (55 MPa) were taken into consideration. It should be
noted that there is no requirement for concrete damping in the British standard or other
standards. Therefore, it is very critical and meaningful that this study focuses on the
vibration damping characteristics of concrete while maintaining other properties according
to the standard. Improved damping can suppress excessive localized vertical and lateral
vibrations which are the cause of rail-seat abrasion, soffit abrasion and impact damage
observable on aged railway concrete sleepers.
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Six concrete mixes were designed based on the method explained in the Design of Normal
Concrete Mixes and the requirements for concrete for designing concrete railway sleepers
(EN 13230-1 2009). The reference concrete (RFC) was designed by using a water : cement
ratio of 0.44 and a slump value of 60–180 mm, in order to achieve a target mean strength
of 63 MPa at 28 days. The second mix was silica fume concrete (SFC) in which 10 weight
percent (wt%) of the cement was replaced by silica fume. The remaining four concrete
mixes were modified from the second mix by replacing 5 and 10 wt% of fine aggregate
with 425- and 75-micron rubber powders, respectively. All mixture portions are presented
in Table 9.
Table 9: Mixture proportions of concrete (kg/m3)
No.

Mix

Cement

Water

Gravel

Sand

Silica
fume

425-

75-

micron

micron

rubber

rubber

1.

RFC

530

233

986

630

-

-

-

2.

SFC

477

233

986

630

53

-

-

3.

SFRC-425-5

477

233

986

598.5

53

31.5

-

4.

SFRC-425-10

477

233

986

567

53

63

-

5.

SFRC-75-5

477

233

986

598.5

53

-

31.5

6.

SFRC-75-10

477

233

986

567

53

-

63

After the design stage, the quantities of each material were measured by using a weighing
scale and added in to the mechanical mixer in the following order: coarse aggregate, fine
aggregate, cement and rubber powder. Then, these materials were stirred by mechanical
mixer for 3 minutes in order to prepare a dry mixture. After that, two thirds of the required
water was added in to the mixer, and all materials were blended again for another 3
minutes. In the next step of the mixing process, silica fume and the final third of the water
were added in to the mixer, and all materials were thoroughly mixed until the concrete
had a uniform appearance (Fig. 15(a) and 15(b)).
After the mixing process, concrete specimens for each mix were produced. The mould
shapes used in this experiment were a 100-mm cube and a W45 × H20 × L120-mm prism.
Each type of mould was used to cast the concrete for compressive strength and vibration
testing, respectively. Before pouring concrete, every concrete mould was prepared by
cleaning and coating with a release agent in order to prevent the concrete bonding to the
mould. After that, concrete was poured into the moulds by separation into two equal
layers. In each layer, the concrete was compacted for 30 seconds by a vibration table in
order to eliminate air voids within the concrete. Once all moulds were filled with concrete,
they were covered with polythene sheeting to protect moisture loss during the setting
period of the concrete. Then, all concrete specimens were removed from the moulds after
24 hours. They were marked with a code and date in order to identify each mixture of
concrete (Fig. 15(c) and 15(d)). After that, all samples were moved into a water tank
where the temperature was controlled to be constant at 23 °C. These concrete samples
were cured for 7 and 28 days depending on the test requirement.
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(a) Fresh normal concrete

(b) Fresh CRC

(c) 100-mm cube samples

(d) W45 × H20 × L120-mm prism

Fig. 15: Preparation of concrete specimens at the University of Birmingham
Compressive strength
The compressive strength testing was conducted according to BS EN 12390-3 (2009).
Three 100-mm cube samples per mixture were used in the test. One was tested at 7 days
and the other two samples were tested at 28 days. Before the test, the concrete samples
were removed from the curing tank and then cleaned of surface water. After they became
dry, specimens were placed into an Avery-Denison testing machine. Constant loading
applied to the sample was set to 0.7 MPa/s. Once the test was started, the machine
automatically carried out the test until the concrete sample failed. Then, an ultimate load
was shown on the machine’s monitor and was recorded into the logbook.
As the results in Figure 16 show, the compressive strength of all mixes seemed to have
the same trend on both days 7 and 28. The compressive strength of RFC was 51.2 MPa at
7 days, and it improved by 19.53% to 61.2 MPa at 28 days. However, this strength was
still lower than the target mean strength by around 2.94%. SFC was found to be the
mixture with the highest compressive strength of 59.9 and 73.0 MPa at both 7 and 28
days, respectively. This was higher than that for RFC at 28 days by about 19.28%. Thus,
it can be concluded that silica fume has a positive impact on concrete, improving
compressive strength significantly.
As is well known from the literature reviews, replacing fine aggregate with crumb rubber
causes a reduction in the compressive strength of the concrete, and an increase in rubber
content also leads to a decrease in compressive strength. Even though 425- or 75-micron
crumb rubber was used in this study, a reduction in compressive strength still appeared.
However, it was not so much due to the effect of silica fume. For example, in the case of
SFRC-75-5, there was only a 9.67% reduction compared to RFC. In addition, it can be
clearly seen that the compressive strength of concrete containing bigger rubber particles,
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such as SFRC-425-5 and SFRC-425-10, has a lower compressive strength than that
containing smaller particles (SFRC-75-5 and SFRC-75-10) at both 7 and 28 days. This is
because finer rubber particles provide better void-filling ability which causes higher
compressive strength. SFRC-75-5 had the highest compressive strength of the other CRCs,
and importantly it was higher than the requirement for designing concrete sleepers which
is 55 MPa (BS EN 13230-1 2009).

Compressive strength (MPa)

80

73.0

70

61.2

59.9

55.8

60
51.2

50.7

50

41.5

40

45.7

44.3

39.7

33.6

31.3

30
20
10
0
RFC

SFC

SFRC-425-5

7 Days Testing

SFRC-425-10

SFRC-75-5

SFRC-75-10

28 Days Testing

Fig. 16: 7- and 28-day compressive strength of all concrete mixes
Vibration testing
The vibration testing was conducted based on vibration theory and literature reviews.
Three W45 × H20 × L120-mm samples per mixture were used in the test. One was
randomly tested at 7 days, and all three samples were tested again at 28 days. Equipment
used in the test comprised of a computer with DATS modal analysis software, a PROSIG
hammer impact testing system, an accelerometer and a clamp tool.
As illustrated in Figure 17, the results calculated by two methods (ECFM and LDM) had the
same trend. RFC had average damping ratio of 0.02146 at 28 days, and it improved by
around 21.76% when replacing cement with 10 wt% of silica fume, due to the large
interface area between silica fume particles and the cement matrix which can better
dissipate vibration energy [29]. The concretes containing rubber particles were likely to
have a higher degree of damping than the normal and SFC. In this study, SFRC-425-10
was the concrete mix which had the highest damping ratio (0.04128 and 0.04038 at 7 and
28 days), followed by SFRC-425-5, SFRC-75-10 and SFRC-75-5. Thus, it can be confirmed
that the size and amount of rubber particles have a direct influence on damping. As the
size of particles and the rubber content increased, the damping ratio of concrete also
increased dramatically. In addition, the results also showed that an increase in the age of
concrete causes the damping ratio to reduce slightly. This is because the hydration reaction
in older concrete makes the inner molecules of the concrete combine more firmly, which
leads to a reduction in its ability to absorb the vibration energy of concrete.
It is remarkable that SFRC-75-5 was the CRC mix which had excellent mechanical
characteristics such as compressive strength, and it also performed very well in this test.
Its damping ratio was, on average, 0.03056 which was greater than that for RFC by around
42.40% at 28 days. Therefore, it has been found that this concrete mix could potentially
be used for manufacturing railway concrete sleepers because its static and dynamic
properties are highly satisfactory and meet design standards. It has also been reported
that a damping coefficient of 4–5% could considerably suppress large-amplitude vibrations
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0.030
0.025

0.03128
0.03099
0.03118
0.02995

0.02618
0.02742
0.02612
0.02614

0.035
0.01936
0.02096
0.02190
0.02103

Damping ratio

0.040

0.03443
0.03606
0.03405
0.03319

0.045

0.04069
0.04187
0.04024
0.04052

0.04086
0.03925
0.03869
0.03936

(due to impacts, curve movement due to wheel–flange contact, or high adhesion traction).
In comparison, a 3% improvement in damping could reduce maximum dynamic actions
(bending, shear, force) by up to 20–30%. On these grounds, by improving the damping
capacity of concrete, railway sleepers would tend to be able to better absorb more shock
and lateral loads, enhancing their longevity. Full-scale dynamic tests of CRC sleepers will
be carried out in the future, which could provide a new link between materials testing and
structural performance [30].

7 days-testing (ECFM)
7 days-testing (LDM)
28 days-testing (ECFM)

0.020

28 days-testing (LDM)

0.015
0.010
0.005
0.000
RFC

SFC

SFRC-425-5 SFRC-425-10 SFRC-75-5 SFRC-75-10

Fig. 17: Damping ratio at 7 and 28 days for all concrete mixes

3.4.5

Self-healing concrete

In self-healing concrete, the aim is to improve and heal the concrete without sacrificing
strength. The University of Birmingham (UoB) will research technologies to improve selfhealing concrete. Advancing further from high-damping concrete, the design mix of
concrete can be further developed to establish self-healing concrete.
The sustainable development of industrialized countries is a key priority, and the
implementation of innovative solutions able to answer to highly demanding societies is
mandatory. Transversal challenges such as minimizing the consumption of natural
resources and raw materials, improving and guaranteeing durability performance and
optimizing efficiency must be addressed in the construction business. A new concept for
repair in the construction industry, based on the preventive treatment of incipient cracks
and ranging from new constructions to existing ones, is required for reaching such
transversal challenges. Self-healing of cement-based construction materials represents a
valuable and cutting-edge asset because of their inborn capacity to repair damage once it
occurs. External repair methods based on incorporating ‘healing promoter additives’,
compatible with the existing cementitious substrate, are also innovative solutions, beyond
the know-how of the repair and rehabilitation of existing building and infrastructure stock.
These preventive repair solutions aim to extend the service life of structures and
infrastructures while keeping their level of performance pristine. Incorporating self-healing
capability in concrete appears to be a promising sustainable alternative for extending the
service life of track components, lowering maintenance costs and avoiding complicated
repairs, by filling cracks at the earliest stage of damage and allowing the recovery of
properties, whether physical or mechanical. Especially at S&Cs, concrete bearers are often
designed to account for high impact loadings. However, cracking in concrete can still occur
occasionally when a high-intensity impact load is incurred. As the cracking in concrete
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bearers is probabilistic and not a routine activity, self-healing concrete enables a clear
path to reduce unplanned track maintenance costs.
There are two main approaches for self-healing in concrete: autogenous healing and
autonomous healing. The first is a natural process, intrinsic to the properties of the
material itself, mainly caused by the continuous hydration of cement and by calcium
carbonate precipitation. The second is an engineered process to improve the self-healing
properties of a concrete element. There are different strategies for designing autonomous
healing methods depending on the method of incorporating the self-healing properties or
on the healing agent. Autonomous healing approaches to achieve self-healing ability can
enhance autogenous healing ability and/or provide different healing properties [31]. One
of the key challenges of the autonomous healing process is to protect the healing agents
inside concrete and activate them only when needed. With this purpose, several
encapsulation techniques are still being developed, both for bacterial and chemical
solutions, but capsules have to survive during mixing and casting of concrete. Also, the
use of biological agents (bacterial solutions) needs a certain degree of encapsulation in
order to provide the microorganisms with the space necessary for their development and
to protect them from the high alkalinity of the aqueous phase of concrete. Because of
these difficulties, many researchers have studied the use of admixtures with designed
activation (crystalline admixtures) and impregnated fibres or aggregates. These selfhealing methods have also been applied as surface treatments for concrete structures in
service, where the composition of existing concrete elements does not include the
presence of healing agents.

Fig. 18: Autogenous self-healing mechanism
On the other hand, the autogenous self-healing ability of concrete has been reported to
promote healing of cracks due to the precipitation of non-soluble products inside the crack,
as shown in Figure 18. Recently, the application of self-healing functionalities has been
proposed for increasing the efficiency of sealing existing cracks. This study presents the
effect of polypropylene fibres on both the strength and self-healing capability of concrete
made with fly ash and crumbed rubber. Four mixes of concrete were designed, one
reference mix and three mixes replacing 5% sand with crumbed rubber. Cement was
replaced with 25% fly ash by weight for all mixes. Polypropylene fibres were added into
two mixes at proportions of 0.1% and 0.2%. Tests for compressive, flexural and tensile
splitting strengths confirmed that crumbed rubber had a negative impact. Increasing the
proportion of polypropylene fibres offsets this impact: a 4.25% improvement in
compressive strength was recorded when 0.2% of fibre was added. Self-healing of
concrete was evaluated through ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV) testing. Prism specimens
were loaded under four-point bending to damage the specimens, confirmed by a reduction
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in UPV. UPV was then measured after curing to determine the healing. Constraints in this
study limit the validity of the self-healing evaluation.
Proposed design and manufacture
The principal focus of this study is to evaluate the self-healing properties of concrete using
different self-healing methods with the inclusion of crumbed rubber (to enhance a high
degree of damping in concrete). The proportion of crumbed rubber in the concrete will
remain similar to that in the work done earlier. Three approaches to self-healing are
discussed by the authors: bacteria-based, chemical-based and improved autogenous. A
brief review of the interaction between crumbed rubber and self-healing additives was also
conducted.
As stated, cracks in concrete are inevitable but can be occasional, often leading to a
reduction in designed service life due to deterioration. Without treatment, cracks tend to
expand, allowing the easy transportation of harmful substances, which impairs the
durability of concrete and also enhances the vulnerability of reinforcement to corrosion –
this ultimately leads to costly repair. Micro-cracks are the precursors to structural failure.
A number of repair techniques currently exist but have disadvantages such as
environmental and health hazards; these traditional systems are also highly expensive
and time-consuming. Self-healing was first discovered by the French Academy of Science
in 1836 and is now an intensively researched field. The efficiency of self-healing in concrete
depends on a number of factors including crack width, concrete age, availability of
moisture, and long-term survival of the self-healing additive. Three approaches to selfhealing are evaluated in this project: bacteria-based, encapsulated mineral compounds
and improved autogenous. These approaches show the most promise for developing a
competent self-healing solution for concrete and are thus intensively researched.
Background to self-healing
Self-healing in concrete can be broadly classified into three categories: intrinsic healing,
vascular healing and capsule-based healing.
Intrinsic healing
Intrinsic healing makes use of the cementitious matrix composition, in which self-healing
is autogenous and can be primarily attributed to two mechanisms: (1) dissolution and
subsequent carbonation of calcium hydroxide, and (2) hydration of unhydrated cement
particles. Different opinions exist about the contribution of each mechanism to autogenous
healing; however, researchers are in agreement that the presence of water is necessary
in either mechanism. The main problem with autogenous healing is the ability to heal
larger cracks. Autogenous healing can be improved by restricting crack widths; a number
of methods are able to facilitate this including the addition of steel cord or polyethylene
fibres.
Vascular healing
Vascular healing utilizes a network of hollow tubes, containing a healing agent, which
connect to the interior and exterior of the structure. The healing agent leaks into cracks
due to capillary and gravitational forces from the vascular network. This method presents
a number of challenges: principally, installation of this system is complex; furthermore,
human intervention is required to provide additional agent once the tubes become
depleted. This method is therefore costly and is generally limited to crack widths of only
0.3 mm. Vascular healing is not considered in this study due to the impracticality of
installing tubes and to regular maintenance requirements.
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Capsule-based self-healing
Capsule-based self-healing consists of a healing agent contained within discrete capsules.
The underlying principle of this system is that when cracks propagate in the cementitious
matrix, the dispersed capsules rupture, releasing their content (cargo material) into the
crack. Depending on the mechanism, the cargo reacts with the environment (air, moisture,
CO2) or with the cementitious matrix (carbonation and hydration products) to heal/seal
the crack. Embedded microcapsules (less than 1 mm in diameter), originally developed in
polymeric materials, have been used for autonomic self-healing in concrete.
Bacteria-based self-healing concrete
Self-healing of concrete involving bacteria was first developed by the microbiologist Henrik
Jonker at Delft University of Technology; he applied the principle of mineralization to repair
micro-cracks in concrete using bacteria. The process of bio self-healing stems from the
production by bacteria of calcium carbonate which fills cracks, resulting in a denser
microstructure. The formation and propagation of cracks can be reduced, also reducing
the vulnerability of concrete to chemical attack. The avoidance of deterioration in concrete
and corrosion in steel reinforcement results in lower maintenance costs. This type of
system is most effective when the bio-agent is contained in capsules.
Self-healing mechanisms
As outlined by Sierra Beltran and Jonkers (2015), the precipitation of calcium carbonate
is the most significant factor that contributes to self-healing of cracks. Microbially induced
CaCO3 precipitation (MICP) can be contributed to by a number of systems, the two most
common being: 1) metabolic conversion of calcium compounds such as calcium lactate,
and 2) the hydrolysis of urea by (uratolytic) bacterial metabolism.
The metabolic conversion of a calcium compound is a two-component self-healing system
using bacterial spores. Vijay et al. (2017) described the hydrolysis of urea by (uratolytic)
bacterial metabolism as the most commonly used pathway for the majority of engineering
purposes. As reported, this system produces enormous amounts of ammonia, drastically
increasing the risk of reinforcement corrosion.
Both processes have proved to work effectively in producing sufficient quantities of calcium
carbonate to achieve self-healing in concrete. It has been observed that the twocomponent system is limited to very young concrete (up to 28 days), so in its current form
is not suitable for practical applications. It can be concluded that metabolic conversion of
calcium lactate is more effective in the case of fresh concrete, as unhydrated calcium
hydroxide particles still exist, while the urease-based process is generally better suited for
matured concrete.
Methods of application
Wiktor and Jonkers (2011) hypothesized that the majority of bacterial spores incorporated
that were unprotected became inactivated or crushed by high alkalinity; this ultimately
results in decreased mineral-forming capacity. In addition, it was noted that the lifetime
of spores directly added to concrete mixture is only 1–2 months – vastly shorter than the
designed service life of concrete structures. Protecting the bacteria is of prime importance.
Two methods exist for applying the healing agent in concrete: direct application and
encapsulation.
Direct application
Previous studies have demonstrated two main direct application methods of healing
agents in concrete: incorporation of bacteria in lightweight aggregates (LWA) and
graphite nanoplatelets (GNP). Wiktor and Jonkers (2011) impregnated LWA
(expanded clay particles) with calcium lactate and a bacterial spore suspension.
Their study demonstrated that the bacteria remain viable and functional for several
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months while the clay aggregates also act as an internal source of moisture,
supporting bacterial precipitation. A principal limitation of LWA is the severe
strength reduction: a reduction of as much as 50% has been observed. GNP are
weak in axial loading, hence they provide poorer cover for bacteria compared with
LWA. It has also been found that GNP are good carrier compounds for short-term
healing, contrasting with LWA being good carrier compounds for long-term healing.
Practical application of LWA and GNP is limited by the lack of evidence on longterm durability as well as high cost.
Encapsulation
Melamine-based microcapsules were used by Wang et al. (2014) to encapsulate
bacterial spores; a healing ratio of between 48% and 80% was observed for
encapsulated spores while specimens without spores were limited to 50%. The
microcapsules rupture when a nearby concrete crack occurs, releasing the bacteria
and a food source to produce limestone. Free water is an essential component for
significant self-healing, which in practical applications is very difficult to change,
resulting in limited effectiveness in the use of microcapsules Wang et al. (2014).
The process of microencapsulation is quite novel and complex, making it currently
impractical for use in concrete practices on a large scale.
Bacterial species
Jonkers et al. (2010) summarized that the two principal challenges are being resistant to
mechanical stresses while mixing, and the ability to resist high alkalinity for prolonged
periods. It was concluded that the most promising bacterial agents for use in self-healing
concrete are alkaliphilic, spore-forming bacteria which are oxygen-tolerant. The Bacillus
category of bacteria is the most common for use in self-healing concrete.
Feasibility of bacteria-based self-healing
The application of a bio-based additive for self-healing in concrete is currently not practical.
The method shows promising attributes regarding sustainability as the bacteria are
completely natural; however, the long-term viability of the bacteria is yet to be
demonstrated. At present, there is no commercial provider of bacteria which can be added
directly into the concrete mix, making this approach unattractive. In addition, the
necessary encapsulation/application process is also extremely complex and very costly,
making this approach unviable with current manufacturing operations.
Self-healing using encapsulated mineral compounds
In many recent studies, encapsulated mineral compounds have been used for self-healing.
The principle of this mechanism is that when cracks propagate in the cementitious matrix,
it causes rupture of the capsules, dispersing the cargo material. In an investigation into
the healing efficiency of mineral compounds encapsulated in soda glass, three liquid
(sodium silicate, colloidal silica and tetraethyl orthosilicate) and one powdered
(magnesium oxide) encapsulated minerals were embedded in mortar prisms.
Kanellopoulos et al. (2015) cracked the samples and measured the load regain after 28
days of curing. The authors concluded that all these relatively low-cost compounds
demonstrate effective self-healing, with colloidal silica and sodium silicate the most
efficient. A more recent investigation used microencapsulated sodium silicate in both liquid
and solid form as a self-healing agent for autonomic healing. A calcium silicate–hydrate
gel is formed in the hydrated cement paste through the reaction of sodium silicate and
calcium hydroxide, filling cracks in the concrete. Crack-sealing improvement was
quantified through the measurement of sorptivity (the ability to absorb/desorb a liquid by
capillarity); the researchers reported a 45% reduction after 7 days compared to the control
specimens. Microcapsules at 4% volume were used in the study, which equates to
approximately 1.3% mass of cement. It was confirmed that the structural integrity of the
capsules and long-term survivability is maintained with use of the microcapsules; however,
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a reduction in compressive strength was recorded. The principal system in the study seems
attractive as the capsules can be added directly into the mixture; in addition, the capsules
are not as sensitive as bacteria. At present, this technology is still being developed and is
not available due to non-disclosure agreements.
Improved autogenous self-healing
Van Tittelboom and De Belie (2013) summarized that improved autogenous self-healing
can be predominantly attributed to three main factors: water supply (A), restriction of
crack width (B) and improved crystallization and hydration (C) (Fig. 19).
Water supply
As stated previously, researchers agree that the presence of water is essential for
autogenous healing. Improving the supply of water can greatly increase the healing ability
through the hydration process in the short term, and the precipitation of calcium carbonate
in the long-term. The most common way to enhance autogenous healing through water
supply is using super-absorbent polymers.
Super-absorbent polymers (SAP), also known as hydrogels, have the ability to absorb
large quantities of liquid to form an insoluble soft gel. The swelling ability is highly
dependent on alkalinity, hence SAP demonstrate reduced swelling when mixed into fresh
concrete. During cement hydration, SAP release this water and then shrink. Moisture
ingress through cracks is then able to cause swelling of the SAP once again; this cyclic
process helps stimulate autogenous healing. One drawback of SAP is that the initial
swelling causes pores to form, leading to a reduction in strength, hence some studies have
attempted to modify SAP so they only swell at a reduced pH.
Janssen (2011) encapsulated pure water with paraffin but recorded that between 60% to
90% of the water was lost through the capsule walls during the first few days after
manufacture.

Fig. 19: Improved autogenous healing approaches (Van Tittelboom and De Belie, 2013)
Restriction of crack width
Using fibre-reinforced strain-hardening engineered cementitious composites (ECC) for
restricting crack widths to promote autogenous healing was first proposed using
polyethylene in early research and later using cheaper PVA fibres. Typical characteristics
of ECC include high ductility and multiple crack formation; instead of one large crack
forming, multiple smaller cracks form, promoting autogenous healing. Mihashi and
Nishiwaki (2012) compared steel cord (SC) and synthetic fibres for their efficiency in crack
closing. SC fibres showed less closing ability than synthetic fibres, especially PVA and
polypropylene (PP), due to the steel starting to corrode in the crack. Mihashi and Nishiwaki
(2012) also analysed the precipitation sites and concluded that synthetic fibres with high
polarity can promote precipitation of self-healing products. PVA and PP fibres have a rough
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and complex geometry, and it was confirmed by Mihashi and Nishiwaki (2012) that more
complex fibres can provide a larger quantity of self-healing products than fibres with
simple geometry.
Hydration and crystallization
Stimulating autogenous healing through the addition of agents able to promote the
deposition of crystals inside the crack is another area focused on by researchers (Van
Tittelboom and De Belie, 2013). Calcium sulfoaluminate-based agents have been used to
form ettringite crystals upon ingress of water into the crack. Although the ettringite filled
the cracks, it was noted that micro-cracks could be observed between the matrix and
aggregate transition zone due to the expansive reaction. Ahn and Kishi (2010) replaced
10% of cement with a combination of geo-materials, expansive agents and chemical
agents, concluding that crack closure could be retrieved. Expansive agents expand, geomaterials swell and expansive agents cause precipitation of crystals when water enters a
crack, achieving crack closure. Healing functionality is severely limited when applying
particles that are consumed within the process of crystallization or further hydration,
limiting the ability of continuous healing. Many researchers have replaced cement partly
with either fly ash (FA) or blast furnace slag. Autogenous healing is enhanced as these
binders remain unhydrated in older cement. Termkhajornkit et al. (2009) looked at the
self-healing ability on increasing the proportion of FA in cement paste. While they noted
that the self-healing ability increased with an increasing fraction of FA, 25% FA by volume
had significantly higher compressive strength than the 50% fraction. The FA reacts with
Ca(OH)2 to produce a C–S–H gel, which is less influenced by the ability of free water than
hydration of the cement reaction.
Combination of approaches
Alhozaimy et al. (1996) detected positive interactions between PP fibres and pozzolans in
their study. Ordinary Portland cement and three other mixes containing FA, silica fume
and blast furnace slag were compared with a PP fibre fraction range from 0.05% to 0.3%.
The 75% cement + 25% FA mix performed well in all mechanical tests, with Alhozaimy et
al. (1996) concluding that fibres are more effective in the presence of pozzolans in terms
of impact resistance. It was noted that tensile and flexural strengths increase slightly with
the introduction of PP fibres; this generally agrees with other investigators. PP fibres in an
FA concrete are to be used in this study due to their impressive properties, low cost and
wide availability.
Interface with crumbed rubber
The proportion of crumbed rubber to be used in this study is relatively low, at 5%
replacement of sand. This is at the lower end of fractions used in the literature reviewed.
This ensures that the reduction in compressive strength is limited. Few studies have
explicitly observed the interaction between crumbed rubber and PP fibres; however, it is
noted that compressive strength increases with fibre dosage due to the confinement
provided by the fibre, increasing the bonding characteristics of the concrete. This
observation is in agreement with other reports which found a transitional layer of thin
polymer films that increase the cohesiveness of the interface bond. It should be noted that
both these studies have very different mix proportions to those proposed. In particular,
Megha and Sreemahadevanpillai (2015) were investigating self-compacting concrete, so
the same observations they found may not be realized in this study.
A total of four mixes were developed for this study. All mixes were tested for compression
strength, flexural strength and tensile splitting strength. Only mixes 2, 3 and 4 were used
to test self-healing ability, with mix 1 used to refine the cracking procedure.
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Table 10: Summary of concrete samples
Mould
100 mm cube
∅ 100 mm × L 200
mm cylinder
W 100 mm × H
100 mm × L 500
mm prism

Total
no. of
samples
per mix
4

Compressive
strength (for
determining
cracking load)
1 sample

Compressive
strength

Tests
Tensile
Flexural
splitting
strength
strength

Selfhealing
evaluation

3 samples

3

3 samples
3
samples

6

3
samples

Four mixes have been designed in total, as shown in Table 11. Mix 1 did not contain
crumbed rubber, PP fibres or superplasticizer. Mix 1 was designed for a target mean
compressive strength of 68 MPa using a slump value of 60–180 mm.
Table 11: Mix design summary
Mix

Coarse
Crumbed
Cement Fly ash
Sand
Water
aggregates
rubber
3
3
(kg/m3) (kg/m3)
(kg/m
)
(kg/m
)
(kg/m3)
(kg/m3)

Polypropylene Superplasticizer
fibres (g/m3)
(ml/m3)

Mix 1
(reference concrete)

351

117

1358

477

178

0

0

-

Mix A
(5% CRC)

351

117

1358

453

178

24

0

2355

Mix B (5% CRC +
0.1% PP)

351

117

1358

453

178

24

90

2355

Mix C
(5% CRC + 0.2% PP)

351

117

1358

453

178

24

180

2355

The self-healing ability of the mixes was evaluated using UPV tests. UPV increases during
the curing process due to the ongoing hydration of cement, hence comparisons are made
by comparing the healing ratio between the different mixes. The trends of self-healing can
be found in Figure 20.

Fig. 20: UPV response of cracked samples
This study has successfully identified critical parameters that influence the self-healing
ability of concrete. Three approaches to self-healing were reviewed: bacteria-based,
encapsulated mineral compounds and improved autogenous. Despite the two former
methods showing promising characteristics, they require further development to lower
costs and improve long-term viability. An improved autogenous concrete containing
crumbed rubber, FA and varying proportions of PP fibres was developed in this study. It
was confirmed that the introduction of crumbed rubber reduces compressive, tensile and
flexural strengths. Rubber is weaker and more flexible than cement material; it also causes
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voids to appear, leading to bonding defects. Increasing the proportion of PP fibres in the
concrete led to increases in compressive, tensile and flexural strengths; this is explained
by enhanced bonding characteristics because the fibres provide confinement. PP fibres are
a very effective way of increasing the strength of concrete with minimal cost.
Self-healing was evaluated through the improvement in UPV of cracked specimens.
Specimens were loaded under four-point bending, with UPV tests before and after loading
to confirm damage. UPV tests were then conducted at 14, 21 and 28 days of curing after
the initial loading. Based on the results, the concrete with PP fibres showed a tendency in
the short term to self-heal cracks. Based on the trend of the preliminary results tested at
UoB, it is likely that the cracks in concrete rubberized with PP fibres with a width smaller
than 0.1 mm could self-heal within 4–8 weeks.

3.4.6

Fastening system with springs

Next-generation concepts in rail fastenings will give better control of the system and track
stiffness. Energy harvesting includes the use of piezo stacks, stiffness controllers, energy
harvesters and mechanical amplifiers to assist harvesting.
In fastening systems where the rubber or EPDM pads are replaced by a system of springs,
stiffness can be set easily; eventually, stiffness could be set dynamically according to the
weight of passing trains. This can ensure the best deflection along the whole turnout.
Differences in stiffness along the turnout can be taken into account.
In relation to the results of the SWOT analysis, the possibilities for making fastening
systems flexible were explored in more detail. Currently, fastening systems using springs
are commonly used, especially in connection with slab track and high-speed lines. In
relation to the innovation development map, where fastening systems are defined, new
revolutionary methods for solving fastening systems with regards to the possibility of
adjusting the height and especially for the modification of stiffness in fastening systems
were explored. Three concepts in total were developed: the first one is more conventional,
based on the fastening systems commonly used for a slab track, and two of them are more
revolutionary. Concept no. 2 offers the use of a more sophisticated replaceable cartridge
that enables changes to the dynamic properties of the fastening system; also, various
sensors in relation to Work Package WP3 can be installed. Concept no. 3 replaces the often
problematic baseplate pad with a system of springs.
A fastening system can be seen as a dynamic model in which concentrated masses, springs
and dampers on which the wheel force is acting occur while a train is passing (see Fig.
21).

Fig. 21: Dynamic model of a fastening system
The design of a fastening system can change the damping and spring stiffness values in
the dynamic system according to the equation below, to achieve a suitable configuration
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with such properties that we require from the fastening system. We expect especially the
following properties from a fastening system:




sufficient flexibility that corresponds with the optimal displacement while a train is
passing, optimally 1.5 mm;
sudden changes in stiffness along the length of the switch excluded by tuning the
stiffness appropriately; and
ensuring appropriate damping of the dynamic system, i.e. the fastening system.

𝑚𝑢̈ + 𝑐𝑢̇ + 𝑘𝑢 = 𝐹(𝑡)

(X)

In terms of design, we need a fastening system to meet the following requirements:





sufficient rail holding;
the possibility of vertical movement;
level adjustability; and
horizontal adjustability.

The last two requirements are more important, especially in cases where a slab track is
used that does not enable adjustment of the geometry of the track by packing up.
Concept #1 – Controlling stiffness by contact surface
The first idea being developed is designing passive stiffness control using a suitable
modification of the contact area between the baseplate and the baseplate pad. This
concept is based on common fastening systems used for a slab track (such as Vossloh
336). Considering sudden changes in stiffness along the length of a switch, and the
different lengths of the baseplates within one switch, and thus a different contact surface,
these problems are very topical in the field of S&Cs. A change in the contact surface
enables nonlinearity in the dynamic system to be brought into a fastening system; this
enables, for example, achievement of rail-head displacement within similar limits with
different wheel forces.
Description of a fastening system
Modification to a contact surface may be made in various ways – the contact surface can
be curved to get a convex or concave shape, can be stepped or can be a combination of
both of these. The final shape can also be derived from the manufacturing technologies
available. This modification allows the contact surface, and thus the stiffness of the
fastening system, to be different with different wheel forces. It is expected that a rail will
be fastened to a baseplate in a standard way, i.e. using a flexible clamp, clamp bolts and
a pad under the rail foot.
Problems and what needs to be solved
This concept brings many problems that must be solved using calculation optimization:
1) A fastening system must be designed so that the required level position of the rail
is guaranteed by tightening the clamp bolts and air screws.
2) A fastening system must be designed so that the stiffness of the fastening system
is sufficient while a train is passing. This means that the system will hold as a whole
– the system will not vibrate, and the clamp bolts and air screws will not come
loose. From the viewpoint of the passage of a train, it must also be true that the
whole fastening system is designed so that the intensity of the steering force has
no significant influence on its stiffness control in the vertical direction.
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3) A fastening system must be designed so that the resistance to movement of the
rail caused by the action of the force from the long-welded rail is within the required
limits.
4) A fastening system must be designed so that all parts of the fastening system have
sufficient cyclic strength, contact resistance and capability to perform its function
to the required quality for a long time (the whole system must not show any signs
of relaxation due to repeated passages of a train or due to repeated changes in the
temperature).
5) The stiffness of the whole fastening system must depend as little as possible on
the manufacturing tolerances of individual system parts.
6) A fastening system must be designed so that dirt cannot get between individual
parts.

Fig. 22: Next-generation fastening system concept no. 1 – stiffness control by the shape
of the contact surface
Concept #2 – A replaceable cartridge
The basic idea of the concept is to introduce an active method for influencing stiffness or
damping in a rail-to-bearer fastening system. The design includes the installation of a socalled cartridge in the fastening system structure that takes over partially or fully the
function of the rail foot pad or, in case that the rail is fastened to the slab track, other
flexible rail pads.
The aim was to design a modular, universally applicable system, which is simple to
establish and maintain. A system of cartridges inserted in a fastening system was chosen.
This method has the following advantages:


When the dimensions are chosen universally, cartridges with various equipment
with regards to the requirements, or current technical development, can be used.
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Cartridges with simple equipment can be replaced with new ones, for example with
more advanced equipment, in the future.
A cartridge can be produced so that the devices inside are protected against dirt
and moisture. Sensible or technologically advanced devices can be mounted in a
clean workshop; devices protected by a cartridge are delivered to an installation
base or construction site.
Relatively simple installation or replacement. Simple insertion of a cartridge into
the sleeve in the baseplate or to its place in the fastening system; removal is as
simple as insertion. A cartridge is not to be fastened in any special way in the
fastening system; depending on the accuracy of manufacture of the sleeve, the
height of the cartridge would be rectified at most (for example, by inserting thin
shims into the bottom of the cartridge; this can be done on delivery of the sole
plate).
The equipment of cartridges will meet the requirements and technological
possibilities. A cartridge can contain the following elements:
o active or passive elements influencing stiffness or damping, such as coiled
springs, an oil or magneto-rheological damper, piezoelectric stack elements,
and the like;
o sensors, such as force, acceleration, temperature or moisture sensors and
the like;
o a recording and communication unit, such as for saving data from the
sensors for a short time, and a Wi-Fi module for data transmission or
sharing;
o a control unit for controlling active elements; and
o a power supply, an energy harvesting unit.

A cartridge can be connected to the central unit through an opening in the sleeper using
a cable line, ensuring data transmission and power supply to the active elements.
A cartridge is assumed to be placed in a sleeve. Both the cartridge and the sleeve can be
in the shape of a cylinder or a prism; in the case of a common sole plate fastening, the
area of the base will be approximately 20–30% of the rail pad area. With regards to the
expected dimensions, the use of a baseplate with a sleeve will require the use of plastic
composite sleepers or concrete sleepers, the shape of which is adjusted and which are
reinforced. Removal of penetrating moisture in the opening in a sleeper intended for a
sleeve will have to be ensured, and the connection of cabling is needed.
In the case of a rail-to-slab track fastening, such as of the Vossloh 300 or similar type, the
cartridge would be in the shape of a box. This box would be in the position of the
distribution plate and the flexible pad under the distribution plate in the fastening system.
In this case, the cartridge would be easy to replace without disassembling the rail. The
box would have the dimensions and ground plan area of the mentioned components.
Passive fastening systems can be used for monitoring quantities using sensors and for
adjusting stiffness and damping passively with regards to the position of the fastening
system in the switch structure, in the passage area, and the like.
Active fastening systems can work separately. Based on data from the sensors and their
evaluation, fastening systems can change stiffness or damping characteristics. Active
nodes can further be interconnected to create a network, both wired and wireless. A
network of nodes can adaptively change its properties through a learning process (using
the neuron network method) so that, for example, the stiffness of the track seems to be
homogenous with regards to the placement of the node in the switch structure, various
supports of sleepers in a railway bed, and the like. Fastening systems in a network can
react to running of specific vehicles with regards to the condition of the wheel running
surfaces, a lack of roundness of the wheels, or the spring condition. Information about
these parameters can be transmitted within a network of active nodes in the direction in
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which a vehicle is driven, and with regards to the phase in which the respective wheel
reaches the fastening system concerned.

Fig. 23: Next-generation fastening system concept no. 2 – replaceable cartridge
Concept #3 – Leaf springs
Just as in concept #1, this concept is based on fastening systems for slab tracks, where
flexible pads are used under the sole plate and ensure springing of the whole fastening
system. However, this concept assumes the replacement of a flexible pad, which has the
function of a spring in the dynamic model, directly with some type of spring. The use of a
leaf spring seems to be the best. Suitable arrangement of leaf springs is expected to
ensure better stiffness control of the whole fastening system.
Description of a fastening system
In this case, a sole plate will consist of an upper plate and a lower plate, between which
leaf springs will be placed in a suitable configuration. The springs will be placed so that
each of them always has three contact points. Vertical movement will be enabled due to
fastening using a sleeper bolt or a sleeper anchor with a spiral spring, ensuring that it is
permanently pressed against the sleeper bolt or the sleeper anchor. A fastening system
will also show a certain degree of damping given by friction in the area of the spring
contact points. The standard type of fastening a rail to the sole plate using a flexible clamp,
clamp bolts and a rail foot pad is assumed.
Prospects of solutions
The concept brings many problems that must be solved by calculation optimization:
1) A leaf spring system must be designed so that the required height of the rail is
guaranteed by tightening the clamp bolts and air screws.
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2) A leaf spring system must be designed so that the fastening system has sufficient
stiffness while a train is passing. This means that the system will hold as a whole
– the node will not vibrate, and the clamp bolts and air screws will not come loose.
In terms of the passing of a train, it must also be true that the whole fastening
system is designed so that control of its stiffness in the vertical direction is not
significantly influenced by the intensity of the guiding force.
3) A leaf spring system must be designed so that the resistance of the rail to
movement caused by the action of the force from the long-welded rail is within the
required limits.
4) A leaf spring system must be designed so that all parts of the fastening system
have sufficient cyclic strength, contact resistance and capability to perform its
function to the required quality for a long time (considering repeated passages of
a train, or considering repeated changes in the temperature, the whole system
must not show any signs of relaxation).
5) The stiffness of the whole fastening system must depend as little as possible on
the manufacturing tolerances of individual parts of the system.
6) A fastening system must be designed so that dirt cannot get between the springs.

Fig. 24: Next-generation fastening system concept no. 3 – leaf springs
Proposed design and manufacture
The above-mentioned concepts of fastening systems can be manufactured using
conventional methods or by totally new manufacturing technologies. If fastening systems
made of steel are required, it is now economically suitable to use current technologies and
possibly current semi-finished steel products. It is also suitable to use current components
manufactured in series and verified in operation as other components such as clamps,
bolts, rail foot pads and other elements.
From the classical point of view, fastening systems can be manufactured in several basic
ways – by welding individual elements or by manufacturing a casting, which will then be
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machined to achieve the final shape. These are the methods that are currently used the
most for switches.
In terms of new emerging technologies, manufacture using additive technologies, such as
3D printing or Cold Spray, can be considered in the future. Currently, there is also the
possibility of 3D printing of steel products. Fastening systems can also be made of other
materials in the future – composites or plastics. The selection of material will always be
dependent on the mechanical properties of the final product: sufficient strength, sufficient
resistance to degradation due to weather effects, and others will always be essential.
In relation to the project design and the innovation development map, attention was also
focused on additive technologies which seem to be usable for the manufacture and repair
of railway switch components. Two specific technologies were selected from the large
number of types of additive technology, and attention was focused on them in further
development. These are 3D printing technology (FDM), the development of which makes
great strides forward year by year; we know also of printing of steel components today.
The second technology, which seems to be beneficial to railway applications in the future,
is a metal powder spraying method called ‘Cold Spray’ [7].
Cold Spray
This modern technology seems to be usable for the manufacture and repair of railway and
tramway switch components. The principle of this technology is the application of
powdered metal at high velocity and at low temperatures. Powder is added to a heated
compressed gas; then, this mixture is accelerated in a De Laval’s nozzle to a velocity of
up to 1200 m/s and ‘sprayed’ onto the required surface, during which powder particles
become plastically deformed. [32]
This technology could be a suitable alternative to the welding of frogs and the manufacture
of ‘sandwich’ parts resistant to abrasion. An advantage compared with welding is that this
technology does not cause any influence of heat on the component onto which the powder
is being applied.

Fig. 25: Scheme of Cold Spray technology [32]
This technology can be divided into high-pressure (upstream) and low-pressure
(downstream) parts. High-pressure Cold Spray works with a drive-gas pressure of up to
70 bar and a gas temperature of up to 1100 °C. Powder is added in the convergent part
of the De Laval nozzle. [32]
Low-pressure Cold Spray works with a drive-gas pressure of up to 35 bar and a gas
temperature of up to 550 °C. Powder is added in the divergent part of the De Laval nozzle,
and particles of Al2O3 are added to powdered metal for better particle deformation. [32]
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Fig. 26: Left – high-pressure Cold Spray (upstream); right – low-pressure Cold Spray
(downstream) [33]
The ideal conditions under which material can be applied at the required quality for a layer
applied must be found for every material. To find a suitable material for application for
railway and tramway switch components and to determine ideal conditions is one of the
main tasks that must be solved.

Fig. 27: Technological windows for the application of materials [33]
The following figures show an illustrative example of spraying CP-Titan onto an Al tube.
The Al tube is used as a carrier only and then the part is machined to the required
dimensions. This method allows a significant saving of money. Spraying 7 kg of material
takes approx. 2.5 hours. [33]
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Fig. 28: Spraying CP-Titan onto an Al tube [33]
As already mentioned above, this technology will apparently be a very useful alternative
to the current increase in the abrasion resistance of rails using hard-surfaced areas and to
the repair of worn components in a track by welding on (such as with frogs). Also, here it
is true that this technology is precise enough for the manufacture of superstructure
elements and, compared with welding on, it will not be necessary to remove significant
material when forming the final shape, which is done, for example, in the case of welding
metal onto frogs, which is always followed by grinding to the correct geometrical shape. A
great advantage of Cold Spray technology compared with common welding on is that the
material of the frog being welded on is not influenced by heat. Examples of current
technologies for hard-surfaced areas on tramway rails and repair of frogs are clear from
the following figures.
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Fig. 29: Monoblock frog with a hard-surfaced area before final grinding to the final shape
[34]

Fig. 30: Hard-surfaced areas on grooved rails [34]

3.4.7

Heterogeneous contact layer

The contact area of a rail surface undergoes very specific loading conditions; rollingcontact fatigue combined with adhesive and abrasive wearing is predominant, and it
presents a complex loading system, as a source of typical damage of contact surface. The
rest of the cross section is responsible mainly for resistance to sudden entire cross-section
failure; i.e. materials should be evaluated according the fracture mechanics approach.
There are a number of different ideas (and also technologies used) available today which
have been considered for the creation heterogeneous material in surface layers. We are
going to focus on the flash-butt welding principle, which can bring new distinctive
advantages. In standard usage, i.e. for joining the parts of a rail track, each sublayer of
the heat-affected zone is the source of a problem with local structural and mechanical
heterogeneity even on the contact surface.
In this case, the welding joint and heat-affected zone are in horizontal direction, so real
material parameters of the contact surface are influenced by the depth of the fusion zone
in the rail head.
Knowledge of the material response of selected high-strength steels on welding
parameters is the way to modify the primary microstructure in the required way.
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The upper part of a particular cross-section profile can be created by a variety of steels.
Based on current research and on operational experience, the most promising are steels
based on the inclusion of two strengthening mechanisms:
a) Twinning-induced plasticity
Hadfield steel has been widely used for railway switches and frogs because of its desirable
mechanical behaviour under high load applications. Austenitic Hadfield steel containing
about 1.2 mass % of C and 12 mass % of Mn is known to have a high resistance to impact
wear caused by rapid cold-work hardening. There are a few natural restrictions in this
application, which create typical operational problems:
-

Difficult weldability with standard pearlitic steel

Wrought rails made from pearlitic steel contain approximately 0.6% carbon, so the
physical properties of these two materials create a problem during the welding process.
Carbide precipitation on the austenitic grain in the heat-affected zone (HAZ) of Hadfield
steel decreases the mechanical parameters and simultaneously reduces fracture
behaviour, especially fracture toughness, strength or plasticity. It is a very well-known
fact that very fast cooling after the welding process can decrease the creation of carbide
but, on the other hand, can affect sufficient welding quality. Even some phosphide eutectic
surrounded by thin-shaped carbides can be created with the tendency of hot tearing in the
HAZ (Fig. 31). In any case, the rapid cooling process of pearlitic steel creates martensitic
transformation near to the welding line. The high carbon level in the martensite phase
brings a deficiency of plasticity, which is necessary for residual stress relaxation after the
cooling process. These two consequences could cause the cold cracking problem in the
HAZ. If we use a preheating process with controlled cooling speed for the pearlitic part of
the weld joint, we can improve the steel weldability. Generally, the preheating process has
an unfavourable influence on cooling speed, which is important for austenited parts of the
welded joint. Nowadays, heterogeneous joint-welding technology using low-carbon
austenitic steel as an interposed connector between wear-resistant high-manganese
casting steel and carbon-rail steel is patented in several countries.
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Fig. 31: Secondary phases in the HAZ of Hadfield steel
-

Metallurgy and casting quality

Because of the high degree of complexity of cast frogs and the high thermal expansion
coefficient, it is very difficult to prepare castings without any internal defect. Restriction of
dislocation hardening and crack initiation are the typical consequences during operational
dynamic loading (Fig. 32).
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Fig. 32: Blocking of dislocation along micro-shrinkages, leading to initiation of cracks
Despite the problems mentioned, the exceptional hardening capacity and fracture
toughness are incomparable with every other variety of material currently used in rail–
wheel contact. Explosive hardening can solve the required dynamic strengthening before
operational loading to suppress the predominant wearing (Fig. 33).
Explosive tape

Fig. 33: Explosive hardening vs operational hardening
b) TRIP (transformation-induced plasticity) effect or other usage of residual austenite
in the microstructure
The current research reveals the distinctive advantages of heterogeneous steels in the
sense of a good strength/plasticity ratio, required in many applications. Heterogeneous
carbide-free steels present a prospective way to fulfil the contradicting requirements for
the mechanical behaviour of materials in rail–wheel contact, especially for the highly
dynamic loaded parts of S&Cs. The superior contact fatigue resistance of these steels is
due to their high dislocation density together with the film of austenite retained between
the heterogeneous lathes that acts against the propagation of cracks.
The suggested concept is based on the usage of novel steel; diffusionless bainite
transformation has been applied to develop steel with a microstructure consisting of a
mixture of heterogeneous ferrite, retained austenite and/or some martensite (Fig. 34).
This steel with improved rolling-contact resistance and increased wear resistance
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compared to standard pearlitic steel is considered for the contact layer of the highly loaded
parts of S&Cs.

Fig. 34: Microstructure of the steel applied
The chemical composition of the steel, mainly its limited carbon content, guarantees
enhanced thermal stability. Good weldability is based on the same principle. It means
mainly a resistance to unacceptable phase transformation due to a slip in rail–wheel
contact, followed by intensive heating and fast cooling. The tendency to an immediate
brittle phase on the contact surface, followed by spalling, is suppressed as opposed to
what occurs in standard pearlitic steels.
On the other hand, the creation of surface micro-cracks, caused by depletion of plasticity,
is a natural response to contact fatigue loading. In this sense, to increase the operational
safety in rolling contact means to modify the natural propagation of micro-cracks. To avoid
cross-sectional damage, the driving of the crack propagation will be based on local
deformation at a crack tip. Improvement of crack resistance can be achieved by hardness
scattering, i.e. by distribution of hard and soft phases in the microstructure. Thus, the
concept is based on the creation of intentional structural heterogeneity (Fig. 35), creating
obstacles for critical crack propagation. The thinner residual layer and the more intense
plane strain stage suppression results in higher energy consumption during destruction.

restriction of transverse
crack propagation

Fig. 35: Crack propagation obstacles in the surface layer
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Besides the well-known advantages of this specific heterogeneous microstructure, two
subsequent structural transformations of steel are estimated:
(i)
(ii)

processes due to additional heat and pressure while connecting the surface
layer to the rest of the crossing profiles;
diffusionless transformation in the surface layer during dynamic loading.

Consequently, the final wear is decreased while fatigue resistance will be substantially
enhanced against operational loading.
Contrary to what occurs in some additive technology, the primary deformation state of the
cladded surface can be preserved. The required ratio of hardness and other mechanical
parameters between S&C and wheels should be controlled.
Proposed design and manufacture
The proposed concept presents a way of meeting the contradictory requirements for
contact layers of S&Cs (high wear resistance and fatigue resistance together with high
impact toughness) and of changing primary welding problems into benefits. A ‘layered’
material can be formed during joining, while the surface will have a refined microstructure.
Interlayers at the bainite/pearlite welding interface can present the softened zone (based
on decarburization process), and thanks to that, they can restrict the perpendicular
propagation of surface-initiated cracks.
To find out the sensitivity of the processes mentioned, the specific material for the surface
layer needs to be prepared in different stages of primary deformation state. Systematic
experimental analysis, together with evaluation of the mechanical and structural
parameters will be performed according to the steps displayed in Fig. 36.

Fig. 36: Scheme of the proposed design process
The first analysis of mechanical parameters has pointed out the high sensitivity to
deformation rate. Preliminary creation of longitudinal micro-cracks was observed after
more than 6° of forming (Fig. 37). Structural analysis has shown reliable suppression of
carbide re-precipitation, using forming in the inter-critical (dual phase) zone. Colour
etching was used to distinguish the tendency to a martensite phase during mechanical
loading.
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.

Fig. 37: Fracture mechanisms and microstructure after increased deformation rate
Based on this concept, comprehensive analyses of the steel used will enable the discovery
of a prospective technology solution. To evaluate the response to different heat/pressure
ratios, the adjusted flash-butt welding technique will be employed to prepare experimental
heterogeneous joints.
Preliminary experiments were focused on the reach of the thermal effect, using the
standard flash-butt welding technology for railway application. The possibility to localize
thermal effects for different degrees of surface roughness and current flow has been
estimated by numerical simulations (Fig. 38).
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Fig. 38: Simulation vs experimental validation of heat extent and intensity
The experimental testing of rolling-contact response will enable evaluation of the
improvement in operational lifetime and safety. A special test rig (Fig. 39) will be used for
simulation of operational loading at defined loading parameters (contact pressure,
longitudinal slip, etc.). The precise history of material response, mainly degradation
processes, needs to be recorded and compared to that for standard pearlitic steel.
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Fig. 39: Rolling-contact testing rig

3.4.8

Additive manufacturing

Additive manufacturing for composite materials has developed rapidly in recent years. At
present, carbon fibre, plastic fibre and other high-strength composites can now be printed
in 3D. This has created a great opportunity to adopt additive manufacturing technology to
increase the productivity of turnout construction.
Proposed design and manufacture
Multi-layer composite fibre bearers with various degrees of stiffness using various types
of thermoplastic resins can be printed using a commercial 3D printer, as shown below.
Current 3D printing technology can easily enable the components to be printed in the field.
The technology enables the printing of combined fibres and thermoplastic resins, which
are critical for the strength and durability of turnout bearers [17].

Fig. 40: 3D-printed multi-layered composite bearers
Three layers are designed to ensure that the top layer (blue) is sufficient to provide pullout resistance to fastening and bolt systems for baseplates. The minimum depth of the
top layer is 150 mm; the second and the third layers can be designed with respect to the
maximum grain size of the ballast. Table 12 shows the nominal strength of the composite
materials in each layer.
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Layer
Top
(blue)
Middle
(green)

Soffit
(orange)

Table 12: Nominal depth design
Depth
> 150 mm (to assure
structural integrity of the
fastening system)
= Total depth – 150 mm –
soffit depth
For example: for 180 mm
total depth of turnout
bearers over 63 mm ballast,
this middle layer should be
20 mm deep
> 10 mm for 63 mm ballast
> 8 mm for 53 mm ballast
> 6 mm for ballast with
grain size less than 53 mm

of 3D-printed composite layers
Density (kg/m3)
Elastic modulus
800–1200
8–14 GPa
600–800

2–4 GPa

< 500

200–500 MPa
(equivalent to a stiff
under-sleeper pad)

The microstructure of the composite bearers should mimic fibre-reinforced foamed
composites, as shown in Figure 41. This is to assure that the fibres are cemented within
the thermoplastic matrix and provide sufficient strength and stiffness to the bearer
component. This resin should not induce delamination between layers of stiffness. Future
work will also consider replacement of the track support (ballast and capping layer) with
3D-printed porous composites.

Fig. 41: Microstructure of composite bearers

3.5

Qualitative lifecycle analysis

This section presents a qualitative and comparative analysis of GHG emissions, noise and
costs for the different alternatives studied as novel solutions for S&Cs. The analysis will
be used as a baseline for WP7 quantitative studies.
The table below describes each of the areas to be evaluated:
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Table 13: Areas to be evaluated
Noise
Squeals or screeching noise relate to the intense noise,
occurring with one or more tones, generated when a vehicle
Screeching (flanging)
travels around curves of small radius. This type of noise is
also produced when trains pass S&Cs at low speed.
This term describes the banging noise due to several
situations such as coupling and decoupling vehicles and
Impact
marshalling yards, discontinuities in the rail, flat spots on the
wheels or wear of S&Cs.
Cost
This term is related to the amount of money spent to acquire
Initial investment
and introduce the specific solution of interest into a railway
infrastructure.
The cost that takes into consideration the interventions
Maintenance
needed to ensure the appropriate functionality of the device
or solution.
This term refers to the costs (e.g. labour, possession) that
need to be taken into consideration when applying and
Variable
exploiting the solution of interest in a railway infrastructure,
and which are quite uncertain.
Carbon emissions
This refers to the amount of emissions generated during the
Manufacturing
manufacturing process of the solution and until its placement
in the railway infrastructure.
This term is related to the emissions generated during the
Materials
processing and extraction of the materials that are needed
for the manufacturing process.
This refers to the amount of emissions generated during
Maintenance
maintenance processes, due to the need for specific
machinery or highly pollutant processes.
The qualitative analysis will use the following five alternatives as a grading scale:
High increment
Increased
Same as current
Reduced
High reduction

3.5.1

Composite sleeper bearers

Description
Some of the composite material possibilities for sleepers are:
HDPE (high-density polyethylene): Polymer composite sleepers
assimilate a polymer material with recycled HDPE as a chief
component and fibre as reinforcement or filler to enrich properties.
Hence, sleepers will not require the use of toxic preservatives. No
water absorption problem which causes loss of strength.
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Crumb rubber: Crumb rubber provides elasticity to the sleeper and will reduce cracking
problems. A reduction in cracks reduces maintenance costs and also increases the lifespan
of the sleeper.
Glass reinforcement: Fibre acts as reinforcement for sleepers. Fibre is both strong and stiff
in tension and compression.
Composite railroad sleepers can be produced and engineered from 100% recycled
material, turning waste in to a lasting product. They remain unaffected by the natural
environment, and therefore are an excellent long-term solution in the harshest conditions.
Recent developments in fibre composites now suggest their use as alternative materials
for railway sleepers. These developments can be subdivided into new railway sleepers
produced by combining other materials with fibre composites and the strengthening of
existing sleeper materials with fibre-composite wraps.
Lifecycle qualitative analysis of S&Cs
Lifecycle qualitative analysis has been carried out by Vysoke Uceni Technicke V Brne (BUT)
and UoB. Its main conclusions are:
Noise

Cost

Screeching
(flanging)

Impact

Reduced

Reduced

Initial
investment
High
increment

Carbon emissions

Maintenance

Variables
(e.g. labour,
possession)

Reduced

Reduced

Manufacturing
Same as
current

Materials
Reduced

Maintenance
Same as
current

We also note the additional comments below that should be taken into account for the
analysis:
1. Noise
Reduced track stiffness, reduced bearer bending stiffness, positive impact on rail
corrugation and track quality deterioration.
2. Cost
The ratio of prices of plastic sleepers to wooden or concrete sleepers depends on a
particular type of plastic sleeper and wooden or concrete sleepers used for the comparison.
Other factors are important, e.g. the market situation, possibilities of local manufacturers
or shipping distance and others. Currently, the plastic sleepers are usually 5 to 10 times
more expensive than wooden sleepers, or often 3 to 6 times more expensive than concrete
sleepers. The production of plastic sleepers is rapidly expanding, so as a consequence the
prices of plastic sleepers are decreasing. It can be assumed the plastic sleepers are more
effective from LCC point of view even today. (see Table 3).
3. Carbon emissions
Potential to use recycled plastic material. At the end of the lifecycle, plastic material can
be reused.

3.5.2

Neoballast

Description
Neoballast aggregates are provided with an advanced coating
composed of a special binder and recycled rubber coming from ELV
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tyres, designed to overcome two of the most important shortcomings of railway tracks:
track degradation and N&V emissions.
Lifecycle qualitative analysis of S&Cs
Lifecycle qualitative analysis has been carried out by COMSA. Its main conclusions are:

Noise
Screeching
(flanging)
Reduced

Cost

Impact
High
reductio
n

Carbon emissions

Initial
investment

Maintenance

Variables
(e.g.
labour,
possession)

Increased

Reduced

Reduced

Manufacturing

Materials

Maintenance

Reduced

High
reduction

Reduced

We also note the additional comments below that should be considered for the analysis:
1. Noise
Neoballast is more flexible than conventional ballast and hence reduces airborne and
ground-borne noise (vibrations). The reduction in vibrations is especially relevant and has
been considered as an ‘Impact’ under the ‘Noise’ category.
2. Cost
Maintenance, labour costs and track possession times are reduced. This is because
Neoballast has a higher durability than conventional ballast, so the track lifespan is
extended, and the frequency of maintenance interventions and track renewals is reduced.
3. Carbon emissions
Carbon emissions are reduced accordingly in the manufacturing and materials extraction,
as a consequence of the extended lifespan of the track and a lower need to extract natural
aggregates from quarries. Neoballast is compatible with recycled aggregates. Emissions
due to maintenance are also reduced due to the reduction in the frequency of maintenance
and tamping operations.

3.5.3

High-damping and self-healing concrete

Description
High damping and self-healing concrete provides unique multifunctional materials for turnout bearers and concrete components
in the railway industry. These novel materials make use of waste
and fibres to enhance both damping and self-healing ability through
autogenous mechanisms. This innovation improves sustainability
and reduces costs by enhancing the durability of concrete.
Lifecycle qualitative analysis of S&Cs
Lifecycle qualitative analysis has been carried out by UoB. Its main conclusions are:
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Noise
Screeching
(flanging)
High
damping
Selfhealing

Reduced
Same as
current
(without
rubber)

Cost

Carbon emissions

Impact

Initial
investment

Maintenance

Variables
(e.g.
labour,
possession)

High
reduction

Reduced

High
reduction

Reduced

Same as
current

Materials
Reduced
by using
waste

Reduced

High
reduction

Reduced

Same as
current

Reduced
by using
waste

High
reduction

Manufacturing

Maintenance

Reduced

High
Reduction

We also note the additional comments that should be considered for the analysis:
1. Noise
High-damping concrete is more flexible than conventional concrete and can actually absorb
impact and reduce ground-borne noise (vibrations). The reduction in vibrations is
especially relevant and has been considered as an ‘Impact’ under the ‘Noise’ category.
2. Cost
Maintenance, labour costs and track possession times are reduced. This is because highdamping and self-healing concrete has higher durability than conventional concrete, so
the track lifespan is extended and the frequency of maintenance interventions and track
renewals is reduced.
3. Carbon emissions
Carbon emissions are reduced accordingly in the manufacturing and materials extraction,
as a consequence of the extended lifespan of the track and a lower need to extract natural
aggregates from quarries. Self-healing and high-damping concrete is compatible with
traditional high-strength concrete. High-damping concrete makes use of waste materials,
improving the sustainability of the industry. Emissions due to maintenance are also
reduced due to the reduction in the frequency of maintenance and tamping operations.

3.5.4

Fastening system with springs

Description
These are fastening systems in which the rubber or EPDM pads are replaced by system of
springs. Stiffness can be set easily in this type fastening system; eventually the stiffness
could be set dynamically according to the weight of passing trains. It can ensure the best
deflection along the whole turnout. Differences in stiffness along the turnout can be
considered.
Lifecycle qualitative analysis of S&Cs
Lifecycle qualitative analysis has been carried out by BUT and Vyhybkarna a strojirna (DT).
Its analysis main conclusions are:
Noise

BUT

Screeching
(flanging)

Impact

Reduced

Reduced

Reduced

Reduced

DT

Cost
Initial
investment
Increased
High
increment

Maintenance
Reduced
Reduced

Carbon emissions
Variables
(e.g. labour,
possession)
Reduced
Same as
current

Manufacturing

Materials

Maintenance

Increased

Increased

Reduced

Increased

Increased

Reduced
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1. Noise
Screeching (flanging) – more flexible fastening systems (or supports in general) can
influence the initiation of corrugation so the noise from wheel/rail contact can be slightly
reduced by specific conditions. The impact (which can come e.g. from passing railway
joints) can be better absorbed by more flexible fastening systems with damping than by
conventional fastening systems.
2. Cost
Initial investment – new manufacturing technologies and new elements made from new
materials will increase the initial cost for sure. By using more conventional materials and
technologies, this increase will not be so dramatic.
Maintenance – it is possible to modify stiffness along the turnout; this means that stiffness
irregularities can be excluded and therefore the geometry of the turnout can remain more
stable so the tamping interval (or other maintenance activities) will be bigger, reducing
maintenance. Due to reduced deterioration in track quality, less maintenance work is
expected, consequently reducing possession.
3. Carbon emissions
Manufacturing – there could be more new elements in the fastening system which means
more manufacturing and more carbon emissions. We should try to design FS with fewer
components; in this case, the carbon emissions from manufacturing can remain at current
levels or can be slightly reduced.
Materials – analogous to manufacturing.
Maintenance – the possible reduction in maintenance should reduce the carbon emissions
from performing maintenance.

3.5.5

Heterogeneous contact layer

Description
The contact area of the rail surface undergoes very specific loading
conditions; rolling-contact fatigue combined with adhesive and
abrasive wearing is predominant and it presents a complex loading
system, as a source of typical damage to the contact surface.
The rest of the rail cross section is responsible mainly for resistance
to sudden entire cross-section failure, i.e. novel materials should be
evaluated according to the fracture mechanics approach.
The upper part of a particular cross-section profile can be created using a specific novel
carbide-free heterogeneous steel suggested for contact fatigue loading. The contact
fatigue resistance of these steels is due to their high dislocation density together with a
film of austenite retained between the heterogeneous lathes that acts against the
propagation of cracks.
There are several ideas available today (and also used technologies) which have been
considered for the creation of heterogeneous material in surface layers.
We are going to focus on the flash-butt welding principle, which can bring new distinctive
advantages. In standard usage, i.e. for joining the parts of a rail track, each sublayer of
the HAZ is the source of a problem with local structural and mechanical heterogeneity
even on the contact surface.
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In this case, the welding joint and HAZ are in a horizontal direction, so the real material
parameters of the contact surface are influenced by the depth of the fusion zone in the
rail head. Knowledge of the material response of the mentioned heterogeneous steels on
welding parameters is the way to modify the primary microstructure in the required way.
There is a possibility of meeting contradictory requirements (high wear resistance, fatigue
resistance together with high impact toughness) and to reverse primary welding problems
into benefits. ‘Layered’ material is brought directly to the contact volume, where the
surface will have a refined microstructure.
Interlayers at the bainite/pearlite welding interface can present a softened zone (based on
the decarburization process); thanks to that, they can restrict the perpendicular
propagation of surface-initiated cracks. Natural branching of the contact fatigue cracks at
a defined depth under the surface may be suppressed and so the operational safety against
sudden failure will be increased.
Lifecycle qualitative analysis of S&Cs
Lifecycle qualitative analysis has been carried out by Univerzita Pardubice (UPA). Its main
conclusions are:
Noise
Screeching
(flanging)
Same as
current

Cost
Impact

Reduced

Initial
investment
Same as
current

Carbon emissions

Maintenance

Variables (e.g.
labour,
possession)

Reduced

Reduced

Manufacturing
Same as
current

Materials
Same as
current

Maintenance
Reduced

1. Noise
Screeching (flanging) – same as current. The new contact layer will not affect vehicle/track
interaction (coefficient of friction, adhesion, wheel/rail geometry).
Impact – reduced in relation to wear suppression, mainly in typically highly loaded parts
(nose of switches, etc.).
2. Cost
Initial investments – steel production costs are assumed to be the same as the current
process or lowered (depending on the particular position of application). Higher costs will
be incurred due to the need to purchase new machines. This newly designed machine (and
related technologies) is supposed to be used also for the surfacing of classically welded
S&C parts. On the contrary, there would be lower cost of crossing parts (easier
construction, standard steel as a base for contact layer). The increased cost of technology
can be balanced by lowering of expenses for common ‘full-volume’ usage of high-alloy
steel (e.g. Hadfield steel). Considering all points mentioned, balanced expense can be
estimated.
Maintenance – reduced. Cost reduction is estimated based on suppression of wear and
propagation of surface-initiated rolling-contact cracks. Substantial cost reduction can be
reached in the case of applicable equipment which will enable the usage of this approach
as an operational renovation technology. Time for necessary interruption of traffic can be
reduced thanks to renovation without the need for complete replacement.
Variables – reduced. Easier handling of crossing parts, and low weight through
optimization of crossing shape (fewer technological limits in comparison with the crossing
shape for casting) are estimated.
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3. Carbon emissions
Manufacturing – same as current. Casting of crossing parts as well as welding to rails are
technologies in use now. Small changes in emission ratio between welding and casting
cannot be evaluated in this project phase.
Materials – same as current. Variable heterogeneous steels and common steel as well as
special welding machines are in production now.
Maintenance – reduced. Longer intervals of maintenance are assumed. The technology of
contact-layer reparation or changes of damaged parts cannot be evaluated in this project
phase.

3.5.6

Additive manufacturing

Description
Multi-layer composite fibre bearers with various degrees of stiffness using various types
of thermoplastic resins can be printed using a commercial 3D printer. The material
properties can be tuned so that the bearer can reduce impact loading and moderate the
breakage of ballast simultaneously.
Lifecycle qualitative analysis of S&Cs
Lifecycle qualitative analysis has been carried out by UoB and DT. Its main conclusions
are:
Noise

DT
UoB

Screeching
(flanging)
Same as
current
High
reduction

Impact
Same as
current
High
reduction

Cost
Initial
investment
Increased
High
increment

Maintenance
Reduced
Reduced

Carbon emissions
Variables
(e.g. labour,
possession)
Same as
current
Same as
current

Manufacturing
Same as current

Materials
Same as
current

Same as current

Reduced

Maintenance
Reduced
Faster and
reduced

1. Noise
Screeching (flanging) – manufacture of some S&C elements by additive manufacturing
technology does not usually influence the noise coming from wheel/rail contact and from
traffic operation in general. In the case of Cold Spray technology, there might be slightly
reduced or increased noise regarding the material used on the wheel/rail contact area.
The 3D printing composite can suppress impact and dynamic loading. Its damping can
reduce the radiation level of noise from bearers.
Impact – manufactured elements manufactured by additive manufacturing do not have an
influence on noise impact. The 3D printing composite is softer than concrete and can
suppress impact loading.
2. Cost
Initial investment – we expect that the initial investment will be increased, because the
machines and equipment for additive manufacturing technology (Cold Spray) must be
purchased. Also, usage of the technology for railway applications must be developed.
Manufacturing of the 3D printing composite is expected to be the same as for composite
bearers.
Maintenance – interventions needed during traffic operation might be reduced in the case
of using the new contact layer made by Cold Spray. The contact layer should have better
behaviour regarding wear and rolling-contact fatigue, so the cost for maintenance should
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be reduced. However, by using 3D printing technology, a saving can be secured during
construction and maintenance (e.g. faster and can be robotic).
Variables – no identified variable costs.
3. Carbon emissions
Manufacturing – manufacturing will probably not generate more carbon emissions than
the current manufacturing processes. It might even be reduced depending on the
machines and relevant equipment used. The carbon footprint of 3D printing composite
manufacture is relatively similar to that for composite bearers.
Materials – it is expected that the material used for the manufacturing process by additive
manufacturing will be the same as for the current process (e.g. the steel powder for Cold
Spray); the carbon emissions coming from material manufacturing might be the same as
for the current process. By using very new materials (such as the filament made from
special material for 3D printers), carbon emissions might be slightly increased. The
materials used for 3D printing are similar to those used to manufacture composite bearers.
Maintenance – the new products made by this new technology should have better
properties for traffic operation, so the interval of maintenance interventions should be
extended and carbon emissions coming from maintenance should be reduced. 3D printing
composites can reduce the breakage of ballast and reduce track maintenance, hence
reducing the overall carbon footprint of the asset.

3.5.7

Qualitative lifecycle analysis summary

The aforementioned technologies have been analysed from a lifecycle perspective in order
to qualitatively assess their suitability for implementation in S&Cs. Table 14 below
summarizes the main results of the assessment:

Noise

3D-printed
bearers

Additive
manufacturing

Heterogeneous
contact layer

Fastening
system with
springs

High-damping
and selfhealing
concrete

Neoballast

FFU bearers

Composite
sleepers/
bearers

Table 14: QLA summary

Screeching
(flanging)
Impact

Carbon
emissions

Cost

Initial investment
Maintenance
Variables (e.g.
labour, possession)
Manufacturing
Materials
Maintenance
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High increment
Increased
Same as current
Reduced
High reduction
Colour Key

4. Installation and logistics considerations
Within Work Package 4 (WP4), new materials and technologies are under exploration
whereas the results of Work Package 2 (WP2) presented different alternatives for how to
switch from one track to another.
Please note: The following descriptions and evaluations focus on the installation and
implementation of these technologies.
As a consequence, the technologies


Composite plastic sleepers or bearers



Self-healing concrete



Fastening system with springs



Heterogeneous contact layer



Additive manufacturing



Neoballast

are treated as ‘local replacements’ with regards to integration and installation, resulting in
a ‘technology factor’ which shows evaluation of the different technologies.
The results of this evaluation will be used as an input for the overall evaluation in Work
Package 6 (WP6).
Please also consider that the detailed elaboration of T4.4 and T4.5 will be executed
together, as the results of installation and logistics form one important factor of the
evaluation of system integration and optimization.

4.1

Technologies

The following technologies had been selected and will be followed up. Their extent and
impact on existing switching systems is varied.
Within this document, implementation of these new technologies is described from the
point of view of logistics and installation.
Therefore, different scenarios, focusing on a reasonable extent – reflecting possible and
expected damage scenarios – are considered.

4.1.1

Composite plastic sleepers or bearers

In the following section is a description of replacement concentrates for the sole renewal
of existing sleepers. As renovation usually goes hand in hand with improvement of the rail
and track quality, some points for clarification are added.
Type of damage to the sleeper
There are various reasons that require maintenance to the sleeper. These are:
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o
o
o
o

Surface cracks of limited depth (optical damage)
Structural cracks which lead to damage of the plastic structure
Structural cracks including damage to the reinforcement
Stripped threading of the fastenings

Replacement of composite plastic sleepers and bearers
Methodology
Various methodologies exist for the replacement of sleepers and bearers. Different to the
process for plain line, replacement requires methodology-specific equipment that is able
to cope with the individual length of the bearers as well as the complex and
inhomogeneous location of the running rails.
The following methodologies exist for the mechanized replacement of turnout bearers and
are the most common way of replacing sleepers and bearers:
 Excavator with sleeper grab

Fig. 42: Excavator with sleeper grab
 Rail-bound tie-exchange equipment

Fig. 43: Nordco TRIPP tie exchanger
 Continuous tie-exchanging equipment (not for turnouts)
Both of the above-mentioned methodologies can be used for the replacement of single
bearers as well as for the replacement of a series of bearers.
The replacement methodology is independent of the material and shape of the bearers
and can therefore be used for composite plastic bearers as well.
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In cases where only the bearers need to be changed, the baseplates will be unscrewed
from the bearers but will stay on the steelwork. This allows for easy pull-out of the old
bearer with easy push-in of the composite plastic bearer.

Fig. 44: Replacement of stripped timber sleepers using a sleeper grab
The overall process is as follows (main steps only):
 Step 1:
place (pre-drilled) replacement composite bearers close to the installation area
 Step 2:
unscrew and remove screwspikes but leave rail fastenings attached to the
steelwork
 Step 3:
remove the stripped bearer by use of the methodology described above
 Step 4:
remove excess ballast to allow insertion of the composite bearer
 Step 5:
install composite bearer by sliding in from the cess and place in the allocated
location
 Step 6:
place composite bearer in the allocated location, install and tighten up
screwspikes (main road only)
 Step 7:
drill holes for screwspikes along the turnout road (based on onsite
measurements) and tighten up screwspikes
 Repeat steps 1 to 7 for all following bearers.
All in all, a minimum of one machine operator in conjunction with a two-man track crew is
capable of replacing five bearers per hour, which adds up to 1½ days for a 300-m radius
turnout, and 2 days for both 500- and 760-m radius turnouts. The figures above are based
on a closedown; however, the replacement work might also be undertaken in between
trains, with a speed restriction in place.
The fact that current technology and methodology can still be used might help in getting
acceptance for new bearer technology along the traditionally conservative railways. Also,
current OHL regulations might stay in place unchanged.
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4.1.2

Neoballast

In general, Neoballast is, in regards to logistical considerations, quite equal to standard
ballast, which means that proven technology for transport, placement, resurfacing and
removal can easily be adapted.
Transport and supply
Ballast is classified as ‘bulk material’ and is therefore transported by use of open skips of
different design – just like other bulk material of various shape, size and weight.
Some of the basic methodologies used worldwide to transport ballast are listed below:
-

Rail-bound ballast hopper based on a gravity unloading design

Fig. 45: Conservative ballast hopper (left) compared to an innovative intermodal hopper
based on a standard UIC platform wagon (right)
-

Rail-bound ballast hopper with non-gravity unloading

Fig. 46: Ballast (and spoil) conveyor and hopper unit for continuous loading and
unloading; the right-hand picture shows a two-way vehicle that is able to run on both
rails and caterpillar tracks
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-

Tipper trucks

Fig. 47: Unloading ballast by tipper truck (left); self-loading and unloading scraper for
ballast transport (right)
-

Big bags

Fig. 48: Delivery of 1 m3 ballast bags for confined working areas on underground lines
(left) and unloading on site (right)
There is no reason why Neoballast could not be transported by these well-proven methods.
Placement
There exist various methods for the placement of ballast – all of them heavily dependent
on the overall worksite conditions such as single or multiple tracks, installation of
completely new track, upgrading of an already existing track, etc.
Another impact is based on the length of the worksite. This chapter faces on cyclic methods
typical for ‘short-length’ worksites (which is the case for turnouts) compared to a plainline section with the use of continuously working machines.
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The ballast required is distinguished between ground ballast (ballast underneath the
sleepers and bearers) and top ballast (ballast required for tamping reasons as well as for
filling in between sleepers and bearers).
Methodologies for the placement of ground ballast are as follows:
-

In situ placement using traditional construction equipment

Fig. 49: Traditional placing of ballast by use of excavators (left) compared to a more
advanced methodology of transporting and placing by use of a scraper (right)
-

In situ placement using purpose-designed equipment

Fig. 50: Ballast placement using a purpose-adapted asphalt paver (source:
www.voegele.info)
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Fig. 51: RR conveyor and hopper unit to bridge a rail-less section (left); ballast hopper
with a telescopic conveyor belt operating from the adjacent track (right)
Neoballast behaves like standard ballast, thus the above-mentioned methods can be
applied to this novel material as well.
Resurfacing
Ballasted track sections require continuous maintenance to keep the line and top of the
track in place with respect to the turnout. While plain-line track is based on a continuous
pattern of sleepers (constant spacing) and rails (constant distance between the running
rails), turnouts have a much more complex design with varying bearer spacings, and
rodding in between bearers, as well as the inhomogeneous location (and profile) of the
running rails.
Today, two main procedures for maintenance technologies are established – tamping and
stoneblowing, with tamping (track lifting in combination with ballast compaction due to
vibration) being the more common approach.
-

Tamping: improvement of track quality by use of an iterative process of lifting
and ballast compaction (lift & compact)

Fig. 52: Track and turnout tamping machine equipped with the Palas survey system
based on absolute 3D coordinates (left); excavator tamping head with survey trolley
based on relative measurements
-

Stoneblowing: this technology is based on track lifting in combination with the
insertion of a defined volume of fresh stone (lift & shift)
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Fig. 53: Stoneblowing device (source: www.harsco.com)
While the shape and physical behaviour of Neoballast is similar to that of standard ballast,
the tamping method in particular may need some adjustment (frequency) since the rubber
covering may absorb some of the vibration impact. However, a real scale test with a
tamping group was performed and Neoballast was tamped properly with the same energy
and frequency applied as for conventional ballast.
Removal
While the removal of ballast (clean and/or spoilt) seems to be an easy operation, a detailed
view of this topic reveals that it is the combination of ballast and skeleton track that makes
it very tricky und costly.
New and little spoilt ballast can be removed in between and underneath the sleepers by
using a purpose-designed sucker:

Fig. 54: Rail-bound ballast sucker in operation (left); the final situation with the ballast
being removed even underneath the sleepers (right)
A different methodology that allows the turnout to stay in place but with less dependence
on the consistency of the ballast is the use of some mechanical undercutting sleds. In this
way, an inclined cutting level can be created that allows for defined water discharge.
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Fig. 55: Removal of ballast without removal of the track by use of a ballast undercutting
sled mounted on an excavator (left) or part of a continuous working ballast cleaner
(centre); skeleton track after the ballast undercutting process (right)
In cases where the turnout panels are to be replaced, removal of the ballast is a much
easier operation – with the difficulty in getting to site (e.g. turnout in big stations) in
combination with transport of the spoil.

Fig. 56: Purpose-built RR equipment by Rhomberg Sersa Rail Group for ballast removal.
While the machine (Sersa Wieger) in the left-hand picture is for ballast removal only, the
machine on the right (Sersa W+) allows for ballast cleaning and re-installation of the
recycled ballast
A more traditional approach – but commonly conducted – is the use of standard
earthworking equipment like excavators and dozers. However, if the local situation does
not allow for 180° of rotation of the excavator, load-through type excavators are to be
used.
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Fig. 57: Purpose-built RR load-through type excavator for the ballast removal operation
At this stage, there is no reason why any of the above-mentioned methods could not be
used with Neoballast.
Conclusion
Ballast varies all over the world and can be quite different in size and shape.

Fig. 58: Railway ballast sourced from various quarries
Simple covering of the stone by rubber does not have such a big impact on the handling
of ballast that it would require new methodologies and/or equipment.

4.1.3

Self-healing concrete

In the context of ‘self-healing concrete’, two different scenarios have been revised:
A) Self-healing concrete sleepers (with conventional fastenings)
B) (Under the assumption that the concrete can be used without additional measures in
the same way as conventional concrete) Self-healing concrete for slab track (replacement
of an existing switch and building it anew)
Therefore, the exchange of ‘sleepers’ will be treated similarly to conventional sleepers,
and the use of concrete for slab track is treated similarly to conventional concrete.
For A) and regarding installation, the same approach, performance and equipment as
described under 4.2.1 (composite sleepers) can be applied.
For B), partial replacement of pieces and parts is not very likely. This topic will be treated
together with the entire replacement of units in a later stage of WP4, namely Deliverables
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4.4 and 4.5 where the replacement of entire switching units will be described and
evaluated.

4.1.4

Fastening system with springs

Types of damage to the fastening system
There are various types of reason requiring maintenance to fastening systems, in particular
concepts #1 to #3 described in the previous chapters:
o
o
o
o
o

Bent base plate
Structural cracks in the base plate
Broken base plate
Worn out boreholes
Worn out welded-on ribs (lateral guidance)

Additional concept #2:
o

Damage to replaceable cartridge

Maintenance or replacement of base plates
Methodology for all concepts:
Various methodologies exist for the maintenance and renewal of rail fastenings, depending
on whether plates are part of the track or of S&Cs, and also on whether the plates are
processed individually or continuously.
Inspection: visual inspection is possible, using thickness gauges (measurement devices)
to check the clearance between components and rail clamp gaps.
Individual plates can be repaired by grinding or welding. Several defective plates should
be renewed in a row.
The renewal process is as follows:
 Step 1:
unscrew sleeper bolts
 Step 2:
lift the rail with a track-lifting jack
 Step 3:
unscrew T-head bolts
 Step 4:
remove the bolts and the plate
 Step 5:
put in the new plate with sleeper bolts
 Step 6:
lower the rail and fix the rail clamp with T-head bolts
 Step 7:
retain bolts with default torque
 Step 8:
Adjust elastic force of the spring or cartridge
All in all, one machine operator is able to replace three base plates in an hour.
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Equipment required:
o
o
o
o

Screw driver machine
Track-lifting jack
Torque wrench
Thickness gauge

The figure above is based on a closedown of the line; however, the replacement work
might also be undertaken in between trains, with speed restrictions in place.
Special base plates are needed for S&Cs.
Replacing the cartridges according to concept #2 for ribbed plates is only possible if
compatible sleepers are used or appropriate holes are placed in the on site concrete.

Fig. 59: Operating a screw driver machine

4.1.5

Heterogeneous contact layer

The use of specially treated steel types within rails and switches is already widely
established. The replacement of pieces and items by new and specially treated materials
is one form of lifetime prolongation.
In theory, the collocation of heterogeneous steel items on site would be possible, but
subsequent application of a rail surface in heterogeneous steel is not economical. Removal
of the rail head with a minimum welding thickness of 10 mm is very expensive. Subsequent
build-up welding with a hard-surfacing welding electrode or wire requires a high rail
temperature. The heat would distort the rail completely and it would have to be
straightened with great effort.
Heterogeneous steels are produced from rolling heat by selective cooling of both rails and
solid blocks. The additional costs are low compared to those for conventional carbon
material, but the availability of certain rail profiles is limited to monopolists.
For this reason, only the maintenance of switch components is discussed here, using the
example of a frog. The crossing area is, together with the switch area, the most wearintensive zone of a switch.
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Rail-head defects of heterogeneous steel
There are various types of reason requiring maintenance to rail heads, switches (switch
rails), crossings (frog), stock rails, guard rails, etc., in particular:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Bent rail
Cracked rail
Broken rail
Transverse defects: fissure, fracture, burn fracture
Longitudinal defects: split head
Surface defects: Rolling-contact fatigue (RCF)
• Nicked rail
• Shelling
• Flaking
• Slivers
• Flowed rail
• Burned rail
• Mill defects
• Corrosion
• Corrugation
• Damaged rail

Maintenance or replacement of heterogeneous steel frogs (for example)
Methodology:
Various methodologies exist for maintenance of rails, depending on the type, scope and
characteristic of the defect: grinding, welding and renewal of rails in poor condition.
Inspection: for checking the rail condition, measurement by ultrasound, the Eddy current
method, dye penetrant and visual inspection is possible. Appliance classification of faults
and wear conditions is recommended. There is no difference between maintaining carbon
steel and heterogeneous steel like DILLIDUR 400, but in the case of build-up welding, one
has to use a hard-surfacing welding electrode.
DILLIDUR 400 is a wear-resistant steel with a nominal hardness of 400 HBW in delivery
condition ex works. Depending on thickness, these alloying elements may be used singly
or
in
combination
(source:
https://www.dillinger.de/d/en/products/proprietarysteels/dillidur/index.shtml).
Table 15: Percentage of alloying elements which may be used singly or in combination

The renewal process of a single frog (r 190–500 m) is as follows:
 Step 1:
calibration
 Step 2:
mechanical separation of frog
 Step 3:
removal of fastenings
 Step 4:
removal of frog
 Step 5:
adjustment/replacement of plastic rail pad
 Step 6:
insertion of new frog
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Step 7:
preheating and welding four rail joints
Step 8:
assembling fastenings
Step 9:
mounting back current cable
Step 10:
tamping the joints
Step 11:
acceptance control and documentation

All in all, one machine operator in conjunction with a two-man track crew (one S&C
mechanist, one certified welder) is capable of replacing a frog in 5 hours 20 minutes.
Equipment required:
o Road rail excavator
o Rail cutting-off machine
o Track-lifting jack
o Screw driver machine
o Oxygen preheating equipment
o Welding equipment
o Tamping equipment
o Measurement device

Fig. 60: This figure is based on a closedown: track crew removing the fastenings of a
frog

4.1.6

Additive manufacturing

A new technology is changing the industry worldwide: additive manufacturing can be done
without immense production costs and long lead times. It offers companies groundbreaking opportunities.
Field of application
The field of application of 3D printing technology is almost unlimited for small spare parts.
Spare parts or entire components for turnouts can come from the 3D printer, depending
on the art and quality of the material. Plastic parts are hardly present in switches – except
for insulation and damping in rail pads.
In the context of renewal of switches, 3D printing technology could be possible for the
following areas of application:
o
o

Printing of cast models for the production of frogs or inlays made of manganese
steel.
Printing of support elements, coupled with steel elements in the wear layer. Thus,
rails or crossings with a sandwich construction are possible, whose base material
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o
o
o

consists of compound materials and is supplemented with a massive round steel as
a rail head.
Individual plastic sleepers, which have to have very different lengths in switches,
or repair kits, to replace single parts of the sleepers.
Plastic rail pads, ribbed plates or sleeper screws made of plastic.
Spare parts for clamp locking devices or switch machines in sintered carbide metal.

Maintenance or replacement of (or with) 3D-printed products
The steps are the same as those for conventionally produced material, but intensive work
preparation is no longer necessary.
o
o
o

In-time printing of spare parts, without a lead time for procurement
Combination of work: inspection and repair in one operation
Print what you need – if you have the right 3D drawing or model (BIM required)

4.2

Technology installation evaluation

After treating the actual technology for the renewal of S&Cs, the question is now how to
approach implementation of the new solution. Yet it is not determined if the part to be
replaced will affect the whole turnout or just a single part. It is not fixed where these
interfaces will be or which type of equipment will be used, but every solution – more or
less ‘radical’ – has a certain impact and complexity. Thus, the following parameters will
serve for the high-level design and treatment for working on them in more detail at a later
stage:

4.2.1

Parameters for evaluation and weighting factors

Efforts for implementing items into the existing railway system depend on several
influencing factors. Not all of them have the same impact or importance.
The following determined values consider different aspects from a subjective point of view
and can be adapted to special needs.
Size
Weighting Factor 10%: The pure size of the pieces to be transported and located in the
right place has a significant impact on the whole logistic chain and handling.
Weight
Weighting Factor 10%: Similar to the size, the weight of items to be handled makes a
big difference.
Complexity of installation
Weighting Factor 6%: The question of whether just one item or many small ones have
to be connected and installed demands different approaches and logistical solutions.
Level of prefabrication
Weighting Factor 5%: In the context of the complexity of the system, the possibility of
prefabrication (under consideration of size and weight) will have an impact on the
methodology. Further on, quality assurance and procurement have to be adapted
accordingly.
Preservation of product quality during handling
Weighting Factor 8%: The robustness of the new solution to be implemented affects
the equipment for transport and installation as well as the workforce. A lot of starting
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quality is lost by not thinking enough about the right early treatment during
manufacturing, transport and installation.
Level of renewal
Weighting Factor 5%: Under this term, the necessity of movement of masses and
volumes is a logical consequence. Remaining material or the entire replacement of an S&C
unit plus changes of the subgrade and/or sub-ballast have to be considered and treated
accordingly.
Efforts for new equipment
Weighting Factor 8%: The closer the new ‘radical’ switch will be to the existing
technology, the more existing equipment can be used in the future – or maybe existing
equipment will be enlarged by adding modules or similar. These differences will have a
significant impact on the time and cost of renovation.
Time of closure
Weighting Factor 10%: More complex works with heavy equipment and a lot of people
on site or a high possible level of prefabrication, assembly and preparation prior to the
actual works of replacement determine the required time for closure. Here we shall have
an idea of the possible consequences of the different solutions.
Safety and level of required measures
Weighting Factor 10%: The question of what items, parts and pieces have to be
changed, how eventual hardening or curing processes affect the time until re-opening,
what type of cuts and weldings leave the track open, how steering and monitoring systems
will be integrated into the system. These and other factors are also crucial in determining
the safety level for works and operation.
Magnitude of personnel involved
Weighting Factor 8%: Part of the treatment and evaluation is also the number of people
required for the renewal and installation and their education level. The method and its
feasibility have to include also a description of the different working steps and the people
who will execute the replacement.
Costs for renewal and installation
Weighting Factor 20%: Here the pure costs for the works and efforts to install the new
items and replace the old ones will be put into consideration. These costs do not include
those for the system itself as this is treated in a different work package.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Table 16: Overview of topics and weighting factors
Weighting percentage of installation
Size
Weight
Complexity of installation
Level of prefabrication
Preservation of product quality during handling
Level of renewal
Efforts for new equipment
Time of closure
Safety and level of required measures
Magnitude of personnel involved
Costs for renewal and installation

10%
10%
6%
5%
8%
5%
8%
10%
10%
8%
20%
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4.2.2

Evaluation matrix

Based on the proposed weighting, the 11 tasks have been rated by the partners involved;
the same principle as for earlier evaluations within the S-CODE programme has been
applied.
Interpretation of rating from 1 to 10:
 Rating 1 represents: very poor, very high effort, very difficult and the lowest
score
 Rating 5 is equal to: normal, appropriate, average, medium estimation
 Rating 10 treated as: very good, outstanding, easy or fully available.
Table 17: Overview of technology evaluation
Weighting percentage for
installation

Composite
plastic
sleepers

Self-healing
concrete
ballast

Self-healing
concrete
slab track

Fastening
system with
springs

Heterogeneous
contact layer

Additive
manufacturing

Neoballast

1

Size

10%

5

5

3

8

8

8

4

2

Weight

10%

5

5

3

7

8

7

2

6%

3

2

2

6

3

2

5

5%

8

8

2

7

3

3

3

8%

7

4

5

6

2

2

8

3
4
5

Complexity of
installation
Level of
prefabrication
Sensitivity to
handling

6

Level of renewal

5%

6

6

3

7

9

8

2

7

Efforts for new
equipment

8%

8

6

7

8

5

1

10

8

Time of closure

10%

5

5

2

7

8

7

7

10%

7

6

5

8

2

3

6

8%

4

4

3

6

6

5

7

20%

4

5

3

6

6

4

5

100%

5.40

5.04

3.47

6.86

5.62

4.61

5.45

9
10
11

Safety and level of
required measures
Magnitude of
personnel involved
Costs for renewal
and installation
Total score

4.2.3

Technology factor for installation

For further evaluation and superposition of new materials with selected alternatives from
WP2, one factor derived from the total score under 4.3.2 is determined to allow several
combinations of alternatives and involvement of the results from WP3 (sensors) and WP5
(kinematic systems).

Fig. 61: Preselected alternatives, results from WP2
Note: Please take always into account that these factors refer to logistics and installation
and will be just a part of the overall evaluation.
For calculation of the technology factor for installation (TFI), the formula follows the
following logic:
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-

The difference from the total score (ToSco) and the neutral assumption
represented by the factor 5 is calculated

-

The result (offset to 5) is doubled and divided by 100 (per cent)

-

The item is added to 1; negative offsets are considered

-

The term is taken to the power of 3
TF = [1 + 2 × (ToSco – 5)/100]³
Formula for technology factor for installation

Description of formula: To keep the influence in a reasonable span, the offset/difference
to 5 is divided by 100 and taken to the power of 3. The resulting value is doubled and
added to 1 and equals to the technology factor. Negative offsets lead to a factor less than
1.
Table 18: Resulting technology factors for installation
Technology
factor for
installation
Resulting TFI

Composite
plastic
sleepers

Selfhealing
concrete
ballast

Selfhealing
concrete
slab track

Fastening
system
with
springs

Heterogeneous
contact layer

Additive
manufacturing

Neoballast

1.02

1.00

0.91

1.12

1.04

0.98

1.03

5. System integration strategy
The task of system integration deals with the possible use of the technologies developed
and whether or to what extent they can be used for selected concepts of switches based
on Work Package (WP2). Also, the possible relation to Work Packages WP3 (Sensors and
monitoring) and WP5 (Kinematic system) was examined.
To imagine this better when solving this task, simplified models of all selected concepts of
switches were also created:
•
•
•
•
•

Back-to-back bistable switch;
Single slender switch;
Sinking switch;
Pivoting switch;
Vehicle-based switch.

The simplified 3D models can then be used for evaluating all technologies in Work
Packages WP3, WP4 and WP5 because they enable examination of the relations and use
of individual technologies that are solved not only in WP4 but also in WP3 and WP5. Also,
a BIM (building information modelling) system can be applied; it is commonly used for
designing building objects and enables one to examine well the relations of individual
systems and to find out possible collisions. Other elements, such as actuation, locking and
detection systems, kinematic systems, sensors for monitoring, etc., can be inserted into
the 3D models in the future. As a result, the models can create a visualization of various
variants of the next generation of switch systems.
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6. Next generation of concept switches in relation to selected
technologies
6.1

Back-to-back bistable switch

This concept of a switch is based on the concept developed before, titled REPOINT ©, which
was developed at Loughborough University. Within the S-CODE project, the solution was
conceptually extended to include also the frog part of the switch. For this switch, switching
will take place using the method of lifting the rails with the sleepers (or parts of the
sleepers). Due to its continuous running surface, the switch does not require the use of
check-rails in the frog part.

6.1.1

Relation to prioritized technologies



Contact layer – This can be used especially in areas where dynamic stress is
increased; in the case of the back-to-back bistable switch, these areas will definitely
be rail joints, both in the switch-blade part and the frog part. This technology thus
enables a reduction in the wear that would be caused by increased dynamic stress
when vehicles are passing over. One fact must be considered: that heterogeneous
steel has better wear resistance and resistance to contact fatigue defects; it is
usually rigid and must therefore be used especially where the rails do not bend due
to switching.



Fastening system – A great advantage is that here are no different special
fastening systems, which are used in the area of tongues (slide plates) or for checkrails for common switches. In most cases, the same fastening systems as those in
a slab track are used. Due to this fact, here there are great possibilities for how to
adjust individual fastening systems so the rigidity of a rail in the switch is
homogenous. An advantage may also be the use of materials for fastening systems
that are lighter than the existing steel, which will simplify lifting the whole sleeper
with the fastening system when switching.



Additive manufacturing and Cold Spray – These technologies can be generally
well used for the regeneration and maintenance of the running surfaces in all areas
of the switch. For this concept, we can expect that wear will be greater in the area
of the rail joints; these technologies are very suitable for repair of the rails in these
areas.



Self-healing concrete – For this concept, the use of sleepers made of materials
other than concrete can be considered because this switch will require the use of a
special rail support, the shape of which is adapted in the areas of switching and in
the adjacent sections. For these purposes, it will be more appropriate to use plastic
or composite sleepers.



Composite sleepers – For this concept, the use of sleepers made of composite
materials will be very suitable because these materials can be optimized to the
required shape and weight, which will be useful especially in the areas of switching.

6.1.2

Relation to Work Packages WP3 and WP5



WP3 (Sensors and monitoring) – Due to the fact that the switch is not
intrinsically trailable, it will be necessary to design a correct switching detection
system. In terms of diagnostics, it will be appropriate to monitor the most critical
points in the switch, such as rail joints.



WP5 (Kinematic system) – Switching of the switch-blade part of this switch is
solved using the REPOINT© system. It will be necessary to develop a similar
switching system also for the frog part of this switch within WP5.
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Fig. 62: View of a whole back-to-back bistable switch switched to the straight direction

6.2

Single slender switch

The single slender switch is characterized by the use of only one movable flexible tongue
which runs, in fact, along the whole length of the switch. The shape of the tongue, on
which vehicles will run on both sides, will have to be solved geometrically. The use of one
tongue means that there is only one part of the switch which is most stressed and critical;
if there is a failure, only one component must be replaced. Nevertheless, this element will
be a much-stressed element in the structure of the whole switch and will have to be of
sufficient flexibility. Switching this component from one position to another along a long
path will require that a completely new method of switching will have to be designed.

6.2.1

Relation to prioritized technologies



Contact layer – The use of this technology is suitable in such areas where there
is a danger of increased wearing of the running surfaces. This is especially so in
the case of stock rails in the switch-blade part and in the frog part. It will also be
necessary to solve an alternative to the movable tongue, where increased wear
resistance would be especially suitable.



Fastening system – It will not be possible to use the designed concepts of nextgeneration fastening systems in many areas of this concept of a switch in their
unmodified form. Especially in the areas where the tongue will move a very long
distance, some suitable fastening system will have to be developed that also
transmits acceleration and deceleration forces.



Composite sleeper – Due to the specific and completely new method of switching,
it will be appropriate to use composite sleepers which fit the design in the required
shape with regard to the fastening systems.
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6.2.2

Relation to Work Packages WP3 and WP5



WP3 (Sensors and monitoring) – The design of a system to detect whether
switching is correct, and especially whether the tongue is locked in the end position,
will be inevitable. Due to the minimization of areas with dynamic effects on the
switch and the minimization of elements in the switch, installation of a switch-state
monitoring system will not be absolutely necessary. As only one movable element
is used, replacement is expected to be easy.



WP5 (Kinematic system) – It will be necessary to design a system for switching
the tongue and to lock it precisely in its end position so that all requirements for
the tongue are included, including acceleration and deceleration forces.

Fig. 63: Single slender switch switched to the turn direction
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Fig. 64: Single slender switch switched to the straight direction

6.3

Sinking switch

For the concept of the sinking switch, vertical movement of the elements when switching
the switch is designed. Movement of the tongue in the vertical direction will create an area
for the passage of a wheel flange both in the frog part and the switch-blade part. The main
problem will be developing a suitable switching device and creating a space for the
decreased tongue in the sleepers.

6.3.1

Relation to prioritized technologies



Contact layer – Due to the fact that the movable parts will not be bent in any
case, it will be suitable to equip all critical areas (tongue, stock rails and wing rails,
frog point) with a better contact layer.



Fastening system – A new fastening system for tongues moving vertically will
have to be developed. The designed concepts will be usable in such areas only
where it will be possible to use standard fastening systems without a specific
function.



Self-healing concrete – Due to the need to hide the lowered rail in the sleepers,
the use of concrete supports will not be effective in this concept. Materials allowing
much greater variability will be more suitable for this concept.



Composite sleeper – This type is very suitable because we need an absolutely
new shape of sleeper in order to hide the tongue in it.
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6.3.2

Relation to Work Packages WP3 and WP5



WP3 (Sensors and monitoring) – The design of a system detecting whether
switching is correct, and especially whether the tongue is locked in the end position,
will be inevitable.



WP5 (Kinematic system) – A system for switching the tongue, and also the
methods of fastening the movable tongue in relation to the kinematic system, will
have to be designed.

Fig. 65: General view of a sinking switch

Fig. 66: Sinking switch switched to the turn direction. The decreasing switch elements
are in orange

6.4

Pivoting switch

This concept of a switch is characterized by the pin setting of all movable parts in the
switch. An advantage could therefore be the use of materials for running surfaces that
cannot be bent. However, this setting creates many unsuitable discontinuous areas of the
running surface. There are always five rail joints in each direction, and these will reduce
dynamic stress during the passage of vehicles. The pin pivoting setting of switchable parts
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will be relatively simple as regards the development of switching systems compared with
other concepts.

6.4.1

Relation to prioritized technologies



Contact layer – This concept is characterized by great numbers of rail joints which
will reduce great dynamic stress. The use of a resistant contact layer, especially in
these areas, will be more than suitable and desirable. A contact layer made of
heterogeneous steel can also be used because rails will not be bent during the
switching process.



Fastening system – It will be possible to use the fastening systems developed
within T4.1 everywhere outside the movable areas. Fastening systems similar to
the known slide plates will have to be developed for the area of pivoting parts.



Additive manufacturing and Cold Spray –Areas that will be worn due to
increased dynamic stress can be simply repaired using the Cold Spray method.



Self-healing concrete – This concept enables the use of concrete sleepers; it is
therefore suitable to use self-healing concrete, especially in areas with increased
dynamic stress and thus with a higher risk of cracks and microscopic cracks in
sleepers.



Composite sleepers – Alternatively, it will also be possible to use a composite
sleeper.

6.4.2

Relation to Work Packages WP3 and WP5



WP3 (Sensors and monitoring) –Detection of whether switching is correct, and
also monitoring of the state of the rail running surfaces in the area of the rail joints,
will have to be designed.



WP5 (Kinematic system) –Design of the method of switching and locking the
pivoting parts of a switch in the end position.

Fig. 67: Pivoting switch switched to the straight direction. The pivoting elements are
marked in orange
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Fig. 68: Detail of a possible frog arrangement

6.5

Vehicle-based switch

This concept solves an absolutely new principle of the vehicle–track system. A version of
the inverse use of the profiles of wheels and rails was considered. The current profile of a
wheel would be applied to a rail, which would create a rail with a ‘wheel flange’, and the
current rail profile would be applied to a wheel, which would create a wheel without a
wheel flange. This arrangement would make it possible to keep the present principles of
wheel/rail interaction to a certain extent. Switches in this system could be solved as fixed,
without any movable areas, and without breaking the running surface. Therefore, it would
not be necessary to have any actuation and locking or detection systems in the switch;
also, maintenance would be reduced to a minimum. A vehicle would be directed in the
correct direction using mechanisms installed directly on its undercarriage. A great
disadvantage of this concept is that it can be used for absolutely new railway systems
only.

6.5.1

Relation to prioritized technologies



Contact layer – The improved material of a contact layer would be used especially
in the areas where the rails diverge and in the area where the rails cross each
other, where wear, if not even (in the case of vehicles running over the switch
mostly in one direction), could cause some problems.



Fastening system – The same concept of a fastening system could be used in the
whole concept of the switch. There are no movable elements and therefore
everything can be fastened in a standard way. In this concept, it is only necessary
to develop the method of fastening steer rails.



Additive manufacturing and Cold Spray – For the repair of especially uneven
wear in the area where the rails diverge and in the area where the rails cross each
other, it would be very efficient to use the Cold Spray method.
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6.5.2

Self-healing concrete – The use of concrete sleepers is very suitable (also due
to the continuity of the related sections, in which also concrete sleepers would be
installed); therefore, self-healing concrete can be used.

Relation to Work Packages WP3 and WP5



WP3 (Sensors and monitoring) – There is almost no dynamic stress and no
movable elements; therefore, the requirement for the installation of sensors and
monitoring is reduced to an absolute minimum for this concept.



WP5 (Kinematic system) – In this concept, it would be necessary to solve the
system for guiding a vehicle in the required direction of the switch.

Fig. 69: General view of a possible vehicle-based switch

Fig. 70: Detail of the crossing of rails (frog)
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Fig. 71: Detail of the switch-blade part, where the rails bifurcate. On the axis of the rail,
there are steer rails visible; these steer rails help to guide vehicles in the required
direction

Fig. 72: Detail of the frog part running to the bend

7. Technologies applicable for all concepts


Neoballast – If a slab track is not used, it is very appropriate to use Neoballast.
Neoballast can be used with all types of sleeper (concrete, composite and wooden),
and this extends the time after which maintenance interventions will be necessary.



Self-healing concrete – If concrete supports (sleepers, a slab track) can be used,
self-healing concrete, that allows for the self-repair of small cracks, can be used.
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Areas where there is a danger of cracking (areas with dynamic stress) are very
suitable for the application of self-healing concrete.

8. Summary of technology applicability to new S&C concepts
The table below summarizes which technologies developed in task T4.6 are suitable for
which concept. The application rate is expressed by the numbers 0–3 (0 = the least
suitable/applicable, 3 = the most suitable/necessary).

Neoballast

Self-healing
concrete

Additive
manufacturing

Back-to-back bistable switch
Single slender switch
Sinking switch
Pivoting switch
Vehicle-based switch

Fastening
system

Concept\technology

Contact layer

Table 19: Applications of the technologies

3
1
2
3
2

3
1
1
2
3

3
2
2
3
2

3
2
2
3
2

3
3
3
3
3
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Bi-block Sleepers

TRL

9
STRENGTHS

PHOTO

1) The type of biblock sleeper has great simplicity of shape
2) Easy manufacturing due to being made of reinforced concrete
3) Good lateral resistance and acceptable longitudinal resistance
4) Cheaper than mono-block sleepers
5) Their speed range covers coventional railroads
6) For rails RN-45 and UIC-54, 60E1, 60E2, 49E1 etc.
7) Well known in the sector
8) Great experience in their installation
9) Used in concrete slab tracks
10) Manufacturing process does not require technology of prestress
11) Lighter than monoblock sleepers, easier handling
12) Sleepers are supported at rail seat areas, no redistribution of the support area
13) Material recycling (steel bar)
14) Durability and stability of incast components of rail fastening
15) Simple rail fastening (without baseplates)
16) Lighter than mono-block sleepers.

WEAKNESSES
1) Expensive due to the amount of steel used in their manufacture
2) They have poor capacity to maintain the width of the track, due to their small vertical
and horizontal stiffness.
3) Risk of corrosion that invalidates their use in humid environments such as tunnels.
4) Bad behavior in derailments.
5) Monoblock sleepers present better resistance properties
6) Maximun speed 160 KPH
7) Manufacturing process more complicated
8) More difficult stocking up
9) Complicated design of sleepers or bearers for S&C and their assemblies, tensile strees
in longer blocks
10) Speciel construction technology

Source: NAV ADIF

Description:
The sleepers installed in the railroad must fulfill the set of functions that are summarized as follows:
1) Support the rails forming the railroad, ensuring its inclination and maintain their position (gauge,
inclination, twist)
2) Distribute the vertical and horizontal loads (longitudinal, lateral) transmitted by the trains on the
ballast.
3) Contribute, with the fasteners, to maintain the electrical isolation between the rails (in the tracks with
electrical signaling circuits).
4) Maintain stability of the railroad:
• In the horizontal plane
o In transversal direction: collaborating with its transversal strength against efforts due to variations in
temperature, to avoid buckling, and to the dynamic loads of the trains.
o In longitudinal direction: collaborating with its longitudinal strength against the loads previously
mentioned.
• In the vertical plane: in relation with the static and dynamic efforts produced by the trains.

Its structure corresponds to; two heads (rectangular base and trapezoidal section) made of reinforced
concrete and joined with a strong steel brace in profile similar to an inverted “T” shape.
The bi-block sleepers fulfill their stabilizing action of the track due to:

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

1) As they are made of reinforced concrete, there are different opportunities based in the
development of new types of concrete.
2) There are also opportunities to improve their manufacturing process.
3) Self-repairing posibilities (concrete)
4) Easy application of an inovative of rail fastening
5) Installation of USP

1) Their limitations can be a barrier for further developments
2) It is not precisely the cutting edge technology
3) No widely used in HSL, so probably their development is not justified
4) No widely used in S&C (Spain)
5) It corresponds to a mature technology, so it could be a barrier for new disruptive
designs
6) This technology is used according to the traditional idea of S&C, so new disruptive ideas
can avoid its further use.
7) Worse stability of short concrete blocks in ballast bed, relative twist of rail seats, worse
track quality
8) Overloading of ballast bed because of a smaller area of the bottom surface
9) Worse stability in the vertical direction because of lower weight
10) Extreme dynamic load can cause cracks because of no prestress
11) Out of date design because of long lifespan

1) The width of its base and the height of its edge contribute to its stabilization.
2) Its weight contributes to its longitudinal, transversal and vertical stability.
3) Finally, in conjunction with its fastenings, it provides an elastic stability which absorbs the mechanical
actions to which it is subject and reduces its maintenance by avoiding its deterioration.
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Mono-block Sleepers or Bearers

TRL

9
STRENGTHS

1) The type of monoblock sleeper has great simplicity of shape
2) Easy manufacturing due to being made of reinforced concrete

PHOTO

3) Good lateral and longitudinal resistance (much better than bi-block sleepers)
4) Their speed range covers HSL
5) All types of rails
6) Well-konwn in the sector
7) Great experience in their installation
8) Minimum corrosion risk
9) Better behaviour in derailments than bi-block
10) Long lifespan
11) Recycling of concrete, artificial aggregates
12) Passage of emergency vehicles in tunels
13) Craks are permitted, basic performace even with wide craks
14) Simple rail fastening (without baseplates)
15) Durability and stability of incast components of rail fastening

WEAKNESSES
1) Expensive due to the amount of steel used in their manufacture
2) Heavier than wood or bi-block sleepers
3) More expensive than wood or bi-block sleepers, but almost the same price for
sleepers with rail fastening
4) Necessity to replace the sleepers after a derailment
5) Relatively heavy component, more difficult handling
6) Creep and shrinkage
7) Local stress extremes in ballast bed because of high bending stiffness
8) Higher dynamich effects caused by higher weight

Source: NAV ADIF

Description:
The sleepers installed in the railroad must fulfill the set of functions that are
summarized as follows:
1) Support the rails forming the railroad, ensuring its inclination and maintain their
position (gauge, inclination, twist)
2) Distribute the vertical and horizontal loads (longitudinal, lateral) transmitted by the
trains on the ballast.
3) Contribute, with the fasteners, to maintain the electrical isolation between the rails
(in the tracks with electrical signaling circuits).
4) Maintain stability of the railroad:
• In the horizontal plane
o In transversal direction: collaborating with its transversal strength against efforts due
to variations in temperature, to avoid buckling, and to the dynamic loads of the trains.
o In longitudinal direction: collaborating with its longitudinal strength against the loads
previously mentioned.
• In the vertical plane: in relation with the static and dynamic efforts produced by the
trains.

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

1) As they are made of pretressed concrete, there are different opportunities based in the
development of new types of concrete.
2) There are also opportunities to improve thier manufacturing process.
3) Self-repairing posibilities (concrete)
4) The fact they are widely used (including HSL) justifies the invesment in further
developments.
5) The new developments
4) Easy application of an inovative of rail fastening
5) Installation of USP

1) Some limitations due to its design and materials used
2) It corresponds to a mature technology, so it could be a barrier for new disruptive
designs
3) This technology is used according to the traditional idea of S&C, so new disruptive ideas
can avoid its further use.
4) Out of date design because of long lifespan
5) Cracks development because of an extreme load
6) Changes in the sleeper support because the overloading of ballast bed

Its structure corresponds to two broadened heads and a narrower central part that is
usual for many railway administrators.
The mono-block sleepers fulfill their stabilizing action of the track due to:
1) Its length fundamentally influences the lateral stability of the news track.
2) Its weight contributes to its longitudinal, transversal and vertical stability.
3) Finally, in conjunction with its fastenings, it provides an elastic stability which absorbs
the mechanical actions to which it is subject and reduces its maintenance by avoiding its
deterioration.
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Wood Sleepers

TRL

9
STRENGTHS

PHOTO

WEAKNESSES

1) Low weight (around 70 kg)
2) Easy handle by three workers
3) Easy replacement
4) Good behaviour in derailments
5) Used in some specific types of S&C
6) Good electrical insulator

1) Environmental restrictions
2) The price is increasing due to these environmental restrictions
3) Their use is decreasing
4) The screw/plate/wood adherence loses its effectiveness over time
5) They have poor capacity to maintain the width of the track
6) No used in HSL

7) Relatively low bending stiffness, lower stress in ballast bed, reduction of vibrations
8) Favorable contact area between sleeper and ballast aggregates

7) Some superficial treatment are considered dangerous / nocive (for example, creosote)
8) Baseplates in the rail fastening are necessary
9) Lower track stability because of lower weight
10) Limited lifespan
11) Limited availability

Source: Ferropedia

Description:
The sleepers installed in the railroad must fulfill the set of functions that are summarized as
follows:
1) Support the rails forming the railroad, ensuring its inclination and maintain their position
(gauge, inclination, twist)
2) Distribute the vertical and horizontal loads (longitudinal, lateral) transmitted by the trains
on the ballast.
3) Contribute, with the fasteners, to maintain the electrical isolation between the rails (in the
tracks with electrical signaling circuits).
4) Maintain stability of the railroad:
• In the horizontal plane
o In transversal direction: collaborating with its transversal strength against efforts due to
variations in temperature, to avoid buckling, and to the dynamic loads of the trains.
o In longitudinal direction: collaborating with its longitudinal strength against the loads
previously mentioned.
• In the vertical plane: in relation with the static and dynamic efforts produced by the trains.

OPPORTUNITIES
1) There are some possibilities to find really specific uses for this type of sleepers (for
example, as electrical insulator)

THREATS
1) Their limitations can be a barrier for further developments
2) The material can fall into disuse
3) Some limitations due to its design and materials used
4) It corresponds to a really mature technology, so it could be a barrier for new disruptive
designs
5) Some necessary superficial treatments can be prohibited due to environmental or H&S
reasons
6) This technology is used according to the traditional idea of S&C, so new disruptive ideas
can avoid its further use.
7) Environmental impact because of impregnation agent

The wood sleepers most frequently used (in Spain) correspond to pine, oak, beech or akoga
(Other species are also permitted according to diverse regulations and normative)
The shape of the sleepers is approximately prismatic, the width of their underside is constant,
however the upper face of the sleepers allows variations in width.
In addition, there are diverse instructions and regulations related to the part of the tree to
obtain the wood, the way to cut the wood, etc.
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Y - sleepers

TRL

8
STRENGTHS

1) Easy manufacturing, length and shape adjustment
2) Small structural height, shorter sleepers
3) Narrower shape of ballast bed and earthworks
4) High lateral stiffness of track
5) The sleeper anchor needn't be used
6) Lighter sleepers

PHOTO

WEAKNESSES
1) Small bottom surface, higher stresses in ballast bed
2) Difficult track tamping
3) Unique shapes of each sleeper in S&C
4) Lower stability in the vertical direction
5) Noise
6) Limited electric insulation
7) Corrosion protection
8) Necessity to replace the sleepers after a derailment

Description:
The sleepers installed in the railroad must fulfill the set of functions that are
summarized as follows:
1) Support the rails forming the railroad, ensuring its inclination and maintain
their position (gauge, inclination, twist)
2) Distribute the vertical and horizontal loads (longitudinal, lateral)
transmitted by the trains on the ballast.
3) Contribute, with the fasteners, to maintain the electrical isolation
between the rails (in the tracks with electrical signaling circuits).
4) Maintain stability of the railroad:
• In the horizontal plane

OPPORTUNITIES
1) Universal design for both balsted and balastless track
2) Material recycling (steel)

THREATS
1) Rapid corrosion in track with DC power supply system
2) Limited experience

o In transversal direction: collaborating with its transversal strength against
efforts due to variations in temperature, to avoid buckling, and to the
dynamic loads of the trains.
o In longitudinal direction: collaborating with its longitudinal strength
against the loads previously mentioned.
• In the vertical plane: in relation with the static and dynamic efforts
produced by the trains.
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Composite plastic sleepers or bearers

TRL

6
STRENGTHS

1) Long lifespan
2) Small structural height,
3) Lighter sleepers
4) Bending stiffnes can be controled by shape or material properties
5) Shape of the sleeper can be adopted to high lateral resistance
6) Electric insulation of rails

WEAKNESSES
1)Limited stability in the vertical direction because of smaller weight
2) Extremely high price
3) Resistance against chemical agents, ozone, UV radiation
4) Flammability
5) Durability and stability of incast components of rail fastening
6) Necessity to replace the sleepers after a derailment

PHOTO
Description:
The sleepers installed in the railroad must fulfill the set of functions that are
summarized as follows:
1) Support the rails forming the railroad, ensuring its inclination and maintain
their position (gauge, inclination, twist)
2) Distribute the vertical and horizontal loads (longitudinal, lateral)
transmitted by the trains on the ballast.
3) Contribute, with the fasteners, to maintain the electrical isolation
between the rails (in the tracks with electrical signaling circuits).
4) Maintain stability of the railroad:
• In the horizontal plane
o In transversal direction: collaborating with its transversal strength against
efforts due to variations in temperature, to avoid buckling, and to the
dynamic loads of the trains.
o In longitudinal direction: collaborating with its longitudinal strength
against the loads previously mentioned.

OPPORTUNITIES
1) Different shapes, dimension, fastening of CCS componets etc.
2) Energy harvesting
3) Instalation of locking device, actuating systém
3) Reduction of structural heigt, application on bridges and in tunnels
4) Installation of USP
5) "SMART" or "GREEN" sleepers
6) Self diagnostic of cracks or other failures

THREATS
1) Destruction of sleepers after derailment
2) Surface damages caused by flying stones
3) Limited experience
4) Demanding development

• In the vertical plane: in relation with the static and dynamic efforts
produced by the trains.
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Composite Sleeper

TRL

7
STRENGTHS

PHOTO

1) Lightweight materials
2) 100% use of recycled material
3) High resistance to natural environment conditions
4) Long term resistance to natural hazards
5) Reduction of noise
6) Avoidance of corrosion (no need of steel reinforcement)
7) Do not absorb moisture or leach toxic chemicals into the environment
8) Not affected by infestation by insects
9) Low electrical conductivity
10) Long lifespan
11) Durability and stability of incast components of rail fastening
12) Different shapes and dimensions
13) Resistance to derailment
14) Reasonable bending stiffness, relatively large bottom surface, less stress in ballast bed

WEAKNESSES
1) Current strength limitations in some applications
2) Limited stiffness and dynamic properties
3) Incompatibility of properties with those from timber
4) Extremely high price
5) Smooth surface cause smaller lateral resistance
6) Flammability

Source: ECOTRAX® composite railway sleepers
Description:
The sleepers installed in the railroad must fulfill the set of functions that are summarized as follows:
1) Support the rails forming the railroad, ensuring its inclination and maintain their separation.
2) Distribute the vertical and horizontal loads transmitted by the trains on the ballast.
3) Contribute, with the fasteners, to maintain the electrical isolation between the rails (in the tracks with electrical
signaling circuits).
4) Maintain stability of the railroad:
• In the horizontal plane
o In transversal direction: collaborating with its transversal strength against efforts due to variations in temperature, to
avoid buckling, and to the dynamic loads of the trains.
o In longitudinal direction: collaborating with its longitudinal strength against the loads previously mentioned.
• In the vertical plane: in relation with the static and dynamic efforts produced by the trains.
Some of the composite material possibilities for sleepers are:
HDPE (High Density Polyethylene): Polymer composite sleeper assimilate a polymer material recycled HDPE as a chief
component with fiber as reinforcement or fillers to enrich properties. Hence, sleepers will not require use of toxic
preservatives. No water absorption problem which cause loss of strength.

OPPORTUNITIES
1) Normalization of the material for the use as sleepers around the globe
2) Sleepers can be installed using traditional wood-tie equipment
3) Environmentally friendly sleepers
4) Promotion of principles of Circular Economy
5) Can be recycled after the end of life from the material
6) Alternative for hollow sleeper - the shape can be modified according to the point
machines and other devices.
7) Installation of USP
8) Combination with plastic shell sleepers
9) Self diagnostic of cracks or other failures
10) "SMART" or "GREEN" sleepers

THREATS
1) Standards and Normative may not foresee the use of these materials
2) Lack of normative on the use of these materials for sleepers
3) Reluctance from Railway constructors to use unknown materials and elements
4) Not too many manufacturers
5) Need a waste stream that might increase its value with time

Crumbled Rubber: Crumb Rubber provides elastic property to the sleeper and will reduce cracking problem in sleeper.
Reduction in cracks reduces
maintenance costs and also increases lifespan of sleeper.
Glass reinforcement: Fiber acts as reinforcement for sleepers. Fiber is both strong and stiff in tension and compression
Composite Railroad Sleepers can be produced and engineered from 100% recycled material, turning waste in to a lasting
product. They remain unaffected by the natural environment, and this is why they are an excellent long-term solution in
the harshest conditions.
Recent developments in fiber composites now suggest their use as alternative material for railway sleepers. These
developments can be subdivided into new railway sleepers produced by combining other materials with fiber composites
and the strengthening of existing sleeper materials with fiber composite wraps.
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Self - Healing Concrete: Silica microcapsules
filled with epoxy

TRL

2
STRENGTHS

1) They are self-healing materials
2) These materials remarkable increase the durability of the element / structure
3) Reduction of the environmental impact
4) Increased mechanical properties
5) Better performance of the material against aggressive environments

WEAKNESSES
1) The price of these materials is quite high
2) Currently there are problems with massive production
3) Not well-defined supply-chain for the rail sector
4) Lack of regulations/standards
5) No specific experience in the rail sector (real implementation)
6) Inappropriate for dynamically loaded structures, repated occurance of cracks

PHOTO
Source: CIETcc-CSIC

Description:
This idea consists of a cement hybridized with self-sealing capacity. Then it is
expected to have , self-repair capacity of microcracks or fissures in the
cementitious material. There are different pattents realted to this topic. For
example, in Spain, Fundación Tecnalia has one of them which decribes this
type of technology as follows:
"Cement derivative with self-sealing capacity"
EP 2628716 A1
"The present invention relates to a cement-derived material with self-repair
capacity, i.e., self-sealing of the microcracks or micro-fissures which may
appear in said cementitious material. To that end, microcapsules containing
an epoxy-type resin therein are synthesized, which microcapsules are
incorporated into the cementitious matrix, which is hybridized with STOGA
(amine), which emerges to the exterior when the microcrack ruptures the
microcapsules, reacts with the STOGA (amine) material and seals the
microcrack. Furthermore, STOGA confers improved mechanical properties to
the cement which has microcapsules with epoxy resin, which is less resistant
than cement alone."
There are other approaches based on the same principles. But in general
terms, the main idea is to avoid the craks development. There are studies
that show this type of cementitious materials is effective to seal cracks of 150
micrometers wide. There are even other more optimistic researches that
quantify this wideness in 300 micrometers.

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

1) Capacity of design a materials for a specific requirement (instead of adapt our solution
to the properties of the material)
2) Possibility of using recycling materials
3) Cheaper materials and manufacturing process in the near future
4) This is a new technology with a high development potential

1) No real evidence of the durability of the materials (it is so new there are no real
demonstrators that corroborate the durability increses 3-4 times)
2) The price of the materials does not decrease as expected
3) Difficulties to industrialize the process
4) No standardization in the near future

5) Capacity of improving (even more) the mechanical & chemical properties of the
materials.

5) Currently unknown interferences/incompatibilities with other elements of the
infrastructure.

6) Increasing safety

6) The self-healing process does not work after derailment because of bigger cracks and
bigger demage.
7) The life of classical concrete sleeper is usually longer than life of steel turnout parts.
The selfhealing process is not necesary.
8) Tiny cracks are not a problem in concrete sleeper.
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Self - Healing Concrete: Self-healing of Concrete
by Bacterial Mineral Precipitation

TRL

2
STRENGTHS

1) They are self-healing materials
2) These materials are expected to increase the durability of the element / structure
3) Reduction of the environmental impact
4) Increased mechanical properties

PHOTO

WEAKNESSES
1) The price of these materials is expected to be quite high
2) Currently massive production is not even an option
3) Only lab tests
4) Lack of regulations
5) Problems with the "living conditions" of the bacteria
6) No specific experience in the rail sector (too early for real implementation)
7) Lack of standards (not only in the construction sector, but also due to we would be
working with living beings (i.e. health care issues).
8) Inappropriate for dynamically loaded structures, repated occurance of cracks

Source: TU Delft

Description:
The idea is to embed calcite-precipitating bacteria in the concrete mixture in
order to create a type of concrete with self-healing capacities. The bacteria
embedded in the concrete convert the nutrients they can find in the mixture
into limestone, sealing the cracks and fissures.
This cement consists of a special type with small ceramic capsules containing
spores of bacteria and nutrients (calcium lactate) that keeps them alive.
These spores remain latent until they come into contact with the water. Then
the bacteria give way to the production of the calcite, and therefore they
start to fill the cracks in the cementitious matrix.
With this process, it is possible to seal cracks up to 0.5mm (at the moment at
the laboratory). Some teams are currently working to achieve in real
conditions the sealing of wider cracks, and make this biocemento can be
marketed as an available construction materials.

OPPORTUNITIES
1) Capacity of design a materials for a specific requirement (instead of adapt our solution
to the properties of the material)
2) This is a new technology with a high development potential
3) It could be a quite environment-friendly solution
5) Capacity of improving (even more) the mechanical & chemical properties of the
materials.
6) Increase of safety

THREATS
1) No real evidence of the durability of the materials
2) No real evidence of the implemantation in a real environment
4) No standardization in the near future
5) Currently unknown interferences/incompatibilities with other elements of the
infrastructure.
6) Probably this solution is not available in all environments (due to the particular living
conditions of the bacteria)
6) The self-healing process does not work after derailment because of bigger cracks and bigger demage.
7) The life of classical concrete sleeper is usually longer than life of steel turnout parts.
The selfhealing process is not necesser.
8) Tiny cracks are no problem in concrete sleeper.
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Carbon-Manganse Steel Rail

TRL

9
STRENGTHS

PHOTO

1) Good weldability
2) High degree of ductility and toughness
3) Particular resistance to chemical attacks
4) Cheaper than other newer solutions
5) Well known in the sector
6) Great experience in their installation.
7) The material itself is cheaper than other alternatives

WEAKNESSES
1) Higher wearing especially in curved sections
2) Therefore this type of rails implies higher maintenance costs
3) There are other alternatives with a better performance that are solving the parallel
problems for their implementation such as weldability

Source: ADIF Normative

Description:
Rails are steel elements which meant to support and guide the rolling stock
and conduct electric currents. In summary, their main functions are:
• Absorb, resist and transmit to the sleepers the received stresses of the
transport load, as well as those of thermal origin. These efforts can be
vertical, lateral and/or longitudinal.
• Guide the rolling stock.
• Conductive element for the return of the current
• Conductive element for signaling
Standard steel quality: R260, strength more or equal than 260 MPa
Steel with lower strength and wear resistace: R220, strength more or
equal than 770 MPa
Steel with higher wear resistance:
R320Cr, strength more or equal than 1180 MPa
R350HT, strength more or equal than 1175 MPa

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

1) There are different opportunities based in order to reduce its wearing problems such as
surface treatments
2) There are also opportunities to improve thier manufacturing process.
3) Self-repairing posibilities (steel)
4) Due to its characteristics, it is expected to be still used in sections with low wear

1) Some limitations due to the type of material used (difficult to achieve the goals of the
project)
2) It corresponds to a mature technology, so it could be a barrier for new disruptive
designs
3) There are in the market other solutions with a great potential
4) This technology is used according to the traditional idea of S&C, so new disruptive ideas
can avoid its further use.

Depending on the alignment, the use of the wear resistant rails is usually
associated with alignments curves, where the normal quality rails suffer
specific problems such as; side wear, shelling or crushing.
In this case, they are austenitic stainless steel with a high percentage of
chromium and nickel. Characterized by its good weldability, a high degree of
ductility, toughness, good hot drawing ability as well as its particular
resistance to chemical attacks.
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Pearlitic Microalloyed Steel Rail
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STRENGTHS

1) Good mechanical properties
2) Excellent wear behaviour
3) This type of rails implies lesser maintenance cost
4) Excelent for heavy transport
5) The manufcturers are solving the weldability problems of this type of materials

PHOTO

WEAKNESSES
1) Depending on the location, the supply chain can be a problem
2) Probably is not really competitive in the sections with no high wear
3)In spite of their weldability is better, their installation is more complicated than the
carbon-manganese rails (which weldability is much better).
4) The material itself is more expensive than other alternatives
5) It is relatively new in the sector (compared with other types of rail)
6) Lesser ductiltiy compared with other types of steel

Source: Arcelor Mittal

Description:
Rails are steel elements which meant to support and guide the rolling stock and
conduct electric currents. In summary, their main functions are:
• Absorb, resist and transmit to the sleepers the received stresses of the motor and
mobile material, as well as those of thermal origin. These efforts can be vertical,
transversal and/or longitudinal.
• Guide the rolling stock.
• Conductive element for the return of the current
• Conductive element for signaling
In Spain, it is common to use two rail qualities:
• Rail of normal quality: CN.-70 Kg./mm2. Breaking load in the tensile test between
680 and 830 N/mm2
• Wear resistant rail: ND.-90 Kg./ mm2 (also known as “hard rails”. Breaking load in the
tensile test higher than 800 N/mm2
Depending on the alignment, the use of the wear resistant rails is usually associated
with alignments curves, where the normal quality rails suffer specific problems such
as; side wear, shelling or crushing.

OPPORTUNITIES
1) There are different opportunities based in impòrvement based on their manufacture
and installation
2) Taking into account its evolution, it is expected to get further improvements based on
this technology
3) Self-repairing posibilities (steel)

THREATS
1) Some limitations due to supply chain
2) Improvements (for instance, welding or ductility) finally not achieved.
3) Introduction of new and more disruptive materials
4) In S&C, its lesser ductiltiy could suppose a problem for further deveploments
5) This technology is used according to the traditional idea of S&C, so new disruptive ideas
can avoid its further use.

4) Due to its characteristics, it is expected to increase its use in sections with high wear
5) Hardness even over 400 is possible today.

Some manufacturers are developing new materials such as pearlitic micro-alloyed
steel rail (manufactured in the as-rolled condition) offer mechanical properties
(tensile & yield strength, hardness, wear & fatigue resistance better than those of the
carbon-manganese steel rails.
Its hardness value, over 320 HBW is obtained by the use of small quantities of microalloys with niobium and vanadium and low chromium content (0.300% maximum).
The use of niobium and vanadium provides an enhancement of the mechanical
properties basically by grain size refining and precipitation.
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Twinning-Induced Plasticity Steel

TRL

2
STRENGTHS

Picture: Researchgate

1) Good mechanical properties
2) Excellent ballance between strength and ductility
3) Ideal material for kinetic energy absorption
4) The technology based on austenitic steels and manganese is also used in conventional
rails

WEAKNESSES
1) This a new technology and currently is not meant for rail sector
2) Then, its implementation is now impossible
3) The solution this material provides is not exactly what we are looking for
4) They have the same problems other steels based on manganese

PHOTO
Source: Paper: Hall-Petch relationship of a TWIP steel. Project: METALDESIGN

Description:
According to the paper previously mentioned:
“TWIP (twinning-induced plasticity) steels are high-manganese austenitic steels of recent
development (typically Mn ≈ 20% in mass). Their stacking-fault energy (SFE) has been tuned for
maximizing the role of mechanical twinning in their plastic behaviour without activation of
undesirable strain-induced martensitic transformations.
TWIP steels are characterized by an extraordinary work hardening rate that remains approximately
constant in the range of deformation covered by tensile tests. Such ability for strain hardening confers
to TWIP steels outstanding ductility and make of them ideal materials for kinetic energy absorption by
plastic deformation in deformable parts of automotive structures. Their combination of strength and
ductility is located well above the curve where most steels lie in the strength-ductility map and clearly
surpasses the position of TRIP steels. They represent a qualitative improvement with respect to the
properties of existing steels.

OPPORTUNITIES
1) This is a new technology that is quite popular in the research sector. So, it is expected
to achieve further developments in the near future
2) Nowadays they are expected its use in other sectors such as building construction
3) Probably it could be complementary to self-repairing (steel) technologies

THREATS
1) Some limitations due to it is meant for other sectors
2) No further developments according to our needs in the project
3) No regulations for this type of materials in the rail sector
4) No possibilities to manufacture according to the needs of the rail sector

Deformation twins in TWIP steels and in other FCC alloys mostly nucleate at high-angle boundaries,
they are shaped as bands of near-constant sub-micrometric or nanometric thickness that grow,
crossing the grains until they are arrested by some high-angle boundary (a grain boundary or
another twin band) or any other strong obstacle. Their proliferation as plastic strain goes on
determines the subdivision of the original grains in progressively finer domains bounded by twin or extwin boundaries. As any other ductile polycrystals, TWIP steels show the Hall-Petch relationship
between the yield stress and the grain size. Quite logically the high work hardening ability of TWIP
steels has been tentatively attributed to such dynamic structural refinement (work hardening by
“dynamic Hall-Petch” effect). ”
In this case, We have included this technology because its potential interest taking into account
some ideas proposed during the diverse Focus Groups carried out. Then, this technology is related to
those ideas based on the high ductility and plasticity of the materials to be used. We are aware this
is not a solution originally planned for the rail sector (it is for the car sector) but, probably, it
deserves a little study.
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"Self Healing" Steel: Capsule-based self-healing materials
Source: Fracture and fatigue response of a self-healing epoxy adhesive

TRL

2
STRENGTHS

1) This materials can improve the durability of the elements of S&C
2) This technology has been successfully tested in steel samples
3) This solution could be directly applied for some common damages in the steel
elements of the S&C

PHOTO

WEAKNESSES
1) This is a lab scale technology
2) Then, its implementation is not impossible nowadays
3) We do not know if the material (once repaired) is still ready for the heavy loads the
railway implies
4) There are still problems in the lab process (for example, encapsulation of suitable
hardeners)
5) We do not know if the material (once repaired) still keeps its conductivity properties
6) No specific experience in the rail sector
7) Lack of regulations/standards
8) No specific experience in the rail sector
9) Nowadays it can be considered as a expensive technology

Source: Paper: Self-healing materials: A review of advances in materials, evaluation, characterization
and monitoring techniques

Description:
Self-healing materials are being profusely researched due to its potential in
diverse sectors due to these technologies cover many types of materials. The
paper “Self-healing materials: A review of advances in materials, evaluation,
characterization and monitoring techniques ” (Dimistros Bekas et al)
summarizes some technologies that can be applied in steels.
“An alternative approach to achieve self-repair polymeric materials is the
incorporation of capsules within the polymer. Inside these microcapsules lies
the healing agent which will be delivered to 3º damaged area upon rupture of
the capsule. […]
They embedded microcapsules containing healing agent and catalyst particles
into a matrix material achieving a very promising self-healing efficiency. Since
then, microcapsules were extensively studied by many researchers due to their
ease of applicability and their potential for mass production. Several epoxy
monomers have been easily encapsulated using various methods. However,
the encapsulation of suitable hardeners remains an issue.[…]
Henghua Jin et al. demonstrated a self-healing epoxy adhesive suitable for
bonding steel substrates using DCPD [dicyclopentadiene] filled microcapsules
and Grubbs' first generation catalyst. It was noteworthy that the addition of
both components to the neat resin epoxy (EPON 828) increased the virgin
fracture toughness by 26% and a recovery of 56% of fracture toughness was
reported. ”

OPPORTUNITIES
1) This is a new technology that is quite popular in the research sector. So, it is expected
to achieve further developments in the near future
2) It has the potential to improve the resilience of S&C.
3) Therefore, a reduction of the maintenance costs
4) Increase of safety

THREATS
1) No real evidence of the durability of the materials (it is so new there are no real
demonstrators that corroborate their durability)
2) The price of the materials does not decrease (as expected after scaling-up)
3) Difficulties to industrialize the process
4) No standardization in the near future
5) Currently unknown interferences/incompatibilities with other elements of the
infrastructure.
6) Finally the behaviour of the "healed material" (mechanical or electrical) is not good
enough
6) Inhomogenity can get worse mechanical properties, fatigue behaviour
7) Strengts can be hardly usefull for rail pplications
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"Self Healing" Self-healing corrosion protection
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STRENGTHS

1) This materials can improve the durability of the elements of S&C
2) This technology has been successfully tested in steel samples
3) This solution could be directly applied for some common damages in the steel
elements of the S&C
4) This self-healing technology is more mature than other technologies.

PHOTO

WEAKNESSES
1) We do not know if this solution can be applyed in railroads where the surface od the
rail suffers heavy loads and wear.
2) We have not identified if there are some experience in the rail sector
3) Lack of regulations/standards
4) Nowadays it can be considered as a expensive technology
5) There are still problems with some specific issues (such as encapsulation)
6) As corrosion is not the main problem in S&C, its development is not as priority as other
technologies

Source: Paper: Self-healing materials: A review of advances in materials, evaluation, characterization
and monitoring techniques

Description:
Self-healing materials are being profusely researched due to its potential in
diverse sectors due to these technologies cover many types of materials. The
paper “Self-healing materials: A review of advances in materials, evaluation,
characterization and monitoring techniques ” (Dimistros Bekas et al)
summarizes some technologies that can be applied in steels.
“The self-restoration of this protective coating is a typical self-healing
functionality. In order to explore if a system shows self-healing functionalities
the creation of an artificial defect in the coating system, and evaluation of the
ability of the system to suppress or decrease corrosion to desired levels and
restore the protective functionality has been broadly used.[…]
As the previous text indicates, there are different interesting technologies
that can be studied in order to define potential solution to the corrosion
problems we can find in the context of the S-CODE project.
One of this approaches are described in the paper: “Encapsulation of
aliphatic amines into nanoparticles for self-healing corrosion protection of
steel sheets ” (Choi H, Kim KY, Park JM). The abstract of this paper comments:
“A noble approach based on the encapsulation of corrosion inhibitors has
been presented, which are capable of improving the active corrosion
protection without negatively influencing the barrier properties of the coating
layers. Polymeric nanocapsules loaded with six types of amine corrosion
inhibitors were synthesized by multi-stage emulsion polymerization.
Depending on the basicity and water solubility of amines, different amounts
of releasable corrosion inhibitors were encapsulated into the polymer
capsules. Encapsulated organic amines were generally well released under
alkaline conditions, and linear amines were more easily released from inside
capsules than branched ones.
The nanocapsules were incorporated into the coating resin and were coated
on cold-rolled steel sheets to investigate corrosion protection efficiencies. The
corrosion inhibitive efficiencies of the nanocapsule-containing coating layers
were evaluated by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and
scanning vibrating electrode technique (SVET). In this study, it was revealed
that the intrinsic properties of the amines as well as their
encapsulation/release behaviors determined the barrier property and selfhealing protection capability of the coating layer. “
Probably, corrosion cannot be considered as the main problem for the S&C
maintenance. However this technology can be used to avoid the problems
derived from corrosion as well as supposing the basis for other type of
approaches (low-wear low-friction surfaces).

OPPORTUNITIES
1) This is a new technology that is quite popular in the research sector. So, it is expected
to achieve further developments in the near future
2) It has the potential to improve the resilience of S&C.
3) Therefore, a reduction of the maintenance costs
4) Increase of safety
5) As corrosion is a common problem in any human activity, This technology can be
applied not only in S&C, so I could be used in other elements of the railroad (decreasing
its cost and facilitating its implementation).

THREATS
1) No real evidence of the durability of the materials in the rail sector
2) The price of the manufacture continuous too high to a massive implementation
3) Difficulties to industrialize the process
4) No standardization in the near future
5) Currently unknown interferences/incompatibilities with other elements of the
infrastructure.
6) Strengts can be hardly usefull for rail pplications

6) Suitable for Y-sleepers and CCS components, locking device, actuating systém etc.
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AM. powder-Bed Systems: Direct Metal Laser
Sintering

TRL

3

Picture source: Schematic diagram of the Selective Laser Melting (SLM) powder-bed process (Source
VDI 3404)

PHOTO

STRENGTHS
1) You can achieve in an easy way complex geometries
2) Weight reduction
3) Reduction of manufacturing time (in complex pieces)
4) Quick development of prototypes
5) No tooling
6) High quality & accuracy
7) Freedom of design
8) Easy automatization and integration with CAD/CAM

WEAKNESSES
1) Manufactured parts can be porous
2) Sometimes rough surfaces
3) We have to check it can be used with the type of mataerial we need
4) There are doubts regarding the feasibility of massive productions (i.e. rails)
5) Shrinking and warping of fabricated parts (sometimes)
6) At the moment it is more expensive than traditional solutions
7) Not for repairing

Source: www-metal-am.com

Description:
There are a number of different technologies used in the metal Additive
Manufacturing systems available today.
Systems can be classified by the energy source or the way the material is
being joined, for example using a binder, laser, heated nozzle, etc.
Classification is also possible by the group of materials being processed, such
as plastics, metals or ceramics. In this case, we are going to focus on those
technologies that can be applied with materials such as steel. One of these
technologies corresponds to powder-Bed Systems.
Almost every powder-bed based AM system uses a powder deposition
method consisting of a coating mechanism to spread a powder layer onto a
substrate plate and a powder reservoir.
Usually the layers have a thickness of 20 to 100 µm. Once the powder layer is
distributed, a 2D slice is either bound together, known as 3D-Printing, or
melted using an energy beam applied to the powder bed. In the second case
the energy source is normally one high-powder laser, but state-of-the-art
systems can use two or more lasers with different powder under inert gas
atmosphere.

OPPORTUNITIES
1) This is a new technology that is quite popular in the research sector. So, it is expected
to achieve further developments in the near future
2) This technology can be used to reduce number of elements and complexity in S&C
3) Probably it could be complementary to self-repairing (steel) technologies
4) Cost reduction if we could increase the life-cycle of the elements
5) Easy integration with BIM
6) Good expectations to be used in factories for massive productions
7) Better for smaller parts in point machines.

THREATS
1) Some limitations due to the requirements of the sector
2) No regulations for this type of materials in the rail sector
3) No economically feasible
4) No feasible solutions (technical and/or economically) to solve the roughness problems
of the printed elements
5) It has not potential to be used in further developments to be applyed in-situ (for
example, for repairing)
6) Special steels used for crossings and other steel parts in turnouts is not possible to
achieve.

Direct process powder-bed systems are known as laser melting processes
and are commercially available under different trade names such as
Selective Laser Melting (SLM), Laser Cusing and Direct Metal Laser Sintering
(DMLS). The only exception to this process principle is the Electron Beam
melting (EBM) process, which uses an electron beam under full vacuum.
The melting process is repeated slice by slice, layer by layer, until the last
layer is melted and the parts are complete. Then it is removed from the
powder bed and post processed according to requirements.
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AM. powder-Fed Systems: Laser Cladding
Picture source: Schematic diagram of the Selective Laser Melting (SLM) powder-bed process (Source
VDI 3404)

PHOTO
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STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

1) It can be placed where desired
2) Easy automatization and integration with CAD/CAM
3) Better surface finish
4) Highly cost effective repair of parts

1) High set up costs for equipment and instalation.
2) Large equipment. The system is not portable
3) Incorrect setup and powder can cause stress cracking in the cladding
4) High build rate can lead to cracking

5) Wear resistance of parts by adding an different material at wear face
6) High precision
7) Almost free of porosity
8) Highly energy efficiency

5) Being a new technology, availability and capability are still very limited on laser diode
6) We have to check it can be used with the type of material we need
7) There are doubts regarding the feasibility of massive productions (i.e. rails)

Source: www-metal-am.com

Description:
There are a number of different technologies used in the metal Additive
Manufacturing systems available today.
Systems can be classified by the energy source or the way the material is
being joined, for example using a binder, laser, heated nozzle, etc.
Classification is also possible by the group of materials being processed, such
as plastics, metals or ceramics. In this case, we are going to focus on those
technologies that can be applied with materials such as steel. One of these
technologies corresponds to powder-Fed Systems.
Although powder-fed systems use the same feedstock than powder-bed, the
way the material is added layer by layer differs notably. The powder flows
through a nozzle being melted from a beam right on the surface of the
treated part.
Powder-fed systems are also known as Laser Cladding, Directed Energy
Deposition and Laser Metal Deposition. The process is highly precise and
based on an automated deposition of a layer of material with a thickness
varying between 0.1mm and several centimetres.

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

1) This is a new technology that is quite popular in the research sector. So, it is expected
to achieve further developments in the near future
2) This technology can be used to reduce number of elements and complexity in S&C

1) Some limitations due to the requirements of the sector (complex geometries)
2) No regulations for this type of materials in the rail sector
3) No economically feasible

3) Probably it could be complementary to self-repairing (steel) technologies
4) It has potential to be used for repairing (in workshops or factories)
5) Cost reduction if we could increase the life-cycle of the elements
6) Easy integration with BIM
7) Alternative for repairs by welding.

4) No feasible solutions (technical and/or economically) to solve the cracking problems
5) Currently it is not portable, so it is not ready for in-situ repairing

The metallurgical bonding of the cladding material with the base material
and the absence of undercutting are some features of this process. The
process is dissimilar to other welding techniques in that a low heat input
penetrates the substrate.
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AM. Laser Engineered Net Shaping (LENS)
Picture source: http://www.rpm-innovations.com
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STRENGTHS

1) It can be placed where desired
2) Easy automatization and integration with CAD/CAM
3) Better surface finish
4) Highly cost effective repair of parts
5) The printed objects usually have desirable metallurgical properties

PHOTO

6) High precision
7) The objects are completely dense
8) Used not only to fabricate but to repair parts
9) This is technology creates "coated" materials.

WEAKNESSES
1) High set up costs for equipment and instalation.
2) Limited at the moment because support structures would have to be made out of the
same material as the model
3) Severe overhangs are an issue because of a lack of a different material for support
structures
4) We do not know (no evidences found) if the technology can be used in-situ in the
railroad
5) Being a new technology, availability and capability are still very limited on laser diode
6) We have to check it can be used with the type of material we need
7) There are doubts regarding the feasibility of massive productions (i.e. rails)
8) Objects usually require some post-print machining

Source: www-metal-am.com & https://kylestetzrp.wordpress.com

Description:
There are a number of different technologies used in the metal Additive
Manufacturing systems available today.
Systems can be classified by the energy source or the way the material is
being joined, for example using a binder, laser, heated nozzle, etc.
Classification is also possible by the group of materials being processed, such
as plastics, metals or ceramics. In this case, we are going to focus on those
technologies that can be applied with materials such as steel. One of these
technologies corresponds to powder-Fed Systems.
One development of the powder-Fed technology is the Laser Engineered
Net Shaping (LENS) powder delivery system used by Optomec. This method
allows for the adding of material to an already existing part, which means it
can be used to repair expensive metal components that may have been
damaged, like chipped turbine blades and injection moulding tool inserts,
offering a high flexibility in the clamping of the parts and the “coating”
materials.

OPPORTUNITIES
1) This is a new technology that is quite popular in the research sector. So, it is expected
to achieve further developments in the near future
2) This technology can be used to reduce number of elements and complexity in S&C
3) Probably it could be complementary to self-repairing (steel) technologies
4) It has potential to be used for repairing (in-situ)
5) Cost reduction if we could increase the life-cycle of the elements
6) Easy integration with BIM (3D models)
7) The concept of "coating" can be a possibility to develop "hybrid materials"

THREATS
1) Some limitations due to the requirements of the sector (complex geometries)
2) No regulations for this type of materials in the rail sector
3) No economically feasible
4) No feasible solutions (technical and/or economically) to solve the overhangs and post
print problems

LENS is used to print parts out of metal using a print head (as opposed to the
DMLS process). The print head moves in all three axes. A laser is focused
through the print head and metal powder is injected into it. The powder is
sintered as it exits the head and is put down on the model.
An inert shroud gas is used inside of the print head to shield the metal from
oxygen (so that it sinters correctly and can be controlled more accurately).
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3DCP

TRL

3
STRENGTHS

1) Removal of formwork.

PHOTO

2) Mainly focused in the construction of residential houses where gives great flexibility in
the design.
3) Optimize the material used (nearly 0% wastes)
4) High rapidity of the process
5) 3D printing is focused in the concrete.
6) Allow in-situ fabrication of the element (no need of pre-casting parts)

WEAKNESSES
1) Commonly, the mouthpiece and hose don’t allow the use of coarse aggregate concrete
due to the size of them and possible problems of blocking
2) Need of a minimum density of the mixture and a rapid hardening so not all the possible
mixture of concrete are allowed.
3) Still at investigation or pilots stages, not in production.
4) Need for light plastering.
5) Need for quality control processes.
6) Very difficult the proper reinforment of the concrete.
7) Not able to bear high loads as it is need in civil construction.

Description:
This fabrication process is the most similar to the 3D printing based on fused
deposition modeling (the most popular within the prototyping sector) with
concrete. This is the main philosophy that all the investigation groups,
universities and companies are trying to work with.
One example of university that is concentrated all the efforts to get the
cutting-edge position in this technology is the Loughborough Univ.
Nevertheless, this university takes part of a consortium with the MTC center
and the swedish company Skanska with the purpose of being a model in the
field of concrete 3D printing. Another particular case of success is the
american start-up Apis Cor who has creat a printer able to print a house in
less than 24h as it did near Moscow in its most celebrated pilot.
The process consist on the deposition, layer by layer, of a concrete of rapid
hardening (to maintain the consitency of the concrete deposited and avoid
the spilling)

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

1) It could lead, in a near future, to the fabrication in-situ of non solid slabs or even
sleepers, saving cost in materials maintaining the structural properties.

1) Not be able to be included within the regulation for civil construction materials and
processes.

2) In case of refurbishment, there be no need of dismantling of the elements over the
slab.

2) Not reaching global costs (addition of material costs, logistic cost, etc.) of mass
production based on cast and molding for both, slabs and sleepers)
3) More convenient the replacing of damaged elements than the refurbishment of the
same.

3) It can allow non-solid designs, saving material for the same functional requirements.
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Mesh Mould

TRL

3
STRENGTHS

1) Allows complex designs, specially in case of 2D curves like warped surfaces.
2) Allows the use of medium - coarse aggregate, so is not restricted to only cements or
very fine aggregates mortar.
3) No need of formwork.

WEAKNESSES
1) Doesn't work with hanging structures such as arches, domes, ceilings.
2) Need a minimum density of the mixture.
3) The current mesh materials (made of plastics and wires) don't allow structural use.

4) The mesh can be easily design with no regular patterns in contrast to steel grid and bar
reinforcement.

PHOTO

4) Still at investigation stage, not in production or pilot.
5) 3D printing is focused in the mesh, not in the concrete.
6) Need for plastering.
7) Need for quality control processes.
8) The elements made by this process have to be solid as well as cast concrete and
formwork are.
9) Stability of reinforcement in the grid mould
10) Limited stability of the grid shape
11) Difficult compacting of concrete

Description:
This technological project is developed in the DFAB by an investigation group
lead by Prof. Fabio Gramazio.
The key concept behind this fabrication process is that it is not a direct 3D
printing of the concrete like other investigation lines. In this case, the 3D
Printing carries out the manufacturing of a mesh that will captured inside the
concrete poured after.
It is obvious then that the concrete or mortar must have an specific density
that allows the mesh hold it inside. Therefore, not any mixture of concrete or
mortar can be used in this process.
The mess is 3d Printed using from polymers like ABS, the most basic version
of the process, to metal wire which can show better structural properties.

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

1) This fabrication process can be disruptive in its use onto non-structural concrete
elements ( façade bulding elements, decorative walls, etc.)

1) Not be able to be included within the regulation for civil construction materials and
processes.

2) In case of irregular or complex shapes of the elements, it could save the costs regarding
the manufacture of non-standard formworks that, in addition, can not be reused.

2) Not reaching global costs (addition of material costs, logistic cost, etc.) of mass
production based on cast and molding for both, slabs and sleepers)
3) Design can be hardly used in S&C
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FRC (Fiber Reinforcement Concrete)

TRL

8
STRENGTHS

1) FRC is a mature technology that has been well studied and characterized.
2) FRC is already considered and included in regulation concerning concretes.

PHOTO

3) Fiber material costs are low.
4) Production and deployment in-situ of slabs with fibers instead of steel reinforcement
5) There is quality control processes developed.
6) Better fatigue endurance.
7) Wider joints spacing
8) Better behaviour to cracking and shrinkage.
9) Allows reduction in the size of the slab and sleeper.

WEAKNESSES
1) The mixing process must be done carefully for getting a proper and homogeneus
distribution of the fiber and the rest of elements.
2) It is needed to take care during the vibration of the concrete in order to not break the
homogeneity of the fiber distribution within the mixture.
3) Applied to non-reinforced and non-structural concrete, in case of the use of steel
fibers, can increase the specific gravity of the concrete
4) Limited recycling of material

Description:
Fiber reinforcement of concrete is an already in-use technology that is
gaining importance across last years.
It consist on the addition into the concrete (or mortar) mixture at mixing
phase of an specific dose of fibers that can be of different materials
attending at the problem it wants to solve.
Usually, the most common materials for the fiber reinforcement are: Steel,
plastics and glass fiber. The behaviour if the resultant reinfornced concrete
varies depending not only the same material but, also, the size and shape of
the fibers.
Despite the fibers are used for solving some specific problems of concrete
like, for example, prevent surface cracking, control the natrual shrinkage of
the concrete during hardening and curing stages; the fibers are, recently,
wanted to be a more cost-saving substitue to the steel grids and bars of the
traditional structural steel reinforcement.

OPPORTUNITIES

1) If fiber reinforcement can, finally, get the properties needed to be a complete
substitution of structural steel reinforcement, the differents costs involved in the
production and deployment of slabs will be sensible cut.
2) Improvement of the mechanical properties of the sleepers and slabs with low cost of

THREATS
1) Not getting to overcome current reservations of Construction Management to
substitute traditional reinforcement
2) Non-homogenous distribution of fibers
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Ruber-like materials for 3D Printing

TRL

3
STRENGTHS

1) (BOTH) Good elongation properties

PHOTO

2) (TANGO) Wide variety of flexibility and hardness levels
3) (TANGO) Allows multi-material 3D Printing
4) (TPU) Allows mass production
5) (TPU) Already use in railway pads
6) (TPU) Can be recycled
7) (TPU) Good tensile strenght
8) (TPU) Good abrasion resistance

WEAKNESSES
1) (TANGO) Bad aging properties.
2) (TANGO) Not used in industrial applications, but consumer market. Not tested enough
for usage beyond prototyping and consumer market applications.
3) (TANGO) Susceptible to UV degradation

Description:
The quick development of the 3D printing and additive manufacturing is not
only being carried out in terms of technology of the printers only but, also, in
terms of materials. Meanwhile at the first ages of 3D printing there were
only few plastics, such as ABS, nylon, etc., nowadays, it can be found several
plastics with much better properties than the former ones, expanding their
use beyond the prototyping. One particular case is the rubber-like materials.
These materials have, in terms of elasticity and stretching, very similar
behaviour like rubbers, with the difference that they can be printable while
rubbers can not. Two examples of that kind of rubber-like materials are:
- TPU (Thermoplastic Polyurethanes): this thermoplastic has already been
used in railway pads. Can be found comercialized by, for example, BASF
under the name of Elastollan. This material has the benefits of being able to
be mass manufactured or can be applied in in-situ repairing activities
through 3D printing.
- Tango: Tango is a family of photopolymers that is being used in 3Dprinting
as substitute of the rubbers.

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

1) (BOTH) Allows their usage and application in-situ through 3D printing. No need of
moldes and logistics.

1) (BOTH) It requires an analysis, on this kind of usage, if is worth to fix in-situ or is easier,
cheaper and quicker simply replacing by a new piece

2) (BOTH) Allows the refurbish of damaged or broken elements.

2) (TANGO) Because its intrinsic properties may not be able to bear industrial uses like
being railway pad.

3) (BOTH) Allows the design of more complex geometries than the molding processes
does.
4) Expected good behaviour against noise and vibrations
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Cork

TRL

9
STRENGTHS

1) Environment friendly industrial process
2) Creation of green mass for raw material
3) Physical and chemical properties well proved

WEAKNESSES
1) It has to be sealed in order to improve its waterproofing properties.
2) It has to be sealed in order to, as bio-material, improve its properties against fungus.
and bacteria
3) Imposible to be molded.

4) Already used in vibration/noise absorbers in railway application (Trackelast® RBC)

PHOTO
Description:
Cork - Cork is an impermeable buoyant material, the phellem layer of bark
tissue that is harvested for commercial use primarily from Quercus suber
(the cork oak). Cork is composed of suberin, a hydrophobic substance and,
because of its impermeable, buoyant, elastic, and fire retardant properties.
The by-product of corkboard is gaining popularity as a non-allergenic, easy-tohandle and safe alternative to petrochemical-based insulation products. It
also can be combine with other materials such concrete in order to improve
their intrinsic properties turning out into composite materials.

OPPORTUNITIES
1) Cork can turn out in sustainable exploitation.
2) Damaged elements could be recycling by becoming pellet and be used in other kind of
application like thermal isolation in buildings.
3) Expected good behaviour against noise and vibrations

THREATS
1) Cork is harvest from natural resources subjected to green mass diseases and climate
change.
2) Could be difficult to improve its main properties due to be a natural raw material.
3) As natural (organic) raw material is subjected to green mass diseases or climate change
affecting costs and availability
4) Influence on crack development in composite material
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Rubber (natural, synthetic, composite)

TRL

9
STRENGTHS

PHOTO

1) Good abrasion resistance
2) Good chemical resistance
3) Less expensive than other silicones
4) Good elasticity
5) Low cost in production
6) Already in production use for rail pad and slab mats.
7) Physical and chemical properties well proved
8) Worldwide availability

WEAKNESSES
1) Can not be reused or recycled
2) Toxicity in case of burning
3) Non biodegradable
4) Low heat resistance
5) Poor thermal properties
6) In case of natural rubber, normally import involved importation.
7) Difference in static and dynamic stiffness.
8) High Poisson ratio

Description:
Natural Rubber - Natural rubber, consists of polymers of the organic
compound isoprene, with minor impurities of other organic compounds, plus
water. Natural rubber is often vulcanized, a process by which the rubber is
heated and sulfur, peroxide or bisphenol are added to improve resistance
and elasticity and to prevent it from perishing. Rubber exhibits unique
physical and chemical properties. Rubber's stress–strain behavior exhibits
the Mullins effect and the Payne effect and is often modeled as hyperelastic.
Rubber strain crystallizes. Due to the presence of a double bond in each
repeat unit, natural rubber is susceptible to vulcanisation and sensitive to
ozone cracking. The two main solvents for rubber are turpentine and naphtha
(petroleum). Because rubber does not dissolve easily, the material is finely
divided by shredding prior to its immersion.
An ammonia solution can be used to prevent the coagulation of raw latex.
Rubber begins to melt at approximately 180 °C (356 °F). Natural rubber has a
strong, unpleasant odour.

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

1) Natural rubber can turn out in sustainable exploitation.

1) Fluctuation in the price of and lack of petroleum in the case of synthetic rubber.

2) Expected good behaviour against noise and vibrations

2) Natural rubber is harvest from natural resources subjected to diseases and climate
change.

Synthetic rubber - synthetic rubber is any artificial elastomer. These are
mainly polymers synthesized from petroleum byproducts.
Composite rubber - Reinforced rubber products combine a rubber matrix and
a reinforcing material, so high strength to flexibility ratios can be achieved.
The reinforcing material, usually a kind of fibre, provides the strength and
stiffness. The rubber matrix, with low strength and stiffness, provides airfluid tightness and supports the reinforcing materials to maintain their
relative positions. These positions are of great importance because they
influence the resulting mechanical properties.
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Concrete Geo-Polymer Sleepers

TRL

6
STRENGTHS

1) Reduction of cement usage (CO2 reduction)
2) High strength at early curing time (7 days)
3) Creep and shrinkage reduction
4) Weight reduction in comparison to Portland Cement concrete sleepers
5) Not affected by infestation by insects
6) Increased flexibility

PHOTO

WEAKNESSES
1) Needs heat for obtaining the optimal mechanical properties for the material during curing
2) Increased porosity could increase corrosion of steel reinforcement
3) More expensive than wood or bi-block sleepers
4) Necessity to replace the sleepers after a derailment
5) Relatively heavy component, more difficult handling
6) Creep and shrinkage
7) Higher dynamich effects caused by higher weight
8) Heavier than wood or bi-block sleepers

Source: Traviesas de hormigón pretensado producido por activación alcalina de escorias. Línea Moscú-San Petesburgo (Rusia), construida en 1989 [Prof. Pavel Krivenko]
Description:
The sleepers installed in the railroad must fulfill the set of functions that are
summarized as follows:
1) Support the rails forming the railroad, ensuring its inclination and maintain
their separation.
2) Distribute the vertical and horizontal loads transmitted by the trains on
the ballast.
3) Contribute, with the fasteners, to maintain the electrical isolation
between the rails (in the tracks with electrical signaling circuits).
4) Maintain stability of the railroad:
• In the horizontal plane
o In transversal direction: collaborating with its transversal strength against
efforts due to variations in temperature, to avoid buckling, and to the
dynamic loads of the trains.
o In longitudinal direction: collaborating with its longitudinal strength
against the loads previously mentioned.

OPPORTUNITIES
1) Environmentally friendly sleepers
2) Reuse of residues coming from industry (re-valorization of waste)
3) Promotion of principles of Circular Economy
4) Possible to set the sleeper weight, eg. according to point machines.
5) Easy application of an inovative of rail fastening
6) Installation of USP

THREATS
1) Non existance of durability tests on railway performance
2) Materials need to be standardized and normalized for incentivating its use
3) Fillers properties need to be consistant
4) Geopolymer- Concrete more expensive than current Portland Cement Concrete solutions
5) Some limitations due to its design and materials used

• In the vertical plane: in relation with the static and dynamic efforts
produced by the trains.
Concrete sleepers were first used on the Alford and Sutton Tramway in
1884.Concrete sleepers can be one piece of uniform or variable dimensions.
They can also consist of two separate blocks connected by a steel tie rod.
Concrete sleepers do not rot like timber sleepers, extra weight makes track
more stable (particularly with changes in temperature), they can withstand
fire hazards better than wooden sleepers, they give more retentivity to the
track, they have a longer life than wooden sleepers, and they need less
maintenance, resulting in lower ongoing costs and fewer track closures.
Fillers (CaCO3, Mica) have excellent mechanical and thermal properties to
add to concrete. Fillers add also flexibility flexible and elasticity, they are
also moisture proof having high tensile and flexural strength.
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Concrete Geo-Polymer Slab
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8
STRENGTHS

1) Reduction of cement usage (CO2 reduction)
2) High strength at early curing time (7 days)

PHOTO

3) Creep and shrinkage reduction
4) Weight reduction (specially interesting for static loads on railway bridges)
5) Increased flexibility
6) Increased porosity for evacuation of water from the track

WEAKNESSES
1) Needs heat for obtaining the optimal mechanical properties for the material during curing
2) Increased porosity could increase corrosion of steel reinforcement (lot of reinforcement is
used for Concrete Slab Track)
3) The curing process needs good monitoring and specific conditions that are difficult to be
maintained on site
4) No trained workers for this type of concrete pouring
5) Higher costs

Source: Concrete pouring of Slab Track (Ferrovial Agroman)
Description:
Slab Track is defined as a type of track where the sleepers and ballast are replaced by a concrete or
asphalt layer.
In the late 20th Century slab track started to appear, especially in tunnels, where the floor of the tunnel
would be a single slab of concrete in two layers, with the rail attached to fixtures in the second layer.
The first layer would seal the floor from water, and attain a profile of approximately the right
dimensions. The second layer would be laid to a greater degree of precision.
The five main types of slab track (or ballastless track) systems can be grouped into five families of
design.

1.Embedded Rail - The rail is encased in a resilient elastomer cast into a concrete track slab or steel
bridge deck. They are a very elegant solution for track fastening systems. If integrated into the concrete
sub slab, it can prove a very cost-effective solution with low weight and construction height. The
advantages of almost zero maintenance throughout the life of the system are also very attractive..

OPPORTUNITIES
1) Reuse of residues coming from industry (re-valorization of waste)
2) Promotion of principles of Circular Economy
3) Reduction of execution time
4) Weight reduced interesting for pre-cast Slab Track

THREATS
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Non existance of durability tests on railway performance
Materials need to be standardized and normalized for incentivating its use
Fillers properties need to be consistant
Geopolymer- Concrete more expensive than current Portland Cement Concrete solutions
Need of new proceedings for pouring on site this type of concrete

2.Resilient baseplate - The rail is attached to a concrete slab or plinth by means of a baseplate assembly
containing resilient pads.
3.Booted sleeper - e.g. Stedef - The rail is mounted on a twin-block concrete sleeper which is encased
in resilient boots, recessed into a concrete slab.
4.Cast-in sleeper - e.g. Rheda - The rail is mounted on a sleeper by means of resilient baseplate
(Vossloh System 300). The sleeper is cast into a concrete track slab.
5.Floating slab - e.g. Japanese “Shinkansen” system - The rail is mounted on a concrete track slab. A
resilient layer or spring system supports the slab.
With the addition of fillers to mix in the preparation of concrete and substituting Portland Cement,
additional properties suc as: higher flexibility and elasticity, and high tensile and flexural strength can
be obtained.
These additions allow for the use of a geoplymer-concrete with interesting properties to be applied in
the slab track
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Composite Slab
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5
STRENGTHS

1) Lightweight materials
2) Avoidance of corrosion (no need of steel reinforcement)
3) Not affected by infestation by insects
4) Low electrical conductivity
5) Do not absorb moisture or leach toxic chemicals into the environment
6) High strength

WEAKNESSES
1) Failure mechanisms are more complex than in traditional materials
2) UV light reduce durability of the material
3) Brittle material
4) Higher costs

PHOTO
Source: Federación Manchega de Amigos del Ferrocarril
Description:
Slab Track is defined as a type of track where the sleepers and ballast are replaced by a concrete or asphalt
layer.
In the late 20th Century slab track started to appear, especially in tunnels, where the floor of the tunnel
would be a single slab of concrete in two layers, with the rail attached to fixtures in the second layer. The
first layer would seal the floor from water, and attain a profile of approximately the right dimensions. The
seconf layer would be laid to a greater degree of precision.
The five main types of slab track (or ballastless track) systems can be grouped into five families of design.
1.Embedded Rail - The rail is encased in a resilient elastomer cast into a concrete track slab or steel bridge
deck. They are a very elegant solution for track fastening systems. If integrated into the concrete sub slab, it
can prove a very cost-effective solution with low weight and construction height. The advantages of almost
zero maintenance throughout the life of the system are also very attractive..
2.Resilient baseplate - The rail is attached to a concrete slab or plinth by means of a baseplate assembly
containing resilient pads.

OPPORTUNITIES
1) Normalization of the material for the use as sleepers around the globe
2) Reduction of execution time
3) Better repairablity

THREATS
1) Lack of information related to the durability of the material in different applications
2) Lack of normative on the use of these materials
3) Reluctance from Railway constructors to use unknown materials and elements
4) Not too many manufacturers
5) Very high cost of material
6) Need to train workers
7) Little experience with applications in railways

3.Booted sleeper - e.g. Stedef - The rail is mounted on a twin-block concrete sleeper which is encased in
resilient boots, recessed into a concrete slab.
4.Cast-in sleeper - e.g. Rheda - The rail is mounted on a sleeper by means of resilient baseplate (Vossloh
System 300). The sleeper is cast into a concrete track slab.
5.Floating slab - e.g. Japanese “Shinkansen” system - The rail is mounted on a concrete track slab. A resilient
layer or spring system supports the slab.
Composite materials are formed by combining materials together to form an overall structure with
properties that differ from the sum of the individual components
The new material may be preferred for many reasons: common examples include materials which are
stronger, lighter, or less expensive when compared to traditional materials.
In this case we are taking into consideration composite materials such as: carbon and glass fiber reinforced
polymers, and aramid fibers.
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Asphalt slab

TRL

6
STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

1) Realtivel low stress in asfalt layer, concrete slab or subgrade
2) Long lifespan
3) Minimum demands on maintenance.

1) Demanding construction process (especially for alsphalt multilayer design), tolerances
2) Anchoring of sleepers or bearers
3) Uplift of sleepers or bearers if no anchoring systém is used

4) Low level of noise

4) Increased loading of asphalt layer at the edges of concrete slab

5) Suitabel both for conventional and highspeed lines

PHOTO
Description:
Load-bearing layer in a ballastless system made from a mixture of minerals.
An asphalt load-bearing layer supports sleepers or bearers directly.
Track design consisting of tightly laid pre-stressed reinforced concrete slabs.
Below the slab, the geotextile layer may or may not have any other material,
and underneath the asphalt support layer.
Below this layer is a frost protective layer and subgrade. To ensure the slab
level and completely supported a grout layer can be used. Against horizontal
forces, the plates can be fixed by anchors to the load-bearing asphalt layer or
can be held directly by the grout without anchoring.
The sleepers are poured with grout to ensure their connection to the bearing
asphalt layer. A lower surface of sleepers is modified to transmit the
horizontal forces acting on the sleepers. The asphalt layer may be designed
and constructed as a single layer or multilayer. The height depends on the
type the ballastless track system. The asphalt mixture is considered warm
during a construction process.

OPPORTUNITIES
1) Application of recycled argreggate in the asphalt mixture

THREATS
1) Because of flammability limited installation in tunnels.

2) Better repairablity in a case of derailment
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Composite Rail Profile
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1
STRENGTHS
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1) Lightweight materials
2) Avoidance of corrosion (no need of steel reinforcement)
3) Not affected by infestation by insects
4) Low electrical conductivity
5) Do not absorb moisture or leach toxic chemicals into the environment
6) High impact resistance
7) High strength

WEAKNESSES
1) Failure mechanisms are more complex than in traditional materials
2) UV light reduce durability of the material
3) Brittle material
4) No experience with applications in railways
5) Higher costs
6) There can occure problems in wheel/rail contact (zvýšení valivého odporu)

Source: Railwp.com
Description:
The rail profile is the cross sectional shape of a railway rail, perpendicular to its
length.
Early rails were made of wood, cast iron or wrought iron. All modern rails are hot
rolled steel with a cross section (profile) approximate to an I-beam, but asymmetric
about a horizontal axis . The head is profiled to resist wear and to give a good ride,
and the foot profiled to suit the fixing system.
Unlike some other uses of iron and steel, railway rails are subject to very high
stresses and are made of very high quality steel. It took many decades to improve the
quality of the materials, including the change from iron to steel. Minor flaws in the
steel that may pose no problems in other applications can lead to broken rails and
dangerous derailments when used on railway tracks.
By and large, the heavier the rails and the rest of the trackwork, the heavier and
faster the trains these tracks can carry.

OPPORTUNITIES
1) Normalization of the material for the use as sleepers around the globe
2) Reduction of execution time

THREATS
1) Lack of normative on the use of these materials
2) Reluctance from Railway constructors to use unknown materials and elements
3) Not too many manufacturers
4) Very high cost of material
5) Need to train workers
6) Lack of information related to the durability of the material in different applications
7) No experience with applications in railways

Rails represent a substantial fraction of the cost of a railway line. Only a small
number of rail sizes are made by steelworks at one time, so a railway must choose
the nearest suitable size. Worn, heavy rail from a mainline is often reclaimed and
downgraded for re-use on a branchline, siding or yard.
The cross section shape of rails are often specific to individual railroads. Rails need to
be periodically scanned electronically, the data inspected and analysed, then reprofiled with rail grinding machines to maintain the safe and proper "rail profile".
Rails that cannot be brought back to the proper rail profile are condemned and
replaced.
Composite materials are formed by combining materials together to form an overall
structure with properties that differ from the sum of the individual components
The new material may be preferred for many reasons: common examples include
materials which are stronger, lighter, or less expensive when compared to traditional
materials.
In this case we are taking into consideration composite materials such as: carbon and
glass fiber reinforced polymers, and aramid fibers.
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Ballast: Artificial Ballast
http://www.balastoartificial.es/

TRL

5
STRENGTHS

1) Good mechanical behaviour
2) No dependency to natural materials that can be rather expensive
3) Many times the cost of the natural material is really high depending on the transport
4) You can avoid exploiting quarries (that implies environmental advantages)
5) Compatibility with current maintenance machinery

WEAKNESSES
1) Some problems with the particle size due to an excessive homogenization
2) No data about its behaviour in the future
3) Less wear resistance than some types of natural rocks
4) The cost as well as the GHG emissions could be higher depending on the availability of the natural material
5) No references regarding its behaviour in terms of vibrations and noise

PHOTO
Source: Nuevos materiales para su empleo como balasto en líneas de ferrocarril
Description:
The ballast is a layer of granular material that is placed under the sleepers and has an
important role in the behavior of the track against vertical and transversal actions
produced by the rolling stock.
This material usually comes from rocks with high compressive strength and high wear
resistance. Igneous or metamorphic rocks are usually used to produce ballast,
although in some parts of the world some sedimentary rocks are also used.
The ballast must meet three main goals:
a) Contribute to provide elasticity to the track in order to reduce the magnitude of
the dynamic stresses produced by the trains
b) Reduce the level of stress in the surface of the platform in order to avoid stresses
that exceed the resistant capacity.
c) Withstand the abrasion that the particles may have as a result of their contact with
rigid elements.
Regarding the replacement of ballast by elements of concrete, there are diverse
references for the production of "Artificial Ballast". The idea consists in the
elaboration of elements made of high resistance mortars with specific geometries, as
an alternative to the natural rocks.

OPPORTUNITIES
1) Potential solution taking into account the constraints about quarries and other mining
activities are expected in the future
2) Possibility of developing exactly the material needed
3) According to the results achieved during some R&D projects, it has potential for further
developments
4) Possibility to recycle material. Compatible with recycled materials from construction

THREATS
1) Lack of normative on the use of these materials
2) Lack of information related to the durability of the material
3) No adaptation to the maintenance machinery
4) Cost problem in locations where the natural material is affordable
5)

The objective is to have better control of the operation of the supporting layer of
sleepers. At the moment, the results they have obtained are were quite promising in
terms of strength and hardness of the particles.
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Ballast: Xitrackr
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9
STRENGTHS

1) Good protection against wear and erosion
2) Theoretically the solution keeps the mechanical behaviour of the ballast
3) Cost-effective solutions in specific locations with really high maintenance costs
4) Noise and vibration reduction
5) There are some successful experiences (especially in the UK)
6) Less maintenace

WEAKNESSES
1) Expensive solution that can be only applied punctually in a cost-effective way
2) Environmental and safety (in evaluation) problems by the use of polyurethane
3) Potential compatibility problems with the current maintenance machinery
4) Some difficulties to achieve a homogenious mixture ballast- polyurethane
5) Reduced permeability, influnced tamping process, recycling of the ballast

PHOTO
Source: Nuevos materiales para su empleo como balasto en líneas de ferrocarril
Description:
The ballast is a layer of granular material that is placed under the sleepers and has an
important role in the behavior of the track against vertical and transversal actions
produced by the rolling stock.
This material usually comes from rocks with high compressive strength and high wear
resistance. Igneous or metamorphic rocks are usually used to produce ballast,
although in some parts of the world some sedimentary rocks are also used.
The ballast must meet three main goals:
a) Contribute to provide elasticity to the track in order to reduce the magnitude of
the dynamic stresses produced by the trains
b) Reduce the level of stress in the surface of the platform in order to avoid stresses
that exceed the resistant capacity.
c) Withstand the abrasion that the particles may have as a result of their contact with
rigid elements.
The commercial name of this product is "Xitrackr" and has been tested on several
occasions. The process consists of placing a mixture of liquid polyurethane (using an
applicator) on the surface of the ballast layer, which is drained on the same and
reaches its cure in approximately 10 seconds.

OPPORTUNITIES
1) Potential solution for areas that need high maintenace such as S&C
2) Noise reduction would be an opportunity to apply this solution in spite of its high cost
3) It can become a cheaper technology if it is widely used
4) According to the results achieved during some R&D projects, it has potential for further
developments
5) Application at the crossing area

THREATS
1) Lack of normative related to the use of these materials in some EU countries
2) Problems with its maintenace
3) No really good solutions to face safety and environmental problems
4) High implemetation costs

After one hour of its application, the mixture acquires 90% of the optimal resistance.
Once the curing is completed the ballast acquires a resistance in the three
dimensions forming a net that keeps the ballast particles in perfect
conditions as it dampens the contact between them, avoiding wear and
erosion.
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Ballast: ElastotrackR

TRL

8
STRENGTHS

PHOTO

1) Good protection against wear and erosion
2) Theoretically the solution keeps the mechanical behaviour of the ballast
3) Ballast projections reduction
4) Noise and vibration reduction
5) There are some experiences that can be used as references
6) Less maintenace
7) As it is not applied in-situ, it has less diffciulties to achieve a homogenious mixture ballastpolyurethane

WEAKNESSES
1) Expensive solution that can be only applied punctually in a cost-effective way
2) Environmental and safety (in evaluation) problems by the use of polyurethane
3) Potential compatibility problems with the current maintenance machinery
4) Nowadays the existing experiences have no demonstrated real achievements
5) Long curing time
5) Reduced permeability, influnced tamping process, recycling of the ballast

Source: Nuevos materiales para su empleo como balasto en líneas de ferrocarril
Description:
The ballast is a layer of granular material that is placed under the sleepers and has an
important role in the behavior of the track against vertical and transversal actions
produced by the rolling stock.
This material usually comes from rocks with high compressive strength and high wear
resistance. Igneous or metamorphic rocks are usually used to produce ballast,
although in some parts of the world some sedimentary rocks are also used.
The ballast must meet three main goals:
a) Contribute to provide elasticity to the track in order to reduce the magnitude of
the dynamic stresses produced by the trains
b) Reduce the level of stress in the surface of the platform in order to avoid stresses
that exceed the resistant capacity.
c) Withstand the abrasion that the particles may have as a result of their contact with
rigid elements.

OPPORTUNITIES
1) Potential solution for areas that need high maintenace such as S&C
2) Noise reduction would be an opportunity to apply this solution in spite of its high cost
3) It can become a cheaper technology if it is widely used
4) According to the results achieved during some R&D projects, it has potential for further
developments
5) Application at the crossing area

THREATS
1) Lack of normative related to the use of these materials in the EU countries
2) Problems with its maintenace
3) No really good solutions to face safety and environmental problems
4) High implemetation costs
5) No evidences regarding its sucess in the paces where it was implemented

Another alternative to the application of polyurethane on ballast has been
developed by the company BASF with a product called "ElastotrackR". The idea of this
product is based on coating each of the particles of the ballast in polyurethane and
then form the ballast layer with the particles already coated.
This product has recently been used in the passenger line between Wu and Guang
(China) with the aim of reducing noise, wear and ballast projection. It was also used
in singular location in the United States but, as in the case of China, without visible
results.
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Ballast: Neoballast

TRL

7
STRENGTHS

1) Longer lifespan
2) Lower maintenance needs
3) Lower aggregate extraction from quarries
4) Improvement of noise and vibrations (N&V)
5) Same permeability than conventional ballast
6) Same track installation and maintenance than conventional ballast

WEAKNESSES
1) Expensive solution that can be only applied punctually in a cost-effective way
2) Environmental and safety (in evaluation) problems by the use of the binder
3) Not tested yet on a real environment
4) Needs more raw materials and manufacturing
5) Homologation, certification and CE marking pending

PHOTO
Source: COMSA EMTE
Description:
The ballast is a layer of granular material that is placed under the sleepers and has an
important role in the behavior of the track against vertical and transversal actions
produced by the rolling stock.
This material usually comes from rocks with high compressive strength and high wear
resistance. Igneous or metamorphic rocks are usually used to produce ballast,
although in some parts of the world some sedimentary rocks are also used.
The ballast must meet three main goals:
a) Contribute to provide elasticity to the track in order to reduce the magnitude of
the dynamic stresses produced by the trains
b) Reduce the level of stress in the surface of the platform in order to avoid stresses
that exceed the resistant capacity.
c) Withstand the abrasion that the particles may have as a result of their contact with
rigid elements.
Neoballast aggregates are provided with an advanced coating composed of a special
binder and recycled rubber coming from end-of-life vehicles (ELV) tyres, designed to
overcome two of the most important shortcomings of railway tracks: track
degradation and noise and vibration (N&V) emissions.

OPPORTUNITIES
1) Compatible with precast and recycled ballast
2) Increasing demand for N&V performance
3) Need of an evolution (ballast is practically the same since the 19th century)
4) Need to decrease maintenance costs
5) Increasing demand for sustainable and eco-friendly solutions
6) It allows the use of low quality aggregates
7) It can be produced in any quarry worldwide, provided the machine is transported

THREATS
1) Increasing trend towards slab track
2) Lack of normative related to the use of these materials in some EU countries
3) High dependence on petroleum price
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Fastening system with spring

TRL

1
STRENGTHS

1) Aplicable for all standard fastening systems with baseplates used in turnouts.
2) By steel springs can be adjust the stiffness.
3) Possible to optimize the stiffness along the turnout
4) Stiffness design of springs can be easier than stiffness design of rubber pads.

WEAKNESSES
1) The changing of demaged or worn springs could be more difficult then the changing of standard pads.

PHOTO
Description:
Fastening systems, where the rubber or EPDM pads are replaced by system
of springs. The stiffness could be easily set in this fastening system,
eventually the stiffness could be set dynamically according to the weight of
passing trains. It can insure the best deflection along the hole turnout. The
differences in stiffness along the turnout can be taken into account.

OPPORTUNITIES
1) Alternative for rubber and EPDM pads.
2) Possible to develop turnout with optimesed stiffness.

THREATS
1) This fastening system has not been used yet.
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Low-friction surface

TRL

5
STRENGTHS

1) Lubrication of the sliding surfaces are not required
2) Some types of coatings are corrrosion resistant
3) Operating savings

WEAKNESSES
1) Higher costs od modificated sliding chairs
2) Durability of the coating surface
3) Higher coefficient of friction than lubricated surfaces

PHOTO
Description:
Surface of slide chairs are lubricated by various lubricants to reduce friction
and ensure trouble-free adjustment of tongues and moving tip of frog. From
an ecological point of view it is advantageous to eliminate the need for
lubrication of sliding surfaces. This can be achieved by using different roller
chair systems or using special low friction material on the surface of the
sliding chairs. The second way can be achieved either by applying different
coatings or sprays of special sliding materials, or by using sliding inserts of
sliding materials embedded in the sliding surface.

OPPORTUNITIES
1) Environmentally friendly
2) Reduction of operating costs
3) Alternative for roller points - easier fastening system design

THREATS
1) Higher coefficient of friction means higher operating forces of locking mechanismus
2) Higher operating forces means possibility of failure of the locking mechanismus
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Bainitic Contact Layer (UPA)

TRL

3
STRENGTHS

1) Advantageous combination of the wear resistant surface and fracture resistant of the whole cross
section
2) Improved resistance to the contact-fatigue defects thanks to proven advantages of carbide-free
bainite microstructure
3) Technology meets the requirement to create different material parameters in different switches
parts without increasing of design complexity
4) No casting defects compared to standard surfacing technologies

carbide-free
carbide-freebainitic
bainitic
steel
steel

weldinterface
interface
weld

PHOTO

decarburizationzone
zone
decarburization

standardpearlitic
pearliticsteel
steel
standard

5) No additional contact or moving interfaces are created
6) Less maintenance cost
7) Increase of safety
8) Suitable for crossing area
9) No additional heat treatment is necessary for the suggested chemical composition

WEAKNESSES
1) Processing requires a wide experimental research to optimize contact surface mechanical
parameters
2) Difficult implementation under operating conditions
3) Limited dimensions (length) of parts in production conditions
4) Heterogeneous longitudinal joints and oriented internal heterogeneities creation. In case of too
difficult realization, the other welding technology needs to be tested (e.g. electron beam welding)
5) Despite of new approach to "layered material" creation and novel bainitic steel usage, it does
not present revolution
6) Necessary additional joining with supporting bottom part of common pearlitic material
7) Heterogeneous longitudinal joints and oriented internal heterogeneities creation

Description:
Contact area of rail surface undergoues to very specific loading conditions, rolling-contact fatigue combined with adhesive and abrasive wearing is
predominant and it presents complex loading system, as a source of typical damage of contact surface.
Rest of rail cross section is responsible mainly for resistance to sudden entire cross section failure; i.e. novel materials should be evaluated according
the fracture mechanics approach.
Upper part of the particular cross-section profile can be created by specific novel carbide-free bainitic steel, suggested for contact-fatigue loading. The
contact-fatigue resistance of these steels is due high dislocation density together with the film of retained austenite between the bainitic lathes, that
acts against the crack propagation.
There are a number of different ideas considered (and also used technologies) available today for creation heterogeneous material in surface layers.
We are going to focus on flash butt welding principle, which can bring new distinctive advantages. In the standard usage, i.e. for joining the parts of rail
track, each sublayers of the heat affected zone are the source of problem with local structural and mechanical heterogeneities even on the contact
surface.
In this case, welding joint and heat affected zone are in horizontal direction, so real material parameters of contact surface are influenced by depth of
the fusion zone in rail head. Based on the knowledge of material response of the mentioned bainitic steel on welding parameters, it is the way, how to
modify primary microstructure in required way.
There is a possibility to meet the contradictory requirements (high wear resistance, fatigue resistance together with high impact toughness) and to
reverse the primary welding problems to the benefits. “Layered” material is brought directly to the contact volume, where the surface will have
refined microstructure.
Interlayers at bainite/pearlite welding interface can present the softened zone (based on decarburization process) and thanks to that they can restrict
the perpendicular propagation of the surface initiated cracks. Natural branching of the contact fatigue cracks in defined depth under surface may be
suppressed and so the operational safety against sudden failure will be increased.

OPPORTUNITIES
1) Possibility to modify the material parameters of the surface layer according different requirements.
2) Possibility to use the other prospective materials based on advanced processing, eg. thermomechanical processing using in the automotive industry.

3) Whole section replacements can be considered or also the standard maintenance processes (buildup welding technologies) can be used.
4) Instead of high-carbon (standard pearlitic) steel the middle carbon steel can be used for rest of the
cross-section towards to better weldability and higher impact resistance.

THREATS
1) Production costs depending on the size of the production series may be higher than the whole
cross-section bainitic profiles.
2) Requirements for the development of the required welding equipment may be too demanding
to be realized in the short-term future.
3) The technology parameters optimization could possibly be a threat in this proposed solution.
The real structural and mechanical response of the novel steel to heat/pressure loading is studied
by experimental flash butt welding. The feasibility could be difficult in reality.

5) Replacing the one layer approach by the multilayer additive technology presents the opportunity of
this concept. The prepared novel steel is well weldable and is very sensitive to deformation
hardening. Depending the composition phases, mainly the form and fragment of residual austenite, it
is the way how to “utilize” the operational mechanical response in rail-wheel contact.
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Under Sleeper Pad (USP)

TRL

9
STRENGTHS

PHOTO

1) They provide vibration protection
2) Preservation of the ballast condition (ballast enjoys a longer service life)
3) Improvement of track stability
4) Increased track quality
5) Decreased maintenance costs (less tamping operations needed)
6) Less short pitch and rail corrugation on the rail running surface
7) Can be installed quickly through pre-assembly on the sleepers
8) Ideal for retrofitting a vibration protection solution
9) The railway superstructure has defined elasticity

WEAKNESSES
1) Requires extra installation time on site (if not pre-assembled on the sleepers)
2) Expensive solution that can be only applied punctually in a cost-effective way

Source: Sakdirat Kaewunruenet al. University of Birmingham, "Under sleeper
pads: field investigation of their role"
in detrimental impact mitigation
Description:
Under sleeper pads (USPs) are the component installed under the concrete
sleepers generally to improve railway track resilience. In practice, the
component has commonly been used in certain applications, mainly to
moderate track stiffness in special locations such as turnouts, crossings, and
level crossing.
USP are resilient pads attached to the soffit of sleepers to provide resiliency
between the sleepers and ballast. USP is made of polyurethane elastomer
with a foam structure including encapsulated air voids. Two common
objectives for installing USP are to reduce ground vibrations and to reduce
ballast breakage. The vibration of sleepers could be isolated by the USP so
that the ballast and formation are uncoupled from the wheel/rail interaction,
reducing the ground vibrations affecting surrounding buildings and
structures. The reduced ballast damage is accomplished by a reduction of
contact pressure, and thus wears, in the sleeper/ballast interface. A more
uniform load distribution is achieved by the use of USP, resulting in the
reduction of the contact pressure and the smaller variations of support
stiffness along the track

OPPORTUNITIES
1) They can be installed both in HS, conventional lines and lines with high axle loads
2) They can be installed during repairs and retrofitting
3) Mandatory in some HS Lines (e.g. France)
4) Very convenient in places with high track (ballast) degradation

THREATS
1) Lack of normative related to the use of these materials in some EU countries
2) High dependence on petroleum price
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Under Ballast Mat (UBM)

TRL

9
STRENGTHS

1) Effective to achieve a defined level of elasticity in areas with a low ballast height
2) Increased track quality
3) Less vibration and structure-borne noise in ballasted track
4) Optimum embedding of the ballast and improved load transfer
5) Proven durability after more than 30 years in use
6) They can be driven over by heavy construction equipment

WEAKNESSES
1) Requires extra installation time on site
2) Expensive solution that can be only applied punctually in a cost-effective way
3) Decreased lateral stability
4) Reduced drainage of the ballast layer

PHOTO
Source: Isolgomma
Description:
Under ballast mats (UBMs) are the component installed under the ballast
generally to mitigate noise and vibrations in urban areas, as well as to
moderate track stiffness in special locations such as turnouts, crossings, and
level crossing.
UBMs are made of polyurethane elastomer with a foam structure including
encapsulated air voids. Thanks to their special structure of rubber fibers and
granules, to the their wide range of densities and thicknesses availability,
UBMs are suitable for many different vibration insulating needs. They can be
used on Tramways, Undergrounds and on Rail Freight transport and/or HighSpeed railways.

OPPORTUNITIES
1) Useful in track retrofits
2) Very convenient in areas with N&V problems (e.g. urban areas)
3) Suitable to reduce stiffness in turnouts, crossings and level crossings
4) They can be used in all types of railway lines
5) Mandatory in some HS Lines (e.g. some sections in Spain)

THREATS
1) Lack of normative related to the use of these materials in some EU countries
2) High dependence on petroleum price
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LANKHORST
Main track sleepers
The sleepers are manufactured from high-quality, ductile, reinforced polymer with two
steel bars encased, which provides both high strength properties as well as excellent
damping characteristics.
The innovative polymer sleeper has excellent lateral resistance due to its profiled bottom.
Its recessed design allows the sleeper to be completely embedded within the ballast, which
provides excellent vertical stability against uplift.
Lankhorst offers a pre-drilling and mounting service for faster installation on location,
whether you want pre-drilled sleepers on one or two sides or even if you require premounting of baseplates. Advantages:








50-year expected design life
low lifecycle costs
recycled & recyclable materials
excellent damping & high strength properties
high chemical resistance
sound & vibration reduction
high lateral & vertical stability

Figure 1: Sleeper reinforcement [35]

Figure 2: Fastening system [35]

Figure 3: Main track sleepers [35]
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Bearers
To achieve the required rigidity and strength, KLP ® Hybrid Plastic Switch & Crossing
Sleepers are reinforced with four steel bars. The steel reinforcement bars are completely
encased and moulded into the plastic.
There is also a connectable version of this railroad sleeper available, to obtain longer
lengths. These composite sleepers are equipped with a connection element on one side
and are installed from both sides, to be connected after installation. The stiffness remains
constant over the whole length of the mounted sleeper due to its unique design. The
maximum length obtainable with this connectable sleeper is 10.4 m. Advantages:







50-year expected design life
low lifecycle costs
recycled & recyclable materials
excellent damping & high strength properties
high chemical resistance
easy to install

Figure 4: Sleeper reinforcement [35]

Figure 5: Connectable sleeper [35]

GREENRAIL
Greenrail sleepers consist of an outer cover made of a blend of end-of-life tyres (ELTs)
and recycled plastic, and an inner core in pre-stressed, reinforced concrete. Greenrail
sleepers guarantee all the mechanical characteristics of the railway sleepers, offering the
following many advantages: smaller pulverization of the ballast and, as a result, a
reduction of maintenance costs:









longer lifespan
greater resistance to lateral rail displacement
significant electrical isolation
greater resistance to the freezing/thawing phenomenon
protection of concrete inner core from sand in desert regions
reduction of vibration and noise levels deriving from railway traffic
product traceability thanks to RFID technology
recovery and reuse of tons of plastic and ELTs (up to 35 tons) per
kilometre of rail line.

Greenrail is designed to use a ‘W’ rail-fastening system, preassembled in the factory. The
‘W’ system allows faster mounting and uses standard mechanical methods for the
renovation and laying of tracks.
Greenrail can design and produce various kinds of sleeper, following international technical
specifications and clients’ particular requests.
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Greenrail can incorporate different systems and devices, such as photovoltaic panels for
solar energy harvesting (Greenrail Solar), and devices for safety and diagnostic data
transmission (Greenrail LinkBox).

Figure 6: Greenrail sleeper [36]

Figure 7: Greenrail sleepers in track [36]

Figure 8: Detail of photovoltaic panel and fastening system [36]
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Figure 9: Greenrail B 70 sleeper [36]
STRAIL
The basic material for the STRAILway plastic sleeper is extruded plastic recyclate
reinforced with fibres (fibre-reinforced polyolefin recyclate compound – PE-HD + glass
fibres), processible nearly like a wooden sleeper. The difference to other sleepers: no
artificial resin, complex pultrusion techniques or specially produced parts such as steel
reinforcements are used. STRAILway is highly resistant against environmental influences
and chemicals.
Application:






normal track sleepers, turnout sleepers and bridge sleepers in the
application area
wooden sleepers
normal track and turnout sleepers as a substitute for concrete
sleepers ≤ 160 km/h and
wheel set loads (axle loads) of ≤ 225 kN
sleepers for special applications like in extremely corrosive
environments, e.g. in chemical companies or in mining.

Benefits:









good eco-balance due to the use of secondary raw materials
does not pollute ground water
recycling of operational residues – 100% recyclable
long service life (simulated in the laboratory: more than 50 years >
longer service life than wood/concrete > low lifecycle costs)
processible nearly like wooden sleepers (e.g. sawing, milling,
planing, drilling, plating)
treatment does not present any health risk (test report available
upon request)
screw pull-out force better than with wooden sleepers
excellent chemical and environmental resistance (e.g. resistant to
insects, fungi, moisture – no rotting).
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Figure 2: Sleeper dimensions [37]

Figure 11: Technical data (part 1) [37]

Figure 12: Technical data (part 2) [37]
SICUT
Sicut’s sleepers feature a patented embossed side and bottom pattern which locks the
sleeper into a set position within the ballast, to minimize lateral movement, increase
stability, reduce excessive contact forces and track wear, reduce noise and vibration and
provide a lighter alternative to concrete.
The mechanical properties of the sleepers are achieved without the use of steel
reinforcement bars, allowing Sicut’s sleepers to be recycled after use and eliminating
water/moisture ingress, undetected cracking and potential steel rusting, which can all lead
to sleeper malfunction. Sleepers do not require indoor storage and are handled and
installed with the same equipment used for timber sleepers.
Sleepers have been shown to resist plate wear, hold spikes, and maintain gauge after 14
years and over 1.8 billion tonnes of heavy-haul traffic.
Advantages:
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more durable than timber, steel or concrete – impervious to rot,
fungus, insects, and moisture. The material contains no toxic
chemicals or preservatives and will not corrode or develop splinters
reduced noise, vibration & conductivity
installs & handles like timber
reduced mid-life maintenance.

Figure 13: Sleeper dimensions (example) [38]

Figure 14: Bearer dimensions (example) [38]

Figure 15: Plastic bearer example [38]
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Figure 16: Technical data [38]
TIETEK
TieTek’s unique manufacturing process delivers high-performance sleepers which provide
a superior track foundation and are completely interchangeable with wooden sleepers.
With the patented formula, 85% of the inputs come from recycled materials — plastic,
rubber from used tyres and waste fibreglass — and are combined with various mineral
fillers to create sleepers that are extremely strong, durable, self-extinguishing and highly
resistant to harsh environmental conditions.
Advantages:






better long-term spike hold, and superior performance to other
sleeper technologies
more durable than wood. More resistant to plate cutting, improved
lateral strength and shows minimal variation in rail gauge after over
2 billion gross tons of heavy axle traffic
same total track stiffness as wooden sleepers; the total track
modulus is the same. According to the manufacturer, sleepers
produce less surface vibration than other sleepers, producing 8 dB
less vibration than wood, and 14 dB less than concrete
easy to maintain – do not require specialized installation or
maintenance equipment and can be completely intermixed with
wooden sleepers in operating environments.

Appearance

Table 1: Technical data [39]
Dark grey to black

Size

0.177 × 0.227 × 2.743 or 0.177 × 0.227 × 2.591 m

Weight

113–122 kg

Density

1153 kg/m3

Thermal expansion

0.0075 %/°F

Modulus of rapture

Greater than 18.6 MPa
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Modulus of elasticity

Greater than 1723.6 MPa

Compressive MOE

268 MPa

Rail-seat compression

16 MPa

Flammability

No combustion after 20 seconds of impinging flame;
self-extinguished after 120 seconds of impinging flame

Spike insertion

31.75 kN

Spike lateral resistance

11.79 kN

Spike withdrawal

14.96 kN

Screw spike withdrawal

36.28 kN

Resistivity

500+ MΩ @ 500 V

INTEGRICO COMPOSITES
IntegriCo’s patented technology mixes recycled landfill-bound plastic to create composite
sleepers that far exceed industry standards for high consistency and structural integrity.
Because IntegriCo’s technology uses extremely tough plastic material that cannot be
processed by competitors, the raw material cost is lower than that of others in the industry.
A formulation component of IntegriTiesTM includes cross-linked polyethene, an extremely
tough plastic. The low-heat process preserves the properties of plastic that make it good
raw material for sleepers.
Table 2: Technical data [40]
Property

IntegriCo’s IntegriTiesTM

AREMA standards

Appearance

Weight

Matte black/dark grey
0.177 × 0.229 × 2.590
(2.743) m
–

n/a
0.177 × 0.229 × 2.590
(2.743) m
83.9–145 kg

Density

1090–1120 kg/m3

n/a

1654.7 MPa

1172 MPa

Size

Modulus of elasticity,
MOE
Modulus of rupture

18.6 MPa

13.78 MPa

Compressive MOE

262 MPa

n/a

Rail-seat compression

15.85 MPa

6.2 MPa

Spike insertion

30.84 kN

n/a

Spike pull-out

14.51 kN

8.61 kN

Screw spike pull-out
Spike lateral
resistance

74.84 kN

n/a

11.34 kN

n/a

AXION STRUCTURAL INNOVATIONS






ECOTRAX® sleepers can be used in: road crossings, switches, light
rail, bridges, mining and heavy axle-load freight.
Axion’s ECOTRAX® sleepers meet AREMA standards.
More durable – impervious to rot, fungus, insects, and moisture.
Easy to install – can be installed using traditional wooden sleeper
equipment.
Environmentally safer & cleaner – Axion’s proprietary Recycled
Structural Composite (RSC) material is inert, contains no toxic
materials and is non-corrosive. Made from 100% recycled materials
and 100% recyclable at the end of their long, functional life.
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Patented pattern – debossed upon the sides and bottom of each
ECOTRAX® Composite sleeper – allows for optimal hold and
increased mechanical interlock between sleeper and ballast.

Figure 17: Sleeper pattern [41]

Figure 18: Sleepers in track [41]
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Figure 19: Technical data [41]
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